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INTRODUCTION

At the beginning of the last half-century, the field of descrip

tive embryology had been rather extensively covered, and the development 

of representatives of most animal groups had been described. Since that 

time, investigators, realizing that descriptive embryology alone is In

adequate to provide an understanding of many of the processes of develop

ment, have for the most part turned toward experimental work, with the 

result that descriptive phases of study have received but little atten

tion, and the embryology of a number of animals remains completely un

known. Since one can hope for an understanding of developmental pro

cesses only when knowledge of the morphological features of development 

provides an adequate foundation for experimental work, there still exists 

a need for work in descriptive embryology.

In spite of the unusual amount of interest attaching to toads of 

the genus Scaphlopus. the embryology of these forms has never been 

studied. The present work has as its aim a description of the normal 

development of Scaphlopus bombifrons Cope; it has been based mainly on 

consideration of external structure, although doubtful points have in 

many cases been investigated by reference to aerial sections. Every 

phase of embryonic and larval development has been repeatedly followed 

in living specimens, and the study has been supplemented by considera

tion of an abundance of preserved material. It has been convenient for 

purposes of description to divide the developmental process into a number

1
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2

of stages based upon external morphology and the age at a given temper

ature (hours after fertilization at 23° to 25°C.). Each stage Is con

sidered as lasting until the beginning of the succeeding one, and des

cription is based primarily upon the state of development which initiates 

a stage. A complete time record based upon study of living material 

is presented in connection witii the description of stages.
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MATERIALS AND I.IETHODS
i
)
i
J Material for study was obtained during the spring season of

I each year from 1934 to 1938, inclusive. Adults (most often clasping

1 pairs) were taken from their breeding congresses before eggs had

been laid. In the laboratory pairs were isolated and put into cul

ture dishes containing tap water to a depth of about two inches. The
i

dishes were partially covered to prevent escape of the toads, and 

were placed in a dark room. Under these conditions aaplexation takes 

place and egg laging, which begins after one or two hours, will con

tinue even when the toads are taken into a lighted room. Eggs were 

removed as soon as possible to finger bowls, Syracuse watch glasses, 

or culture dishes labeled with the time of laying and with a number 

assigned to the pair of adults producing them. In some cases the 

time of laying was known only within ono hour, but in those eggs 

chosen for time observations it was known exactly. Eggs and embryos 

wore observed under a binocular dissecting mioroscope and, by me ana 

of notes, descriptions, and sketches, observations on development 

were recorded as completely as possible and for as many embryos as 

could successfully be studied. In a largo number of embryos the 

exact time of appearance of the various sets of cleavage furrows 

was noted, and similar records were made for the appearance of all 

structures and reactions up to the time of hatching. Afterward, 

larvae were observed at intervals, and the rate of growth checked

3
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4
as fully as possible up to the tine of metamorphosis. Tine records have 

been based upon study of living material. Even with temperature regulated 

variations exist which make it quite difficult to prepare a reliable re

cord of the ages at which various structures appear; this is especially 

true in case of the stages after hatching, since tadpoles of the same 

age and living in the same environment vary greatly in size at any one 

time, some being much larger and some much smaller than the sverage. The 

time record (that is, the ages at which each stage be,gins and ends) has 

been compiled after a careful study of all data gathered during the five 

years.

In 1934 tadpoles were kept until they had attained a length of 

about 9 nan., at which time the last ones were fixed. In 1935 and 1936, 

a number of tadpoles completed metamorphosis, and in the latter year a- 

bout 40 young toads were kept until the end of September (Trowbridge and 

Trowbridge, 1937). In 1937, a small series of earlier stages m s  pre

served by a , H. Trowbridge and turned over to the author for study. In 

1938 tadpoles were again reared through metamorphosis.

Tadpoles were kept after hatching and up to the time of trans

formation in large culture dishes, each containing from 15 to 20 speci

mens. They were in all years except 1935 fod filamentous green algae, 

lettuce, the yolk of hard-boiled eggs, raw beef liver, bits of lean 

chopped beef, and fragmented insects. In 1935 several hundred speci

mens were allowed to develop in large cement tanks, and were fed mainly 

on a liver diet. Under these conditions development was not normal. At 

about the beginning of the third week the body became swollen and tur

gid, in the hind leg a large amount of fluid collected beneath the inte-
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5
gument, and In some specimens the tail became bent and distorted. Most

I

tadpoles died before completing metamorphosis. None of these abnormal

ities developed when the more varied diet was given in other years, 

j Klatt (1927) observed that special diets may lead to malformations of 

i  the tail or body in salamanders, and Noble (1931) has stated that "over

feeding with liver frequently leads to distended bodies and bent tail in 

both larvae and adult salamanders." As the latter pointed out? u one

sided diet should be avoided under laboratory conditions where healthy 

animals are required.

During the first years the developing embryos and tadpoles were 

i  kept at a temperature ranging usually from 23 to 25 degrees Centigrade, 

but occasionally varying between 2.3° and 27° C. In 1938 the temperature 

was as nearly as possible maintained at between 23° and 25° C, and the 

time schedules given are the ones observed to hold at that temperature.

In 1934 a series of embryos and tadpoles up to a length of 9 mm. 

was preserved, and in 1937 only a few (up to about Stage 8 ) were fixed, 

but in the other three years complete series from uncleaved egg up to 

fully transformed young toads were preserved. A number of fixatives 

were used, and abundant material for the study of every stage was ob

tained. In each of three years e complete series was fixed and preser

ved in 10$ formalin. Bouin’s fluid was U3ed for a series from blastula 

to metamorphosing tadpoles; some of the larger tadpoles were cut open 

to permit better penetration. Goldsmith’3 fluid (Goldsmith, 1929) was 

used for a complete series. Another series was fixed in Smith’s fluid, 

either according to the formula of B. G. Smith (1912, page 91) or to 

that of Galigher (1934, page 49). No attempt was made to remove egg
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membranes or jelly before fixation, since the presence of these was found 

not to hinder penetration to any great extent. Goldsmith’s fluid dis

solves the jelly layers, leaving only the chorion surrounding the egg 

or embryo. For removal of the envelopes before embedding,the specimens 

were exposed for a short time to the action cf a one or two per cent 

solution of sodium hypochlorite,which should be agitated to hasten re

moval of the jelly. It is necessary to remove the embryos and wash them 

thoroughly in water as soon as the jelly is removed, but while the chor

ion is still intact. Care in observing this precaution precludes any 

possibility cf injury through dissolution or disintegration of the sur

face of the embryo,

Material intended for study of external features was stored in 

70$ ethyl alcohol or In 5$ formalin, depending upon the method of fixa

tion, hlaterial intended for sectioning was imbedded as soon as possible 

(in no case more than four weeks) after fixation. Tertiary butyl alco

hol was used as the dehydrating and clearing agent for a number of em

bryos and larvae, but in the majority of cases ethyl alcohol, anilin 

oil, and toluol were used, in the author’s modification of the method 

of Hamlett (1950) for yolky material. For embryos up to about the time 

of hatching, the steps from 70$ alcohol are as follows:

2/3 70$ alcohol plus 1/3 anilin 1 hour

1/3 95$ alcohol plus 2/3 anilin 1 hour

Pure anilin (change once) 30 min.

2/3 anilin plus 1/3 toluol 1 hour

1/3 anilin plus 2/3 toluol 1 hour

Pure toluol (change several times) 1 hour
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7
o oAdd shavings of paraff ir, (53 to 55 M, P.), gradually increasing to 

saturation, over a period of from 6 to 12 hours. Keep at a temperature 

of 37°C., adding more paraffin if necessary, for several more hourB. 

Place in the paraffin oven at a temperature of 56°C., and add melted 

paraffin at intervals of an hour or less until object is in pure para

ffin. Change paraffin at leant twice. Imbed after the embryo has been 

in pure paraffin about two hours.

Itoterial prepared by either of the above methods and stored in 

tightly sealed jars in which a moist atmosphere is maintained yields 

excellent paraffin sections. Sections may be cut as thin as 6 or 7 

micra, although most of those pnepared were cut at either 8 or 10 micra. 

If slides are coated before staining and again before the final clear

ing vdth a 1$ solution of celloidin there is no difficulty due to buck

ling or loss cf sections.

Embryos may be successfully oriented under a dissecting micro

scope at the time of embedding. Such points of reference as the various 

cleavage furrows and the gray crescent cun as a rule be distinguished 

without difficulty.

material fixed in Smith's fluid may be embedded by the anilin 

method and sectioned successfully even after remaining three or four 

years in formalin, although staining is not satisfactory. Even those 

embryos fixed and stored for several years in formalin can be sectioned 

by this method, but during staining sections tend to fall off the slides 

before coating with celloidin can be accomplished. This was attempted 

only in those cases in which it was desired to section embryos showing 

points of especial interest.
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Smith’s fluid and 1 Oj£ formalin have been found the most satis

factory fixatives for study of the external features of cleavage. Form

alin preserves the embryo in a form most closely approaching that of the 

living one in that the furrows remain deep and definite and the blast- 

omeres slightly rounded, color is faithfully preserved, and the gray 

crescent is well marked. It has the fault, however, especially in the 

early cleavage stages, of occasionally producing a slight dent or de

pression near the animal pole or in the region of the gray crescent.

It also causes slight swelling, and after several years may bring about 

destruction of pigment. VJith fixation in Smith’s fluid, the surfaces of 

the blastomeres are more flattened, the furrows not quite as definite, 

and the gray crescent less well marked, although form and size of the 

embryo are well preserved. For later blastulae (Stuges 10 and U) Smith’s 

fluid gives better fixation for external study than does formalin, since 

the cell outlines are a little plainer, pigment is better preserved, and 

there is no tendency toward collapsing. Embryos and larvae fixed in 

Goldsmith’s fluid are so brittle that they can hardly be handled with

out breaking, and cleavage furrows are not as well outlined nor pigment 

as well preserved as after fixation in either formalin or Smith’s fluid.

Smith’s fluid is superior to any of the others used for external 

study of embryos from early formation of the neural structures to the 

time of hatching. Bouin’s fluid gives good results on larvae from the 

time of hatching up to a length of about nine millimeters. Used for em

bryos before hatching, it contracts the chorion close to the body, flat

tens the early neural ridges, and sometimes causes a precipitation of 

flocculent material inside the chorion and on the surface of the embryo.
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Early neural folds are not well shown after fixation in either Gold

smith's fluid or formalin. The latter may cause a dent in the dorsal 

part of the body, and, in later stages up to the time of hatching, brings 

about a slight amount of swelling. Smith's and Bouin's fluids give bet

ter preservation of pigment in embryos from the time of appearance of 

neural structures up to the time of hatching than do either formalin or 

Goldsmith's fluid. Tadpoles from the time the integument becomes trans

parent up to the time of metamorphosis con be fixed in formalin, vhich 

preserves the body shape quite well.

Material fixed in Smith's, Goldsmith's, or Bouin's fluid sections 

well when prepared by either the tertiary butyl alcohol or the anilin 

oil method. Both Smith's and Goldsmith's fluids have been found to give 

satisfactory fixation for nuclear study. In most cases, however, the 

former has been used, as its results are much better for study of ex

ternal aspects.

Although some eggs and embryos were stained In toto with Galigher% 

alum-hematoxylin, with picro-carmine, or with Grenadier's alcoholic bo

rax-carmine, the majority were stained on the slide with Heidenhain'a 

iron-hematoxylin or with Galigher's alum-hematoxylin, both without 

counterstain, Iron-hematoxylin gives a sharp nuclear stain, but the 

yolk granules stain so deeply that they may, especially in the thicker 

sections, interfere with observation of nuclei, Galigher's alum-hema

toxylin stains the nuclei sharply, the yolk granules lightly, and marks 

out cell outlines plainly.

It is estimated that during the course of the study at least 

30,000 eggs, embryos, and larvae have been procured.
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All sketch.es have been drawn from preserved material with the aid 

of a camera lucida.
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STATUS OF SCAHffOFUS BOi.BIFNOHS COPE

As has been pointed out in a previous paper (Trowbridge and 

Trowbridge* 193?) the specific name bombifrons is used with some doubt. 

The status of bonblfrona has long been in dispute. Some authorities 

(Stejneger and Barbour, 1923, Slevin, 1928, and Ortenburger and Free

man, 1930) consider bombifrons a synonym of hamondli. OtherB (Burnett, 

1924, Taylor, 1929, and Gilmore, 1924) treat bombifrons and hai.mondii 

as separate subspecies of the species haxamondii. Still others (as Smith, 

1934) consider the two as distinct species. Our adults have been iden

tified by Hobart M. Smith as bombifrons. but he agrees with us that the 

tadpoles are not typical of that species. The latter correspond vdth 

the description by VJright (1929) of S. hammondii Baird, save that the 

median conical horny tooth in the roof of the mouth is present. All 

tadpoles reared in the laboratory have been of the same type.

It has been indicated in the section on Food Habits of Tadpoles 

that differences in habitat and available food may cause slight differ

ences among tadpoles of the same form as regards body shape and size, 

and degree of development of jaw muscles and cornified mouth parts. 

Laboratory-reared tadpoles have been compared with tadpoles apparently 

of the same form taken from their natural habitat in pools near Norman, 

as well as with specimens taken near Colorado Springs and sent to us 

by H, J, Gilmore. The latter are of two types so distinct as to be

11
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separated at first sight and without the aid of a microscope; further 

study shows that one group corresponds with the description given by 

2. H. Taylor (see Smith, 1934) for S. bombifrons, and the other, save 

for the presence of the median tooth in the roof of the mouth, with 

.fright's (1929) description of 3, hamondli, It is concluded that en

vironmental factors do not bring about structural differences great 

enough to confuse the identity of the form.

Since our adults have been identified as S. bombifrons Cope, and 

since that name has been used in the preliminary publication, it is re

tained in the present paper. To which species or subspecies the form 

may eventually be assigned must await a more thorough study of the en

tire genus thah has yet been made, and one which will take into considera

tion both larval and adult characters.
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LIFE HTSTOflT

Notes from the Literature

Appearance and Habits:

Since the time of their discovery by Holbrook in 1842, spadefoot 

toads of the genus Scaphlopus have, on account of their peculiar habits 

and appearance as well as their rapidity of development, aroused more 

interest among naturalists than have most other amphibia. Hargitt (1688) 

referring to Sea Phiopus holbrookli, wrote, "Altogether, they are cer

tainly the most peculiar and erratic of any of the order; and, under 

the peculiar difficulties in the way of continuous study, it will be 

long ere its life-history can be said to be thoroughly known." The ac

curacy of this prediction is shown by the fact that even today, despite 

the interest attaching to spadefoot toads, their life history is but 

incompletely known, and only scattered notes have been written concern

ing their development.

As to general appearance, Holbrook (1842) described £>. holbrookli 

as follows: "This is a strange animal—  an odd mixture of toad and frog,

having the teeth of one, and the rudimental posttympanal glands of the 

other; it approaches, however, nearest the toad in its forms and habits 

.... The skin is very delicate, and though warty or granulated after 

exposure, when first taken from its hold the Scaphlopus presents the

13
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etiolated appearance of a real subterranean animal." Among the Anura 

of Oklahoma, spadefoot toads are distinguished from all others by the 

vertical pupil of the eye and the convex anterior interorbital region.

S>. bombifrons differs from toads of the genus Bufo in the absence of a 

distinct parotid gland. The "spade”, a large cornified inner metatar

sal tubercle with a free cutting edge, is a further characteristic and 

the one which gives the group its name. Complete descriptions of Scap- 

hiopus bombifrons Cope have been given by Cope in 1889 (as Spea hammond- 

ii bombiffons Cope) . und uore recently by Smith (193-rj.

Much of the mystery attached by earlier authors to the life of 

spadefoot toads lay in their belief that, \rtiile the animals emerged 

to breed during the time of heavy rains in the spring or sunmer, the 

remainder of the year they spent in their subterranean burrows. Smith 

(1934) has pointed out that this belief is probably due to the fact 

that during the time of breeding the toads can be located in congress 

by their calls, and it is largely under such conditions that they have 

been collected. Even so, "if the observer does not happen to be on 

hand at_ the right time and in the right place, the animals vrfLll escape 

observation entirely." (Storer, 1925). After breeding, the toads ap

parently scatter widely, and since they do not sing v/hen they emerge 

for food, they are seldom found.

Even now it is not definitely known how frequently, aside from 

their appearance at the time of breeding, spadefoot toads come out of 

their burrov/s. Most observers have seen them only at night. 3mlth 

(1934) has observed adults of S, bombifrons at night in the sand dunes 

near Medora, Kansas, hopping about in considerable numbers in light
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showers. Little and Keller (1937) took two specimens of S. hnmnfindll 

on hare adobe loam soil on the Jornada Experimental Range in New Mex

ico one afternoon, but concluded that they were probably driven out of 

their burrows by the heat of a kerosene burner being used to eradicate 

poisonous plants. According to Wood (1935) adults of S. ha/mondil are 

relatively common after sundown in the cottonwood belt along Green River 

about fifteen miles southwest of Ouray, Utah. Apparently young or im

mature toad3 are taken more often on dry nights than are adults. Kell

ogg (1932) found the young toads (S. hammondil) cooing out at night in 

the summer months independent of rains (along the Powder River near 

Powderville in Montana). Stone (1932) reported, for S. holbrookli in 

the New Jersey pine barrens, that on two successive nights he and 

others "found the open pine woods fairly well populated with the toads 

and a number of specimens were obtained all of which seemed to be about 

half grown (body length 1.50 inches)'.' Allen (1932) found _S. holbrookli 

coining forth every night, the temperature permitting, during the latter 

half of March and the first part of April, 1932, in the bottom lands 

of the Tchoutacaboueffa River near Biloxi, Mississippi; none of the 

specimens 'v/hich were seen, or taken exceeded 25 or 30 millimeters in 

length, excepting one, a full grown individual observed on a night 

attended by a light precipitation and on which immature specimens were 

noted to be more abundant. Linsdale (1938), in the Toyabe Mountains 

area in central Nevada, found emergence of breeding adults of ,3. ham

mondil Baird independent of rainfall, and extensive foraging of young 

ones in daylight hours. In August, 1932, he saw hundreds of recently 

transformed toads active early in the morning, and later retiring into
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shallow excavations, sometimes covered with earth. In 1933, from mid- 

May to mid-June, he found a large proportion of the 1932 brood had sur

vived, and were foraging on tho surface in daylight hours, being seen 

most often in early morning or late afternoon. By 8:00 a.m. most of 

those in sight were burrowing, but a few were seen at mid-day on clear 

hot days. "Evidently they take advantage of the opportunity, whatever 

time of year it comas, to feed. The long periods viien the toads are 

underground must result from necessity induced by unfavorable conditions 

and not from any particular choice for living in burrows."

! Noble (1931) has pointed out that stricture of skin often re

stricts range of species, since thin and delicate skins, as those possess

ed by spadefoots, are more subject to desiccation than are thicker and 

more heavily oornified ones. However, the correlation between skin 

structures and environment is not always close. "Many Salicntis.... 

burrow to avoid desiccation, fhe Spade-foot Toads are equipped with 

large metatarsal tubercles which are doubtless of great assistance in 

this operation." Storer (1925) has pointed out that the digging equip

ment with which toads of the genus Bufo are variously provided is de

veloped to an extreme degree in the spadefoots, which are thus enabled 

to dig for themselves suitable individual sh. Iters in which to spend the 

daytime when the amount of atmospheric moisture is dangerously low. Gold-

I smith (1926) found that digging reactions are induced in 3. hammondii by
m m  ii- i twih -m~m

i

: evaporation, and that this species is sensitive to a humidity change of
010 per cent at a temperature of 27 C.

Scaphlopus bombifrons usually chooses sand or soft ground for its 

burrow. In burrowing, both newly-transformed and adult toads dig from
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the rear by means of the "spades", shuffling the hind limbs in quick 

movements. Adults are able to conceal themselves in a minute or less; 

young toads usually require from three to five minutes for the process. 

In adults, the end of the muzzle and the frontal convexity are in some 

cases covered with a black cornified layer, which is possibly of use 

to the animal in keeping tho burrow open to the surface, or in packing 

the ground forming the walls of the burrow. This character is not con

stant, the horny material varying in amount and position; it may be 

found only on the tip of the snout, or on top of the head from snout 

to Interorbital boss.

Breeding Places:

At the time of breeding spadefoots may gather by the thousands 

in their congresses. Dickerson (1913) wrote as follows of _S, bombl- 

frons: "In its range it is very abundant, and so vhen it does appear,

every ditch and pool of water may show representatives." Ortenburger 

(19,14) reported for 3. couchli and S. borabifrons. 13 miles north of 

Tucson, Arizona, "In. the series of roadside mud puddles where the ob

servations were made there were well over 1500 individuals by actual 

calculation”.

Apparently only temporary pools are chosen as breeding places. 

Gilmore (1924) has stated that in the low rolling hills east of Colo

rado Springs, at the time of heavy rains of early summer, the sangy 

soil is saturated, and temporary pools are formed in the valleys; to 

these pools the toads migrate in incredible numbers. "The spadefoot 

chooses temporary ponds in which to rear its young. In no cases have
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eggs or tadpoles been observed In permanent lakes, although such lakes 

are available. The ponds are roadside mud-holes and low areas in fields 

ranging from a few inches to a few feet In depth. The water is muddy 

and warm.” Goldsmith (1926) agrees with these observations; during 

the breeding season he transferred to a small permanent pool fifty ad

ults which failed to reappear, and which he concluded were probably 

destroyed by the abundance of snakes in the pool. Little and Keller 

(1937) observed hundreds of individuals and clasping pairs of S. ham- 

mondii at artificial ponds and temporary pools after summer rains.

Moore (1937) found 3. bomblfrons abundant in a roadside pool and in 

terrace ditches at Stillwater, Oklahoma. Driver (1936) observed S, 

holbrookil breeding in temporary rain ponds in bottom-lands of the 

Connecticut River near Northampton, Mass., where they preferred the 

part of the pond over a recently plowed corn field to that over grass; 

the eggs were draped around submerged corn stalks.

Role of the Voice:

Concerning the role of the voice, Storer (1925) recorded the 

following observations: "Sea pill opus, in coiabination with its digging

equipment, has other characteristics which would seem of decided bene

fit to an amphibian living amid arid surroundings. The voice of the 

male at spawning time is very loud, equaling or exceeding that of Hyla 

regllla and many tiroes stronger than that of Bufo b. halophilus. Upon 

the advent of rain in amount sufficient to form pools we may expect 

that the first rale Seaphiopus to enter a rain pool would begin calling; 

this would serve to attract females and other males so that a breeding
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colony xiould be established quickly. Rain pools do not necessarily al

ways form in the same place in successive years. If, as we have rea

son to suppose, the adults are more or less scattered when in their bur

rows, the strong voice of the first male entering a pond suitable as a 

breeding environment would serve to concentrate the local population 

there.” Ortenburger (1924) stated: "How the first ones find the pud

dles vkie not determined, but after a few calls of the first comers num

bers could be seen coming directly towerds the sound of the calls.

There can be little doubt that they were guided by the calling of others 

in the water,n Goldsmith (1926) has also indicated that voice may play 

a part in guiding toads to the pools.

The song of the male has been variously described. Ortenburger 

(1924) described that of S. hammondil (which he considers synonymous 

with S. borablfrons) as "sounding much like a loud purr of a eat but at 

the sane time having the metallic mechanical sound of grinding gearsl 

It is given by the male while the animal is in the water, each time he 

kicks his hind legs. The song lasts but 1-2 seconds." Gilroore (1924) 

observed: "After arriving at the ponds the male spadefoot indulges in

very vigorous nuptial song, which continues without interruption until 

the mating has been completed. The effect has been described as ’weird, 

plaintive cries', 'hoarse and woeful’. The individual song somewhat re

sembles that of Ttona palustrls.” Kellogg (1932) stated, for spadefoots 

taken, in llontana: "The call of this toad is quite weird and unusual,

and may be likened to the squawk of some animal when severely injured, 

or a resonant ye-ow. Once heard this distinctive call is not likely to 

be forgotten."
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It is quite generally agreed that the time of breeding is de

pendent upon the rains of late spring or early summer. Some observers 

hqve found only one breeding congress each year, and others more than 

one. According to Smith (1934), Dr. E. H. Taylor has observed £. boinbi- 

frons to breed in Morton County, Kansas, as early as June 8, and as 

late as August 8 : "Specimens were taken....after very heavy rainfalls.

Large numbers congregated at breeding places. Three such groups were 

found in a radius of two miles and more than fifty specimens were taken 

on each of the tv® dates." Smith continued: "It is probable that they

breed at any time coincident with the first heavy showers after the 

middle of spring, even though it be so late as the last of summer. -It 

has never been proved that they lay more than once a year," Gilmore 

(1924) has stated that near Colorado Springs, Colorado, the time of 

breeding is dependent on heavy rains of early summer. Goldsmith (1926) 

wrote of S_. hamraondli (probably the same form which Gilmore calls S. 

hamaondli bombifrons) that, on the dry plains to the east of Colorado 

Springs, after May 1, the breeding period of the individuals in the var

ious areas depends entirely upon a local rainfall sufficient to fill the 

temporary pools: "Rains insufficient to fill the pools will often bring

out a portion of the toad population, which will breed and return to bur

rows in the soil. A later rain will again bring out a portion of the 

individuals Inhabiting the territory and these will go through their 

breeding activities. This successional breeding has been observed to 

occur two and three times in one season in single pools. A heavy rain
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in May or June results in a general breeding period which completes 

this activity for the season." Little and Keller (1937) found in New 

Mexico mating of large numbers of £>. hajnmondll after the three import

ant summer rains on May 23, July 24 and August 26, 1934. In the spring 

of 1936 Moore (1937) observed three breeding congresses of S. bombifrons 

at Stillwater, Oklahoma. These were on April 28, May 8 and May 22, 

with the main one on May 8 . In the same spring only one congress, that 

of May 8 , occurred at Norman (Trowbridge and Trowbridge, 1937). /is Moore 

pointed out, the difference is apparently due to differences in climatol- 

ogical data for the two regions. Driver (1936) reported for £3. holbrookiL 

near Northampton, Mass., one appearance in 1933 and three, with eggs 

laid at each, in 1934. Brandt (1936), in the case of S. holbrookii hoi- 

brookll (Harlan) in eastern North Carolina, found a congress occurring 

on March 20, 1933, after four days of warm heavy rains; similar con

ditions early in May of the same year failed to bring about another 

congress.

On September 6, at Continental, in Santa Cruz Valley, Arizona, 

Campbell (1933) found males of £3. haamondii. Bufo cognatus. and B. wood- 

housll calling in temporary pools in a large open prairie, while the fe

males of each species were out in the grass, accompanied by numerous sub

adults, apparently feeding. He concluded that probably the breeding sea

son was over and the ovaries spent, but the males showed no diminution 

of ardor.

Mating. Egg-laying. Eetreat from Congress. etc.:

Mating begins soon after the spadefoots have entered the water.
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Amplexation is normally inguinal. Wright (1932), speaking of S. hol- 

brookil. remarked: "If heavy rainy weather is on they like other spec

ies of spadefoots will breed by day, even start first in the daytime 

but darkness is the preferred period for spadefoots in general (S. hoi- 

brookil. S. couchil.3. hamnondll)." Gilmore (1924) has stated: "The

process of mating and egg laying occupies from twenty-four to forty- 

eight hours. If rains continue the adults may remain in the water for 

several days; but more commonly they leave the pond immediately after 

the eggs have been laid." Ortenburger (1924) observed that the toads 

left the ponds during the day and came back after dark, none arriving 

until after it was quite dark. Goldsmith (1926) noted that "breeding 

activities at a particular pool last two or three days and then end as 

suddenly as they began, the large contingent of the population leaving 

during a single night." Storer (1925) wrote of California spadefoots. 

(£>. hananondli)once concentrated, spawning is evidently accomplished 

with speed as indicated by the large number of eggs in similar stages 

of development found in the ponds near Santa Maria following the first 

heavy lat6 spring rains." Little and Keller (1937) saw in New Mexico 

pairs of J3. hammondii Baird both day and night for several days after 

prolonged rains.

According to Gilmore (1924), "The egg masses vary in size.

Large masses contain 200 to 250 eggs, smaller ones 10 to 50. The mass 

is attached to submerged vegetation, or to any object protruding from 

the bottom. The mass is elliptical in shape."

Goldsmith (1926) has observed the retreat of S. hammondii from 

their breeding congresses. "iVhen breeding activities are over, the
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adults move off up the drainage lines to the warm dry soil of the hills, 

digging shallow burrows for protection during the day. The distances 

covered per night by the advance of this migration vary from 60 to 150 

meters."

Notes on Development:

Although it has been recognized for some time that spadefoots de

velop with -unusual rapidity, no author has described the process in any 

detail. Shortness of the developmental period is a character of marked 

benefit to an amphibian living in an arid environment. As Ruthven (1907) 

pointed out, "The transient nature of the water bodies on the plains 

makes it necessary that the immature stages of the amphibians of this 

habitat be brief." Even so, temporary pools often dry up before the 

tadpoles have had time to develop through metamorphosis. On August 1, 

Ruthven found six individuals (three males and three females) of S. 

couchll Baird breeding in a small pool on the flood-plain of the Santa 

Cruz River (mesquite association) near Tucson, Arizona. "The pool was 

small and shallow, owing its origin to a few showers that had occurred 

previous to this date, one the night before. Five duys later the pool 

had become entirely dry and hundreds of tadpoles were dying in the mud." 

Driver (1936) near Northampton, Mass., found temporary rain ponds dry

ing up and tadpoles (S. holbrookil) dying on the thirty-first day. At 

Stillwater, Oklahoma, Moore (1937) observed a remarkable resistance of 

the tadpoles of S. bomb if rone to drying. Eggs v/ero laid May 8 . On 

June 3, no water was left in the pool, and on June 4 twenty-five per 

cent of the tadpoles were dead. "There was so little moisture that a
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fanner had driven a wagon through the place, and his tires made a de

pression less than 1 inch in depth." In the late afternoon and even

ing of June 4 a rain of 1.62 inches fell, and the next day the tadpoles 

were so numerous that their losses seemed insignificant. "How long 

they could withstand such unfavorable conditions is uncertain, but they 

were exposed to the direct sunlight of 1-jV days and abcut 75^ survived."

A number of observations are available on the hatching period 

of S. holbrookll. Nichols (1852) observed that five days after he 

found the spawn it had become tadpoles. Abbott (1884) stated: "During 

this interval (June 26-28) these animals spawned, the eggs being attach

ed to blades of grass and blender tv/igs. The eggs hatched on. the 2nd of 

July...." According to Sherwood (1898) the hatching period is "about a 

week", Overton (1915) recorded, on August 4 and 5, 1915, "a great con

gress—  enormous numbers of eggs of the spadefoot and Fowler’s toads 

were readily identified in the pools. On the 7th, the eggs were hatched." 

In Florida, Wright (1932) noted more rapid development. "On August 18, 

1928, we have the field note that two lots ’are hatched early morning 

of August 18. In fact, some in pond were almost hatched August 17 at

noon or 1^ days after laying. Certainly l|-2 days after egg deposition
o othese have hatched. Water must have been 75 or 80 when rain came and 

more when the sun came out.’" Driver (1934) found that the eggs hatched 

in two days at a water temperature between 50° and 60 Tadpoles 
kept in tanks and fed on earthworms and scraps of meat developed hind 

legs at the thirty-fifth to the thirty-eighth day, and the front legs 

emerged and the young toads left the tanks at forty-eight to sixty-three 

days. Tadpoles in natural ponds died when the water dried up on the
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thirty-first day. He believes the "reputed" rapidity of development 

may occur only with high mid-sunnier temperatures.

For S. oouchii Baird, King (1932) has recorded that near Tucson, 

Arizona, hatching takes place in one or two days: "The little tadpoles

grow rapidly and are sufficiently developed in a week to make their way 

into the mud at the bottom of the puddle and all have vanished by two 

weeks." Steoker (1908), for the same species at V/aco, Texas, noted 

that the eggs hatch in eight to ten days, the limbs begin to appear on 

the twentieth to the twenty-third day, and on the twenty-seventh to the 

thirtieth day the young toads leave the water with their tails still in 

evidence. Streaker also reported that at Santa Maria hatching takes 

place at not more than five days, and that at seventeen days the tad

poles have attained a total length of eighteen and one-half to forty- 

three millimeters.

As ooncerns .S. hammondii. Storer (1925) has written the follow

ing notes: "The embryonic developmental period is found to be short. 

The larval period is probably also short if we may judge by analogy 

from the known fact in the case of the other two widely distributed 

species of Scaphiopus in the United States. The newly transformed 

young spadefoot has at once the burrowing reflex of the species, which 

it must, in the case of prairie ponds lacking a border of aquatic vege

tation as temporary shelter, put to immediate use to protect itself 

from desiccation." For S. hanmondii in New Mexico, Little and Keller 

(1937) reported that thirty-six to forty-eight hours elapse between 

laying and the tadpole stage.

The most extensive account cf the development of any spadefoot

So O  <o
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is the following one given by Gilmore (1924) for S. hammondii bombl-

frona Cope:

The incubation period as observed in the field seems to be less 
than 48 hours. This is probably due to the very warm condition 
of the water. In 1924, long continued cloudy weather retarded 
the hatohing.

The newly hatched tadpole is a trifle less than one-fourth of an 
inch in length. Within less than five days it lias doubled in 
size, V/ithin another five days it has attained a length of one 
inch. The legs then begin to develop. Fifteen days later it 
has reached its maximum size. Two and one-half inches is the 
maximum length of the majority of adults in any tadpole commun
ity. A small minority attains three to three and three-quarters 
inches in length. At about the thirtieth day after egg-laying, 
arms begin to appear, and the process of transformation begins 
to be evident in all parts of the animal. The complete absorp
tion of the tail and the completion of remodeling of all struc
tures into adult form is accomplished by the fortieth day.

In 1921, specimens were found to be completely transformed after 
thirty-six to forty days. In 1923, the shortest observed period 
was thirty-nine days....

At no time during the season of growth are all tadpoles of even 
approximately the same size. From ten to twenty per cent of 
specimens known to have hatched at the same time are consider
ably larger than the aveaage. Some may be two to three times 
the size of the average. These larger forms are frequently 
found with smaller ones half eaten.

Food of Tadpoles:

Gilmore (1924) recorded the following observations on the food of

S. hammondii bomblfrons.

The spadefoot chooses temporary ponds in which to rear its young.
In no cases have eggs or tadpoles been observed in permanent 
lakes, although such lakes are available. The ponds are road
side mud-holee and low areas in fields ranging from a few inches 
to a few feet in depth. The water is muddy and warm. The vege
tation consists of such microscopic plants as have passed the 
winter in a resting condition in the dried mud at the bottom,
A few plants of Marsilea, some of the coarser grasses, sedges 
and rushes may be present. To the casual observer the ponds 
seem unusually barren. The animal life is rich and varied.
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Protozoa are preseat in abundance. Rotifers are conation. Var
ious of the smaller worms are abundant. The larvae of aquatio 
beetles, bugs and diptera are present in small numbers. The 
dominant fauna oonsists of crustaceans. Of the phyllopods 
several species of shrimp are numerous (Streptocephalus. Tham- 
nocephalu8. Apus. Estheria). Of the Cladocera, Dsphnia and 
other genera are represented. These attain to unusual size 
and abundance. Of the Copepods, Cyclops. Dlaptomus. and other 
genera are abundant.

In this environment, poor in larger plants, rich in animal 
life, the spadefoot tadpole develops. This may account for 
the development of the carnivorous habit.

The structures about the mouth of the spade-foot tadpole are 
admirably adapted for a diet of living animals. The horny 
jaws are constructed for seizing and holding prey. They are 
capable of being opened to accommodate large prey. On the roof 
of the mouth is a median horny recurved tooth. This is not 
found in herbivorous tadpoles. The lips.,..are flat and thin 
and probably assist in the capture and holding of prey. Food 
is not swallowed whole as in the adult toad, but is held in 
the jawB and sucked or torn to bits.

The feeding apparatus is operated by an unusual development 
of mouth muscles, an adaptation probably associated with a 
carnivorous diet.

Gilmore also stated:

The tadpoles of most frogs and toads are herbivorous and there
fore have very long intestines. As they transform to the adult 
condition they take only animal food, and the long intestine is 
replaced by a short one. In the spadefoot the change from a 
long to a short intestine seems to take place before the begin
ning of transformation. In fact, some specimens seem never to 
have had a long intestine. It seems probable that the spade- 
foot tadpole is departing from the traditions of its ancestors 
and relatives and adjusting itself to a new type of diet. This 
adjustment is approaching perfection in the jaws, lips, roof of 
the mouth, and jaw muscles. The long intestine character has 
not been eliminated, but is in process of elimination. It seems 
to persist during early tadpole life and is later supplanted by 
a short intestine. The short intestine character will be sub
ject to a wide range of variation until it has firmly estab
lished itself on the race.

Cope (1889) recorded larvae (Spea hammondii bombifrons) from a 

lake in Idaho eating grasshoppers, and noticed several specimens with
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the entire insects in their mouths. "Jn some instances the grass

hoppers’ bodies were too large and projected from their mouths. These 

precocious larvae were evidently air-breathers, and hopped about pre

senting a curious appearance as they dragged their large tails after 

them.”

Little and Keller (1937) reported that tadpoleB of S. hammondii 

kept in the laboratory ate algae, lettuce and other vegetable matter, 

insects, and small crustaceans. "Cannibalistic tendencies were ob

served in the laboratory and at Prog Pond. Tadpoles attached themselves 

to other individuals which they slowly absorbed through their small 

mouths until only outer skins were left."

Linsdale (1938) has recorded several observations on feeding 

habits of the same form. At one time he saw many dead tadpoles scat

tered on the bottom of a pool, and live ones feeding on them. One tad

pole was seen feeding at the surface fily, vupporting its body vertically 

with rapidly moving tail and working the mouth at the surface. Wood 

(1935) in Uintah County, Utah, found in a small pond used for watering 

cattle numerous large spadefoot larvae (S_. hammondii), with hind limbs 

just developed, which "seemed to be feeding upon vegetable matter either 

contained in the cattle dung or growing upon it".
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Observations Made in the Vicinity of Norman

In the vicinity of Norman, field observations on the life history 

of bonbifrons have been made in the spring seasons of 1934 to 1938, 

inclusive. In the first three years field studies "were made jointly by 

the writer and Mr.A. H. Trowbridge (see Trowbridge and Trowbridge, 1937), 

In the spring of 1937 I was not present at the time of emergence of the 

spadefoots; Mr, Trowbridge and Dr. A, N. Bragg have allowed no to quote 

from their field notes for this year. The writer is responsible, ex

cept where it is otherwise indicated, for observations made in 193S,

Breeding Season;

The following quotation and table (Table I) are taken from the

above-mentioned publication (Trowbridge and Trowbridge, 1937).

Following a heavy rain on April 4, 1934, two specimens were 
taken from a deep ditch west of Norman, but none were found 
elsewhere. On the night of May 5, 1934, the spadefoots were 
out in large numbers. In 1935 the spadefoots did not appear 
until April 28, when they were abundant in the ditches and in 
the large pool south of the campus. They appeared on the night 
of May 8 , 1936. In this area at least, and for as long as we 
have studied it, the spadefoots have had a breeding range not 
to exceed two weeks. It probably varies in other regions of 
the state, according to the 3pring rainy season.

As in Colorado, the time of breeding appears to be directly cor
related v&th the season, and elso vdth the amount of rainfall. 
Gilmore does not give rainfall data for the years in which his 
observations were made, but we have compiled these data for this 
area from the official weather station situated in Norman. They 
are summarized in Table I.
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TABLE I

THE DAILY AMOUNT OF RAINFALL FOR THE MONTHS IMMEDIATELY FRECEDIHG THE 
FIRST BREEDING- CONGRESSES FOP. A THREE-YK'lR PERIOD. THE RAINFALL 

RECORD FOR EACH YEAR IS TABULATED ONLY UP TO THE DATE OF 
THE BREEDING- CONGRESS OF THAT YEAR

Month 1934 1935 1936

April 4 1.55 inches No rains
April 15 .23 " in April
April 17 If• oj
April 18 .02 « 1.05 inches
April 19 .00 " 1.55 "
April 25 .60 " .20 "
April 27 .19 " .00 "
April 28 .00 " 1.20 "
May 2 .00 " 1.07 ind&s
May 3 2.00 " .00 "
May 8 2.59 "

Total rainfall 4.94 inches 4.00 Inches 3.66 inch®

An inspection of Table I reveals a number of interesting facts. 
First, Scaphioous bomblfrons did not breed follovdng the first 
heavy spring rains of any of the three years. Rather breeding 
was delayed until at least a total precipitation of 3.66 inches 
for the preceding five or six weeks had fallen. Second, in all 
cases a heavy rain was required to bring the toads out in num
bers. Although the data are not included in the table, rains 
averaging from .73 to 1.5 inches fell after the breeding dates, 
Borne of them occurring as late as the latter part of May for 
all three years. Spadefoots have never appeared after the first 
breeding congress, except in 1936, when a gravid female was 
picked up in a pool formed in the Norman streets following a 
.23 inch rain, May 23. Neither have they appeared after heavy 
rains in June or subsequent months.

It seeias to be certain that boribifrons in Oklahoma has a 
well-marked breeding season, and that this season is definitely 
correlated with climatic factors and time of year.... The evi
dence indicates a hereditary breeding pattern, more or less in
fluenced by climatic conditions at the tins the eggs are ready
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for laying.

In 1937 and 1938 distribution of rainfall resulted in a late con

gress in the former and an early one In the latter year. The data used 

in Table II were obtained at the University weather station in Noman.
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TABLE I I

Daily ioaount of Rainfall in Inches During the Spring 
Months of 1937 and 1938 *

Day May’S? June *37 March ’38 April T38 May *38

1 .01
2 .35
3 .02 .48 .82
4 .005 C
6 1.17
7 .32 •3o .48
8 .15 .110
9 .10
10 .57
12 .15
14 .44
15 .46 . CD cn

16 .20
17 .62 C
18 .84
19 .68 C
20 .04
21 .15 .140 .98 C 2.61
2.3 ... .020 .37 C 1.10
25 .640
26 1.820
27 .56 .820
28 .20 1.580 0
29 .96 C
30 .01

TOTAL 2.IS 5,48 5.135 2.99 7.40

*The total precipitation recorded for each day is that amount falling 
between 7:30 A.M. of the day in question and 7:30 A.M. of the follow
ing day.

C indicates the occurrence of a breeding congress.
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During March and the first part of April, 1937, but little rain 

fell. In the latter port of April rains of .50 and .94 inches were re

corded on April 21 and 22, respectively. During May, precipitation 

totaled 2.19 inches, the greatest amount in any 24-hour period being 

.96 inches on May 2S. During June, there were no heavy rains, and dur

ing July (not included in Table II) the total precipitation was only 

,97 inches. In this year only one congress was held. On the night of 

June 17 one was present in a muddy temporary pool in a corn field one 

mile directly south of the campus. Dr. Bragg and Mr. Trowbridge col

lected seven pairs of toads from this congress. On the same night, ac

cording to Dr. Bragg, eggs were laid in buffalo wallows in a pasture 

at the end of Jenkins Street. It is doubtful whether in this year any 

tadpoles lived to complete metamorphosis. In the buffalo wallows just 

mentioned, Dr. Bragg, while watching the development of tadpoles of 

Bufo cognatus, made observations on tadpoles of 3caphiopus which were 

also present. Clutches of 33. cognatus eggs were seen in both pools 

June 18, and tadpoles June 21. On June 22 none remained in one pool, 

and only one in the other. The next day none were found. Since Scap- 

hiopus tadpoles were present in both pools, Dr. Bragg concluded the 

Bufo tadpoles had been eaten by them, and possibly also preyed upon by 

Dytiscid beetles present as the pools dried to a low level. He followed 

the progressive drying of the pools until on June 27 both were dry and 

the mud was cracked, and there were no sign3 of tadpoles of either 

species. A heavy shower fell on the morning of June 28, and in the 

afternoon both pools contained considerable water, but there was no 

evidence of tadpoles. Dr. Bragg has written in his field notes,
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"Scaphlopus apparently could not withstand the drying of the pools.

Perhaps they were not far enough advanced to do so as Moore’s were at

Stillwater." From June 19 to June 25 his readings of water temperature
0 oin the pools* taken in the afternoon, vary between 30 C. and 37

In 1938, the unusually large amount of rain \Mch fell during 

March resulted in the occurrence of a breeding congress earlier than any 

other recorded for this region. After rains totaling a little more than 

five inches for the six preceding days, a congress was held the nights 

of March 28 and 29. No spadefoots were heard during the afternoon of 

March 28, but at 9:00 o’clock males were heard calling in the pond one- 

half mile south of the campus (the same pond from which toads were taken 

in 1934 and 1935), and in bodies of water on pasture land and in a wheat 

field between this pond and the end of Jenkins Street. One pair was 

taken from the former pond at 9:15 P.M. Between this time and midnight 

males were heard calling from various buffalo wallows and roadside ditches 

they seemed to be quite wide-spread in their distribution. At 1:00 A.M. 

two pairs were taken from the pool directly south of the campus. Ho 

other pairs were seen at this time, and the males seemed fewer in number 

than earlier in the night. When the pool was visited again between 3:00 

and 4:00 A.M. there were markedly fewer males, and no females or pairs 

were seen. The number of Bufo cognatus males in the pool was also small

er than earlier in the night. At 1:00 A.M. March 29 the air temperature
o _at the pond was 13.75

During the afternoon of March 29 spadefoots were calling in var

ious roadside ditches and shallow pools between Norman and Purcell. Be

tween midnight andll:30 A.M. four pairs, one female, and a number of
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males were taken from the pool one-half mile south of the campus. All

pairs were taken In shallow water near the margins of the pool, rather

than in the deeper portions as in previous yeers. Throughout the pool

the water was more shallow than on the preceding night. At 12:15 A.M.
othe air temperature was 19 and the water temperature near the middle 

of the pond was 17° C. The next night (at 11:30 p.m., March 30), accord

ing to Dr. Bragg and Robert Taylor, no spadefoots were calling in this 

pond.

Five pairs of toads were isolated in culture dishes in the labor

atory and all produced eggs, beginning at 2:30 A.M. and continuing until 

early afternoon of the same day. Cleavage was slightly more irregular 

than in previous years, and many eggs did not develop at all. As in 

other years, almost none of the eggs laid during the late forenoon and 

early afternoon developed.

During the afternoon of April 4 the pool from which specimens had 

been taken was again visited. It was found to be completely dried up ex

cept for accumulations of water about two inches deep in hoof prints in 

the mud. No tadpoles were present in these depressions, nor were there 

any traces of them on the pond bed. Bo spadefoot tadpoles were obtained 

by seining in pools in the wheatfield and in the roadside ditches near 

Jenkins Street. Consequently, it is uncertain whether the early congress 

of March 28-29 was an entirely successful one. In all other years, cong

resses have lasted only one night. Moreover, the fact that on each of 

the two nights the numbers of toads became smaller as the night progress

ed seems an indication that at least during the first night some of the 

couples did not remain until egg laying had been accomplished. No ex-
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planation can be attempted for the fact that only a minority of the eggs 

laid in the laboratory developed. One would hardly expect breeding cong

resses to occur at a time when eggs and sperm were not ripe. On the ot

her hand, on April 3 Dr. Bragg found in a pool one mile north of Norman 

spadefoot embryos ready to hatch; it seems most likely the eggs from 

which these developed were laid during the congress of March 28-29, and 

that their early development was retarded by low temperatures prevailing

immediately after this congress. (At noon April 1 the temperature of water
O oIn an unheated room, was 11 C* and tha air tomparsttir© 9 C* At 1:30

the air temperature outside was 6° C.)

Occurrence of several other congresses in 1938 is a further in

dication that egg-laying was not general during that of March 28-29. On 

April 4, Dr. Bragg reported hearing spadefoots calling in the pool be

tween railroad and interurban tracks. Calls were heard south of the cam

pus the nights of April 21 and 22. (according to John Harms and Robert 

Taylor), and again on the night of May 19, at which time Dr. Bragg re

ported finding spadefoots present in small numbers at several other places 

Probably the situation in this year waB somewhat similar to that success- 

ional breeding described by Goldsmith (1926) as occurring in the dry hills 

to the east of Colorado Springs. That the first congresd described 

(March 28-29) did not complete the breeding activity for the season can

not be attributed to insufficiency of rain, but possibly to its unusually 

early date or more probably to the low temperatures prevailing.

Breeding Places and Breeding Habits:

Congresses have been found to take place only in temporary bodies
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of water. The largest congresses observed have been those in a pond 

which forms after heavy rains in a cultivated field one-half mile south 

of the campus. In this pond the water is always muddy, and its depth, 

depending on the amount of rainfall, has varied between one and two feet. 

Congresses were held here in 1934, 1935 and again in 1938. Muddy road

side ditches and various pools in cultivated fields have been found to 

be used as breeding places, as have also buffalo wallows and temporary 

pools in pasture landB in which the water is clear. In 1938, a few tad

poles were taken from a pool 52 feet wide and 172 feet long (measure

ments obtained by Dr. Bragg);the water was clear, and its greatest depth 

about two feet. Tadpoles of Bufo cognatus were present by the thousands 

in the same pool.

Daylight appearanoe of spadefoots during the breeding season has 

been recorded on two occasions. "On the afternoon of May 4, 1934, fol

lowing a txTO-inch rain, spadefoots were heard calling about four o*clock 

in the afternoon. By midnight they were present by the hundreds in the 

pool south of the campus and mating was well under way." (Trowbridge 

and Trowbridge, 1937). Again, during the afternoon of March 29, 1938, 

after a congress the preceding night, they were calling in ditches and 

pools in the vicinity of Norman and between Norman and Purcell. It 

seems likely that, as Goldsmith (1926) and others have pointed out, the 

first arrivals at a pool attract by their voices otheBS from some dis

tance away. Males are responsive to or excited by the calls of other 

males; this is shown by the fact that captured males as a rule remain 

quiet when they are at some distance from a congress, but begin to call 

vigorously when carried closer.
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Males have been found to arrive at breeding pools earlier than 

females and to remain after all the latter have disappeared. Congresses 

have, as a rule, lasted only one night, and clasping pairs have been 

taken on a second night on only one occasion (March 29, 1938).

The following quotation (Trowbridge and Trowbridge, 1937) sums

up observations on mating, egg laying, etc.

In the Norman area mating apparently does not begin for several 
hours after the males arrive at the pools. The males lie out
stretched and give their call and, we believe, wait for the fe
males to come to them.

Before mating, individual toads are easily captured, but after 
clasping has taken place the toads become more wary. The great
er part of a single swimming individual is easily discernible, 
but only the heads and eyes of mated pairs show yjhen a light is 
flashed upon them. These pairs are quick to take alarm and may 
submerge almost instantly, but reappear on the surface within a 
minute or two at no great distance from where they disappeared. 
Amplexation is inguinal, and the eggs must normally be laid 
while the toads are swimming. 7/e have found egg masses attached 
to submerged sticks, clumps of grass, etc., but never on the bot
tom of pools.

Egg Masses. Rate of Development, etc.:

Only a few observations have been made on egg masses in the field. 

At 5:00 P. M. on May 10, 1936, Scaphiopus embryos were found in a buffalo 

wallow in the high prairie in Johnson,s pasture (about ten miles south

west of Norman) • The viator was clear, not over four to six inches in
odepth, and its temperature was 28 C. These embryos were at the point 

of hatching (when brought into the laboratory three hours later all had 

hatched) and were attached in clusters of four to twelve to submerged 

vegetation. The embryos (eggs had almost certainly been laid during 

the congress of May 8-9) were slightly more advanced in state of develop

ment than those in the laboratory. Dr. Bragg found on April 3, 1938,
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some embryos In the some stage, also In small clutches; six were counted 

in one mass, and none contained more than twenty* These also were attach

ed to grass stems and other plants about one to two inches below the sur

face of the water. The embryos found in 1936 indicate that early de

velopment is at least as rapid, and probably more rapid, in the field 

than in the laboratory. Readings of water temperature taken at various 

times show that the afternoon temperatures, save during sudh times as the 

cold weather following the first congress of 1938, are higher in the pools 

than those at which materia] was kept in the laboratory; at night one 

would expect them to be somewhat lower.

During the spring of 1838 I made a number of visits with Dr. Bragg 

to two pools in which he had been watching the development of tadpoles 

of Bufo cognatus. and in which he had noticed also spadefoot tadpoles.

One of these pools is a buffalo wallow 2(% by 23 feet yith water six to 

seven inches deep, located in a pasture just north of the Norman ceme

tery. The water is clear, and the pool at the time of our visit con

tained large floating masces of filamentous green algae. The pool on 

April 25 contained thousands of Bufo tadpoles, and some large spadefoot 

tadpoles. Many of the latter were congregated under a mass of floating 

algae, maintaining themselves in a vertical position as they fed. Dr. 

Bragg, without making any effort of catch all in the group, scooped up 

thirty-one of these at one dip vdth a net. They were taken into the 

laboratory and metamorphosed there at a slightly earlier date than did 

those remaining in the pool. By May 4 eight of those in the laboratory 

had both front legs free and the tails partially resorbed; by Kay 9 all 

except one, which appealed abnormal, had transformed. On April 30 there
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were no more floating masses of algae in the buffalo wallow; the temp-

oerature two feet from the margin was 30 0. On Hay 7 Dr, Bragg noticed 

in the wallow soma tadpoles in which both front legs had emerged. On 

May 12 three specimens were taken there in which metamorphosis was 

completed save for the retention of a tail stub 3 to 5 mm. in length.

The young toads were sitting at the margin of the pool, with their heads 

out of the 'water. At the same time specimens were taken which showed no 

resorption of tails and in xvhich the arms had not emerged. On May 16 

completely transformed young toads were out on land near the margins of 

the pool, and several tadpoles remained untransformed in the pool. So 

far as is knovm egg laying occurred in this pool during the congress of 

March 28-29, The rate of development was probably retarded by the low 

temperatures which followed this congress. It is believed that eggs 

were laid in the pool at only one time; if this is true, these speci

mens, like those observed by Gilmore (1924), show the same differences 

in developmental rate as do those reared in the laboratory.

Gudernatsch (1914) found by feeding mammalian glands to four 

species of amphibian larvae that, next to the thyroid group, liver-fed 

tadpoles showed the most rapid progress in differentiation. Possibly 

liver fed to tadpoles brought into the laboratory caused than, to meta- 

mosphose a few days earlier than did those of the same group left in 

the pool*

Food Habits of Tadpoles:

Tadpoles reared in the laboratory have been observed to take 

both animal and vegetable food as soon as the mouth parts are well
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enough developed to permit feeding. Cannibalistic tendencies have been 

observed as early as thirty-three hours after hatching, and at the same 

age both algae and liver are taken eagerly. From this tin© up to the 

onset of metamorphosis tadpoles consume, in comparison with their size, 

an enormous amount of algae. In addition, raw beef-liver, lean beef, 

hard-boiled egg yolk, lettuce, and fragmented insects have been taken. 

Algae and liver seem to be the preferred foods.

It has been found that in their natural habitat tadpoles of the 

same species also eat quantities of plant food. As has been noted, large 

tadpoles in the buffalo wallow near the Norman cemetery were on April 25 

observed feeding on algae. These tadpoles were somewhat larger and 

heavier than those kept in the laboratory, the belly especially being 

much larger, rounder, and softer. They were found when dissected to 

have the stomach and gut crammed with algaej particles of soil and sand 

were also in evidence, and in some cases a few Copepods were present. 

Since Bufo tadpoles were living in the some pool, one would expect that 

they also were eaten; if so, their remains were not recognizable. In 

nil cases the intestine was very long and much coiled. Tadpoles of the 

same species and probably of the same age were taken, also on April 25, 

from, a large clear pond one mile north of Norman, between the railroad 

and the interurban tracks. This pond contained but little algae, and 

the tadpoles taken from it were slightly darker in color than those from 

the buffalo wallow, while their bellies were firmer and less rounded and 

the Jaw muscles much better developed. Tadpoles from both these habitats 

had larger and softer bodies,. better developed Jaw muscles, and lips a 

little more heavily cornified than had those reared in the laboratory.
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A group of tadpoles collected near Colorado Springs and sent to fee 

•writer by H. J. Gilmore differed from laboratory-reared specimens in 

the same respects.

Tadpoles developing in the type of pond described by Gilmore 

(1924) must necessarily live almost entirely on animal food. The same 

is doubtless true of tadpoles which in the region around Norman develop 

in muddy pools and roadside ditches. One is led to wonder to what ex

tent, under these conditions, their food Is made up of tadpoles of their 

own as well as of other species. Tadpoles in the laboratory have been 

found to eat dead tadpoles of their own species, and, in at least one 

case, at an early age living tadpoles were attacked and their tails eaten 

off. In 1934, "we placed about 200 spadefoot tadpoles in a tank whioh 

contained approximately 1,000 Bufo cosnatus tadpoles. Before many days 

none of the smaller Bufo tadpoles remained." It seems certain the latter 

were attacked and killed by the spadefoot tadpoles.

A large tadpole of Scaphlopus bomblfrons whi ch was taken from a 

pool and brought into the laboratory on May 12, 1938, provided us our 

first view of a spadefoot tadpole attacking and killing another tadpole.

It seized a Bufo tadpole about ten millimeters in length near the middle 

of the body and held on for a minute or two, working its jaws and ap

parently makj ng an effort to eat the victim. The dead and broken tad

pole was then abandoned, and was shortly taken up by two other spa defoots, 

one seizing its head and the other its tall. As they beared the middle 

of the body each jerked at the dead tadpole until it was finally broken 

apart, after which each spadefoot finished eating the portion held in its 

mouth.
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Tadpoles taken from pools have been found to have the stomach 

and gut crammed with long filaments of algae. In the laboratory, tad

poles seize upon masses of algal filaments and swallow them as fast as 

they are able, without making any effort to break up the mass. Pieces 

of liver or fragments of soft-bodied insects which are sufficiently 

small are taken into the mouth entire, although they are chewed before 

being swallowed. When the yolk of a hard-boiled egg is crumbled into 

the dish and settles to the bottom, tadpoles often move about with head 

down and mouth close to the bottom of the dish as they feed, '.‘/hen large 

pieces of liver are put into the culture dish or tank groups of tadpoles 

soon collect around them, each individual nibbling and jerking in an ap

parent effort to remove small pieces. Qccassionally a tadpole may seize 

and svdm away with a piece of liver larger than its own body.

It seems that the tadpoles, while predominantly carnivorous, are 

not too 3trictly lifted in their habitat and food roquireaients, and that 

their body, diape and size as well as their degree of development of jaw 

muscles and cornified mouth parts depends to a certain extent on the 

character of food available.
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OBSERVATIONS

Uncleared Egg

The egga of Scaphiopus bomblfrons when laid in the laboratory co-

! here in masses usually consisting of ten to fifty hut occasionally of as

many as eighty to one hundred eggs. Before the Jelly layers swell the

| individual eggs of a mass are easily separated; later, they are held to-
!

! gether quite firmly through cohesion of the gelatinous envelopes to one

another. Occasionally the envelope of an egg may he united to that of 

an adjoining one hy a short connecting cord which is quite elastic and 

which shows no spiral structure. In most cases numerous long fine 

strands of gelatinous material adhere to the envelopes and apparently 

aid in holding ttie eggs of a mass together.

The egg complement, as computed from the number of eggs laid hy 

individual females sad from dissection of females taken at the beginning 

of breeding congresses, is roughly from 400 to 700. Strecker (1908) 

has stated that the complement for Scaphiopus couchll at Waco, Terns, 

is from 342 to 528, and Storer (1926) has Judged that for Scaphiopus 

hammonflll in California it is about the same.

In connection with the description and naming of egg membranes,

I it diould be pointed out that sane confusion exists as to the use of 

the terms "vitelline membrane" and chorion. This difficulty was

44
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pointed, out by van Bambeke as long ago as 1380 . He noticed that cer

tain of the enveloping layers had not been mentioned at all by some 

authors, and that in different works the same name had served for tot

ally different structures. Smith (1926) has remarked:

In the frog the thin membrane closely investing the egg, but 
separable from it, is usually called the vitelline membrane—  
a term which by some is limited to primary egg membranes, while 
others apply it to any thin membrane elosely surrounding the 
egg.

The "vitelline membrane" of Triton and of the Axolotl, -which corresponds 

to the membrane of the egg-cell (Eizelleraembran of Ramnk) in the frog, 

van Bambeke found to be involved in cleavage, and the chorion, the trans

parent homogeneous layer next outside it, not so involved. Smith (1912) 

found in the female Cryptobranchus of 30 to 35 cm. body length the ra

pid development of two non-cellular membranes closely invest 1115 the egg 

within the follicle. The inner of these, the zona radiata, becomes at 

the time of maturation a simple coll wall to the egg, while the outer 

one, the zona pellucida, persists as the ’vitelline membrane( (quotation 

marks Smith’s). He found the zona radiata arising from the peripheral 

cytoplasm of the ovocyte, and considers it a primary egg membrane; the 

zona pellucida is formed, he concluded, as a product of oellular act

ivity of the follicle, and is therefore a secondary egg membrane. In 

a more reoent paper (Smith, 1926) he has termed the latter a chorion.

The chorion in Cryptobranohus takes no part in cleavage, but remains 

as a spherical sac enclosing the embryo until in post-gastrular stages 

it is ruptured and cast off. The inner membrane, on the other hand, is 

found to be involved in the process of cleavage.

Since in Scaphiopus there has been no study of oogenesis or forma-
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tion of membra doe, no etatenant can bo made as to tho meaner of forma

tion of the investments of the egg, However, study of membrane forma

tion in various a aura n eggs has shown that the process is usually much 

as that described by Smith for CryptobranehuB. Moreover, authors for 

the moat pert agree that the thin prir<ary inner membrane secreted by 

the egg itself should bo called the vitelline nmbrnne, and. tho tana 

chorion applied to the thin but tough secondary membran© secreted by 

the follicle and separated after fertilization from the surface of the 

egg by the perivitellino space. Since in Scaphiopus the thin inner 

membrane serves as the cell-wall of the vitollus or egg proper, and 

sine© it ia involved in cleavage and say by analogy be presumed to be 

o primary membrane, it sill be referred to ea the vitellino sssmbrane.

The term chorion will be applied to that thicker membrane which sur

rounds tho egg and which persists as a sac (Figs. 154 to 157) enclosing 

the embryo up to the time of hatching.

The vitelline membrane is, of course, discernible as such only 

in sections. .After swelling of the jelly envelopes has occurred, the 

chorion appears as a spherical sac surrounding tho egg and separated 

from it by a short distance. Outside the chorion and closely adheront 

to it is a rather dons© and highly refractive jolly layer averaging.05 

mm. in thickness. The second and outermost jelly layer is much softer, 

quite clear end transparent, and averages ,4 ran. in thickness; its outer 

surface takes the form of a very thin and slightly opaque film. Both 

jolly layers have attained their full thickness by the time the first 

cleavage furrows appear.

Sggs of Soauhiopus bomblfrons have an average diameter of 1.5 

mm., with no appreciable difference between vertical and horizontal
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diameters. Size variations are considerable even among eggs produoed 

by the same female; in one such lot of eggs, diameters were found to 

vary from 1.01 mm. to 1.61 mm. Eggs 1.01 mm. and 1.02 mm. in dia

meter, although rather rare, haye been observed to continue develop

ment and to form perfect but small tadpoles. In this connection, 

Chambers (1908) has found that in Rana temporariu and ii.esculents the 

size of cells of a tadpole or young frog is in direct relation to the 

size of the individuals and that therefore the size of the young ani

mal is determined by the initial size of the egg.

Pigmentation is light in the egg of Scaphiopus bombifrons. the 

animal hemisphere being light brown in color and the vegetal creamy- 

white. The gray crescent can in most cases be distinguished, although 

not as easily as in later stages, when the various cleavage furrows 

furnish landmarks of use in determining its position. Since there is 

no black pigment, the crescent does not appear gray, but is marked 

rather by a lighter brown pigmentation and a higher extension of the 

non-pigmented region than that characterizing the opposite portion of 

the egg. The fosette germinative of van Bambeke or fovea ganninative 

of Max Schultze is plainly evident in most uncleaved eggs; it marks 

the position which is or has been occupied by the nucleus. Pits mark

ing the point of entrance or attempted entrance of spermatozoa are 

present at various points in the animal hemisphere, and have been ob

served at times to persist throughout the second cleavage.

The outer gelatinous layer of eggs, whether laid in the labor

atory or collected from submerged vegetation in pools, is usually 

coated with particles of sand. It seemed likely that this coating
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had been acquired in the cloaca of the female, and dissection of a num

ber of females taken from breeding congresses has supported the truth 

of this assumption; in most cases the cloaca has been found to contain 

a large quantity of sand. Coatings on the envelopes are sometimes so 

heavy as to interfere with observation of the developing embryos, and 

in any case necessitate removal of at least the outer layer of jelly 

before embedding and sectioning can be undertaken*
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Stage I 

First Cleavage

Hie first deevege furrow appears from forty to fifty (occasion

ally only thirty) minutes after deposition of the egg. At Its fl. rst 

appearance the groove Is shallow and smooth. As it deepens, small 

wrinkles appear on ehch side of it and soon coalesce to form deep and 

well-defined Faltenkranzen similar to those described hy Wilson (1896) 

as occurlng in Chorophilus (- Fseadacrls) triaerletus. In the animal 

hemisphere the groove progresses rapidly and, when completed super

ficially, leaves the hlastomeres quite widely separated. There is never 

any tendency toward fusion and disappearance, and subsequent reappearance, 

of the furrow after each cleavage, as has been described in some Salientia 

(Wilson, 1896). On the other hand, first as well as later furrows in the 

animal hemisphere remain quite widely open for o short time after com

pletion of the groove with the hlastomeres rounded and diverging strongly 

from the groove. The groove then gradually narrows end the hlastomeres 

become more closely arpressed, although still somewhat rounded and fair

ly well separated. At no time in development are the furrows ever fused 

or indistinguishable; rather (Figs. 146, 147, and 151), they remain re

markably distinct. The greater depth and openness characteristic of 

newly formed furrows is not long retained.
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B’irst and second furrows can be distinguished by their appearance for 

only a short time after the second is completed, and by-the .time the 

third set of furrows is well established the first two are as a rule in

distinguishable. Similarly, by the time either the fourth or the fifth 

furrows are completed the preceding sets are alike in appearance, 'with 

decreasing size of the cells, the distinction in appearance between re

cent and older furrows becomes less marked.

Progress of the first furrow is slower in the vegetal than in the 

animal hemisphere; the advancing furrow, save for its wider ends, is 

narrow, and the hlastomeres separated by it lie rather closely appressed. 

It is completed externally in from nine to fourteen minutes.

The studies of Morgan and Tsuda (1894), Morgan and Boring (1903), 

Bracket (1906) and Jenkinson (1S06) show that, in the Anura studied by 

them, in the majority of cases the first cleavage plane coincides with 

the median plane of the gray crescent, in some canes it may lie at right 

angles to the plane cf symmetry of the crescent, and in fewer cases 

there are varying degrees of departure from coincidence. In Sccphiopus. 

study of later cleavage stages, particularly the second and the fourth, 

supports this general conclusion. V/hen the first furrow passes through 

or near the middle of the gray crescent, the egg is usually divided in

to two blastomeres of equal or nearly equal size; when the plane of the 

furrow is at right angles to the plane of symmetry of the crescent, the 

two blastomeres are as a rule unequal in size, the dorsal one being the 

smaller. Of S7 embryos measured with this point in mind, 72 were divided 

into blastomeres of approximately equal size, and 25 into blastomeres of 

definitely unequal size.
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3TAQE 2 

Second Cleavage

Second cleavage furrows appear from ten to fifteen minutes after 

the beginning of the first furrow. At this timA the first furrow has 

usually been completed externally. The second furrow is, like the first, 

vertical, r advances rapidly in the animal and more slowly in the vege

tal hemisphere, and is marked in the former by the occurrence of ffalt- 

enfcranzen, which are not, hov;evey, ouite as wide and deep as those ac

companying formation of the fir3t furrow. As is the case in most An- 

ura, second furrows appear first at a point or points along the first 

furrow, and progress downward. Second furrows departing from a single 

point on the first furrow usually form at both t leir upper and lower 

ends a straight line at right angles to the first furrow. (Fig. 1).

7,hen in the two blastomeres they depart from the upper and reach the 

lower pole at different points along the first plane of division, a 

oross-line or polar furrow is formed at each pole. Almost invariably, 

when a cross-line occurs at the upper pole, one is formed also at the 

lower pole, the two lying at right angles to each other. Figures 2 

and 6 illustrate the type of cleavage which leads to the establishment 

of a polar furrovr. The latter consists of that portion of tho first 

furrow which lies between the points of departure of the second furrows;
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it is at first straight, but later (Figs. 7 and 8 ) becomes oblique 

through shifting of blastomeres. Living material has presented no evi

dence that the polar furrow, as hbrgan (1897) stated, "may be brought 

about even subsequent to division by a shifting or readjustment of 

the blastomeres on one ahother." Of 113 embryos measured in the four- 

cell stage, in thirty-one cases the second furrows form a single straight 

lino at right angles to the first. In 82, a segmental furrow is present, 

varying in length from .029 mm. (the shortest line considered to con

stitute a segmental furrow) to .29 mm., with an average of .12 ran.

Figures 10 to 14 inclusive illustrate examples of those aberrant 

cleavages which signify abnormality and approaching death of embryos.

In those shown in Figures 10 to 13 inclusive, there is extreme in

equality in size of the four blastomeres. Figure 14 represents an em

bryo in which the first furrow is vertical and the second horizontal 

and lying at the approximate boundary between pigmented and non-pig

mented areas.

Variation in size is shown by two embryos sketched in Figures 15 

and 16; their respective diameters are 1.01 mm, and 1.61 urn.

Study of more than 200 embryos, fixed at a time when the second 

furrow was either incomplete or very recently completed, ha3 shown that 

there exist between the plane of the first furrow and the plane of 

symmetry of the crescent, and between position of the gray crescent and 

size of blastomeres, the same relationships that have been described as 

occurring in a number of other Mura. The plane of the first furrow 

usually (Figs. 1 to 3, 7, 8 , etc.) coincides with the plane of symmetry 

of the crescent; in some cases (Figs. 4 and 5) it lies at right angles
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to the plane of the latter, and in a few cases (Figs. 17, 83, 95 and 

105) there are var ying degrees of departure from coincidence of either 

the first or the second furrow with the plane of the crescent. iShen 

the first furrow bisects the gray crescent and divides the embryo into 

two blastomeres of equal size, the second furrow as a rule (Figs. 3,20, 

and 22) separates two smaller dorsal from two larger ventral blaoto- 

meres, A first furrow the plane of which lies at right angles to the 

median plane of the crescent tends to separate the embryo into a smaller 

dorsal and a larger ventral blast omere (Fig. 19). '.'Jhen the plane of 

neither the first nor the second furrow coincides with the median plane 

of the crescent (Fig. 17) that blastomere which lies nearest the middle 

of the crescent tends to be the smallest, while the one opposite it is 

largest, and the other two are intermediate in size. Figures 17 to 32 

inclusive illustrate embryos of the more common types.

In those embryos in which either the first or the second furrow 

separates two smaller dorsal from two larger ventral blastomores, it is 

difficult to determine whether the furrow in question lies to the dorsal 

side of the upper pole, or to the lower pole, or of both. Except when 

polar furrows are present, the first and the second furrow, as 3een in 

surface vievf, each usually forms a circle, since both their upper and 

their lower ends meet as straight lines. Second furrows sometimes 

curve toward the dorsal part of the embryo from their point or points 

of origin at the first furrow (Figs 19 and 20). Occasionally (Figs.18, 

21 and 22} the first two furrows intersect in such a way as to form 

acute and obtuse angles at both upper and lower poles. Newport (1851) 

observed the eccentric origin (at a greater or less distance from the
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pole) of the second furrows, and concluded that they always fora sag* 
monts larger on one side than on the other. In Aabyatoma. Sycleshyraer 
(1895) found the second set arising at the pole or at a greater or 
less distance from it, and also described acute end obtuse angles 
formed by the first and second furrows in such a way as to give rise 
to an X.

It is particularly interesting to note that In Scaphiopus bombi- 
frons there con be distinguished as early as the beginning of the sec
ond cleavage a dorsal eccentric area of accelerated cell division In
dicative of the bilcterality of the embryo * Shea the first furrow has 
passed through or near the middle of tho gray crescent, the second 
furrows form in both blastamsrea at the ease time (Fig. 3). V<hen, 
however, the plane of the first furrow lies at right angles to the plane 
of the crescent, the second furrow forms e?. liar in the dorsal than in 
the ventral bl&.tonere. The number of embryos which illustrate this 
latter point is rather small, for tho embryo swat be one in which (1) 
the first furrow lies transverse to the plane of the gray crescent or 
varies only a few degrees from this position, (2) tho position of the 
orescent can be established with certainty, and (3) observation is 
made or fixation accomplished at the time when the second furrow is 
just appearing, Out of a large number of embryos only seven were 
found which mat all those conditions. In one of these, the beginning 
second furrows ere equally well advanced in the two blastomeres. In 
the remaining six, the furrow In the dorsal blastosaare is more ad
vanced than that in the ventral blaatomera• In four ca:ses (Figs* 4 and 
5) the second furrow, while present and well defined over a distance 
of about 30° la the dorsal blaotomere, has not appeared at all in tho
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ventral blastoaere. In one case, early second furrows are present in 
both blastomeres, but that in the dorsal cell is deeper and better de
fined. In the remaining embryo (Fig. 6) there is a striking and prob
ably not truly representative difference in degree of development of 
second furrows in the two blastomeres. It is concluded that the con
dition described in these e:abryos represents the first appearance of 
a dorsal eccentrio area of accelerated, cell division which is express
ive of the bilaterality of the embryo and which, as is shown in dis
cussion of succeeding stages, persists throughout development as far 
as the various cleavages have been followed. This ea.'ly appearance of 
a dorsal region of accelerated cell division foretelling the position 
of the median plane may be considered a sign of differentiation which, 
as such, gives a basis for understanding of the later stages in develop
ment.
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Explanation of Figurea 
Stage 2 Second Cleavage

In figure* Illustrating cleavage stages, the view is, unless 
otherwise indicated, that of the upper hemisphere.

In figures illustrating either the upper or the lower hemis
phere, the gray crescent lies, unless otherwise indicated, at the left.

Incomplete furrows, regardless of their state of development, 
are represented hy broken lines.

All sketches X40.

1. Second furrows meeting to form a straight line at the upper pole.
3. Type of cleavage leading to establishment of a polar furrow.
3. Early second furrows in an embryo in which the plane of the first 

cleavage coincides with the plane of the gray crescent.
4. Earlier formation of second farrow in the dorsal blastoaere.
5. As fig. 4.

6. Abnormal acceleration in formation of seoond furrow in the dorsal 
blastomere.

7. Embryos with polar farrows of varying lengths.
8. Embryos with polar farrows of varying lengths.
9. Embryos with polar furrows of varying lengths.
10 to 14. Aberrant cleavages indicating abnormality and approadiing

death of embryos. Pig. 13 represents the grey orescent side of the 
embryo diown in Pig, 12. In the embryo shown in Pig. 14 the first 
farrow is vertical and the seoond horlsontal.

15 and 16. Embryos illustrating slse variations.
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17 to 22. Embryos *oeing the more ojmaon types of cell arrangement 

after completion of the second &rroirs.
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STABS 3 

Third Cleavage

Third cleavage furrows appear from ten to fifteen minutes after 
the beginning of the seoond furrows,: which by this time are as a rule 
externally complete. The third furrow is superficially completed in 
any one blastomere two or three minutes after its first appearance. 
Faltenkranzen are not so well marked as those accompanying the forma
tion of the first and second furrows. At the upper border of the fur
row they are fairly well marked, and at the lower border a few very 
shallow and transitory ones eppear.

At the third cleavage the first external indication of furrow 
formation is the appearance of a faint line clearer or lighter in color 
than the surrounding area; such a clear band (lame de fracticnnament). 
preceding appearance of the peripheral furrow has been described by 
&oette (1875) and also by van Bombeke (1880). In non-pigmented por
tions of the embryo this line appears only as a narrow clear band.a 
In pigmented regions it appears as a clear and sharply defined pigment- 
free band. The surface of the embryo along the center of the clear 
band soon becomes slightly sunken, so that the early furrow appears . 
as a long V-shaped depression. Through extension and deepening of 
this depression the furrow is finally completed superficially. The 
lame de fractionnemant is not, as a rule, evident during formation
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of the first and second farrows, although, in a few cases It has been 
seen to be faintly Indicated in the lower hemisphere. In all succeed
ing cleavages, so far as they have been followed, formation of furrows 
takes place in the saae manner as that described for the third set.

Since it becomes necessary in a consideration of cleavage to re
fer to the various states of development of individual furrows, some 
system of terminology must be devised in order to facilitate reference 
and description. Consequently, while it is recognized that a continuous 
process such as formation of furrows can be only roughly divided and 
only inadequately described by these terms, cleavage furrows in their 
stages of formation and superficial completion are referred to as very 
early, early, medium, almost complete, and complete. A furrow which, 
although no groove is actually present, is indicated by the presence 
of a clear band, is termed very early. One present in the form of a 
slight depression over part or all of the distance which it will tra
verse is referred to as early. A furrow is considered complete only 
when it has extended across the entire surface of the cell which it 
will divide, when ih all parts of its length the bottom of the groove 
is no longer visible, and when, in the upper hemisphere, the blnsto- 
mereB separated by it are rounded and strongly divergent from the 
groove. A furrow which is complete throughout all hut a very small
part of the distance which it is traversing is termed almost complete.
while one which for any reason is intermediate between early and almost 
complete is referred to as medium.

It is necessary also to have some system of designation of cells

for the purpose of defining their position with reference to the gray
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crescent. In embryos In which, one of the first two cleavage planes

coincides with the median plane of the crescent, those blastomeres on

the side on which the crescent lies may be considered dorsal, and those
0on the opposite side ventral. In cases with discordance up to 45 » 

cells lying nearest the center of the crescent may be termed dorsal 

median. This sytem of designation has been used by recent authors, as 

for example Hall (1931) and Votquenne (1934), as well as by earlier in

vestigators, and its use is well established.

During the third cleavage there is a well-marked tendency, ob

served both in living and in fixed embryos, for the furrows both to 

appear and to be completed earlier in the dorsal than in the ventral 

blastomeres. Fifty embryos fixed in the early part of Stage 3 were 

studied with this point in mind. In six of the embryos, an early third 

furrow is present in each of the four blastomeres. The remaining 44 

embryos, as is shown in the fallowing summary, all give eitdenees of

! accelerated cleavage in the cell or cells lying in the region of the
I

gray crescent; number of cases is indicatod by the number at the left

j and stages of development of furrov;s in the statements at the right.
i

g —  Very early in the two dorsal cells, not visible in
the two ventral cells.

7— — —  Early in the two dorsal cells, very early in the two 
ventral cells.

1* Almost complete in the dorsal median cell, early in
the two adjacent cells, very early in the ventral 
median cell.

g------  Complete in one dorsal cell, early in the other dor
sal coll and in the two ventral cells.

g-—   Complete in one dorsal cell, msditaa in the other dor
sal cell and in the two ventral cells.

i
j
I
i
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7------ Complete ltt one dorsal oell, medium In the other do Ir

ani eell, early in the too ventral cells.
14—  Complete In the two dorsal eells, early in the two

ventral cells.
9— ---  Complete In the two dorsal cells and in one ventral

cell, medium in one ventral cell.

Figures 23 to 27 illustrate embroys showing acceleration of cleav
age in the dorsal hlastomeres.

The third cleavage furrow Is particularly interesting as consider
ed from a comparative standpoint. As Smith (1912) has pointed out, a 
vertical third cleavage is characteristic of heavily yoUc-laden end 
highly teloleeithal eggs, as those of the fl&es generally. In urodeles 
the condition is intermediate.

"In Oryptobranchus the vertical type prevails* in Pesaomathns.
Sectarua. and Pienorctylus there is increasing irregularity; in
Aablystotaa the third cleavage is latitudinal.* (Smith, 1912).

In Salientia, with eggs less heavily yolk-laden, the plane of 
cleavage is latitudinal. However, there are in all cases deviations 
from the type, and the nxle Is far from absolute. Thus in Cryptobranchus 
(Smith, 1912) the third furrows, which as a nxle depart from the seoond 
at a short distance from the upper pole, usually extend obliquely In 
the lover hemisphere to the first furrow at some distance from the pole; 
Smith therefore considered that the third furrows are in general

"intermediate between a true meridional and a true latitudinal
cleavage but approach more nearly to the former type."

J  In some oases he found one or more truly latitudinal third furrows.
Hilton (1904, 1909) found regular and vertical third furrows in only
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two or three of a number of Desmognathus eggs, cleavage being irregular 
in the others. According to Eycleshymer (1904) and Eycleshymer and 
Wilson (1910) it appears that a type cannot be recognized for the third 
cleavage of the egg of Necturus; the irregularity is greater than in 
Oryptobranchus and there is a more marked tendency for the third fur
rows to come in latitudinally. In Qjemvctvlus (Jordan, 1893) there is 
even greater irregularity, and Mwith the completion of the second fur
row all consistent regularity is at an end.” Jordan and Eycleshymer 
(1894), who studied variations in cleavage in the eggs of Ambystoma 
ponotatum. Dlamystylus virldescens. Rana paluatris. and Bufo variabllls. 
found that a surprising proportion of eggs swerved from the amphibian 
"type”. In Ambystoma seme of the third cleavages were vertical. In 
a batch of frog eggs from one mother, the third furrow was found to be 
truly horizontal in only 29 out of 69 eggs, the other 40 showing con
siderable variation; in some embryos equatorial furrows appeared in 
three quadrants, and a true vertical in the other, while in others 
three cleavage planes were vertical and one horizontal, and in still 
others the v&ole third set of furrows was vertical. They concluded 
that in general about one-half of the eggs fail to form a true first 
equatorial plane in all four quadrants, and stated "All of our observa
tions tend to emphasize the fact that great variation; is a frequent 
occurrence in the early cleavage stages of the Amphibian egg. We have 
found irregularity to be the rule, regularity the exception."

In Scaphiopus the third furrow departs less from the "typical" 
condition than does that of many Amphibia. The furrow is in the #ajor~ 
lty of cases latitudinal, departing from either the first or the second
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farrows. It lies on the ventral side of the embryo approximately at 
the boundary between pigmented and non-pigmented areas, and on the dor
sal side slightly below this boundary. Variation exists mainly in the 
fast that some furrows tend toward obliquity. It has been noted that 
in Sana palustrls Jordan and Eycleshymer found a considerable propor
tion of truly vertical furrows, that is, furrows with the upper end 
located at or near the upper pole, in a position normally occupied by 
the upper ends of the fourth furrows. In Sea phi opus no truly vertical 
furrows have been observed; even those few which take a direotion in
termediate between horizontal and vertical have their upper ends lo
cated in or near the position normal for a latitudinel third furrow.
In 80 of a series of 122 fixed embryos, the third furrow is con
sidered horizontal in all four quadrants. These embryos are of the 
types shown in Figures 28, 29, and 30, that is, the furrows in all 
four blastomeres are at approximately the same level, so that all 
four mioromeres lie in one plane; in them, the furrows in adjacent 
quadrants may meet exactly (Fig. 29), but more commonly there is a 
slight distance separating the points at which the third furrows 
join the first or second furrows, and subsequent shifting of blasto- 
meres has produced a furrow (Fig. 30) similar in appearance and me
thod of formation to the polar furrow of the four-cell stage. In 32 
of the 122 embryos, a condition is found similar to that shown in 
Figs. 31 and 32; that is, one or more of the third furrows is slightly 
oblique, with the result that it meets the vertical first or second 
furrow at some distance from the adjacent third furrow, and the lower 
portion of the micromere separated by it lies nearer the equator than
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do those of the other three. In ten embryos of the series the ten
dency toward obliquity is carried still further; in each embryo one or 
more of the furrows takes a direetion intermediate between horizontal 
and vertical, and joins the meridional furrow below the equator (Figs. 
33 and 34) or not far from the lower pole (Figs, 35 to 40). The two 
embryos shown in Figures 41 to 46 Illustrate the closest approach 
found to a vertical third furrow.

A relationship is found to exist between presence or absence of 
a polar furrow and obliquity of third cleavage furrows. Embryos with 
no polar furrow or with a very short one have all been found to fall 
into the first of the three above-mentioned types. On the other hand, 
all of those embryos which can be classed under the second and third 
types possess a polar furrow of seme length, and the micromere with 
the oblique third furrow is located at one end of the polar furrow, 
rather than being one of the two micromeres- the upper boundaries 
of which constitute the polar furrow. Viewed in this light, the forma
tion of an oblique third furrow, or of one not markedly oblique but lo- 

i oated nearer the equator than are the other third furrows, is not sur-
I| prising. Since the upper boundary of the micromere in question is at
I
j  some distance from the upper pole, formation of an oblique or low
j
j third furrow merely tend3 to prevent extreme inequality in size of
it

the four micromeres. On the other hand, an oblique third furrow may 
at times, particularly when it is located on the ventral side of the 
embryo, result in formation of a micromere much larger than the other

i
three (Fig. 33).

In an earlier publication (Trowbridge and Trowbridge, 1937) it
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was noted that as the time consumed In cleavage decreases, the time 
spent In rest increases. Evidently this is due merely to the fact that 
with decreasing size of blastomeres, furrow are completed more quick
ly in the later than in the earlier cleavages* A careful summary of 
the time of appearance of data on sets of cleavage furrows from the 
first to the eighth (as far as they have been followed in living em>!

| bryos) shows that they can most accurately be described as occurring 
! at ten to fifteen minute intervals.
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Kxplanation of figures 
Stage 3 Third Cleavage

23-27, Accelerated cell division in the dorsal cells.
23. Fhrrow complete In one dorsal cell, early In the other, very early

In the two ventral cells,
24. furrows complete in the do rial cells, early in the ventral cell at 

lower ri£it and median in the one at upper right,
25. Furrows complete in dorsal cells, medium in the ventral cell at lower

right, and early in that at upper rljght.
26. Furrows completed in all cells except one of the ventral two.
27. Lateral aspect of the emhryo shown in Fig. 26.
28. to 30. Views of respectively, upper hemisphere, left side, and right

side of an embryo in which aLl of the third farrows lie at approx
imately the sane level.

31. and 32. Embryos with one or more oblique third furrows.
33. Embryo with a markedly oblique third fhrrow in bias to mere a.
34.
35.

38.

40.

44.

i i ! i
1I
i
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Same embryo tilted slightly to show the oblique furrow.
to 37, Views of upper hemisphere, side, and lower hemisphere, re
spectively, of an embryo with a markedly oblique third furrow.
to 40. Views as above of a similar embryo.
t9 43. Views from the same respective aspects of sn embryo with one 
third furrow aporoaching a vertical position.
to 46. Same respective views of another embryo illustrating the same 
point.
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41
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43
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45
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STAGE 4 

Fourth Cleavage

Fourth cleavage furrows are initiated from ten to fifteen min
utes after the beginning of the third furrows, which are by this time 
always completed. They nearly always are first seen in the micro
meres, and are completed in these cells in from one to two minutes.
The furrow appears first about midway between the upper and the lower 
margin of the cell which it will divide, and, as it extends, may be 
completed first in some oases at the upper and in the other cases at 
the lower end. Formation of the furrow in any one macromere follows 
closely that in the micromere above, and occasionally the two appear 
simultaneously. In any case, the furrow is always present in a macro- 
mere before it is completed in the micromere above. Fourth furrows 
in the macron©res depart from the third cleavage plane and progress 
downward. According to data from the study of living embryos, they 
are completed in the maoromeres about three minutes later than in the 
micromeres, and thus from five to six minutes after they first are to 
be seen in the latter cells. Small and transitory FaltenJcranzen have 
been noted at the fourth and subsequent cleavages, but have not been 
studied in any detail. Sohultze (1863} has described Faltenkranzea 
as occurring at the fourth and fifth cleavages, and Wilson (1896)
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has observed that in Chorophilus triserlatus they form at least up to 
the 128 cell stage.

As concerns location and direction, the fourth farrows are typi
cally vertical, although they usually do not reach the upper and rarely 
the lower pole. Embryos with furrows incomplete in the micromeres give 
a better picture of location and direction than do those with the cleav
age completed, since in the latter the first two furrows, coincident 
with shifting and readjustment of blastameres, are often drawn away 
from their original positions. In some embryos (Figs. 47 , 48, and 49) 
all four furrows in the micromeres are vertical. In others (Fig. 50) 
one or more may extend downward at right angles from one of the first

i
| two furrows. Again, one or more of them may be oblique or may approach
i
I a horizontal direction (Figs. 51 to 54). Figure 55 represents an embryo
il
I with fourth furrows so recently completed that shifting of micromeres
|
| has not as yet occurred.

During the fourth cleavage acceleration of cell division in the 
dorsal blastomeres is not as a rule manifest with the first appearance 
of the furrows; as is shown in Figures 47 to 54, early cleavage lines

i
j appear at about the same time in all four micromeres. In living am-
j
! bryos, however, as well as in those fixed at a slightly later stage,|
| it is evident that cleavage is completed first in the dorsal cells 
(Figs. 58 to 62, and 147). In these embryos and in similar ones fourth 
furrows in the macromereb also tend to be further advanced in the dor
sal than in the ventral region.

The majority of embryos in the sixteen-cell stage show a bilateral 
arrangement of micromeres; such a situation has been noted by many authois,

i

1I
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among them Schultze (1863) and Roux (1883). The most common type of 
bilateral arrangement is that characterized by the occurrence of the 
eight micromeres in two more or less definite parallel rows of four 
cells each, the arrangement being such that the cells lie in an e- 
longated configuration. This type of arrangement results when all of 
the fourth furrov/s meet one of the first two furrows, and is acdent- 
uated by shifting and readjustment of micromeres after completion of 
the cleavage. It is best marked in those embryos in which no polar 
furrowr is present and in vhich the tv;o fourth furrows in adjacent 
micromeres reach approximately the same point on that furrow (first 
or second) which forms the dividing line between the two rows of cells 
(Fig, 63). In case either one or both of these conditions does not 
exist, the resulting configurations are similar to those shown in Fig
ures 64, 65, 67, 69, 71, 73 and 74. In these embryos, that furrow 
which forms the dividing line between the &wo groups of four cells 
does not remain straight, but is drawn into a zig-zag line, and the 
bilaterality of micromere arrangement is not so plainly evident.
Since at this time first and second furrows are Indistinguishable, it 
cannot be stated definitely in any case whether it is the first or the 
second which is joined by the fourth furrows and v&ic'a thus comes to 
form the dividing line between the two rows of cells. However, since 
the gray crescent usually lies at one end of the micromere configura
tion, (although sometimes at one side and occasionally in an intermediate 
position)̂  and since the crescent has been found in most cases to be bi
sected by the first cleavage plane, it would seem that the furrow in 
question is usually (and possibly always) the first.
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Embryos exhibiting a slightly different type of bilaterality 
in micromere arrangement result when the fourth furrows in two adjacent 
mi crons ros join one of the two first furrows, and those in the other 
two micromeres join the other (Figs. 75 and 76) or reach the inter
section between the two (Fig. 77). In embryos of this type, location 
of the gray crescent is most often as that indicated in Figure 76, and
occasionally as that shown in Figure 75; in a few cases its median plane

olies at an angle of 45 or less from either of the two positions indicated.
Configurations more or less intermediate in type between the two 

above-mentioned are formed when one fourth furrow joins one of the first 
two furrows and the remaining three join the other (Figs. 78, 79, 81, 
and 82).

In some embryos bilaterality of micromere arrangement is not pre
sent, nor do the micromeres lie in an elongated configuration. Four of 
them may extend to or near the upper pole, alternating with four which 
are separated from it by a greater distance (Figs. 83, 84, and 148).

j In these embryos, arrangements of micromeres is roughly radial. Other
!i
j  variations in the configuration of cells are illustrated in Figures 86 
and 89.

Although seme sixteen-cell embryos are rather difficult to inter-
j pret, recognition of the fourth furrows is nearly always possible. Re
cently completed fourth furrows in the upper hemisphere can be recog
nized by that depth and openness characteristic of newly formed fur
rows, A little later, vhen this distinction no longer holds, fourth

i
furrows can nearly always be distinguished in the lower hemisphere; 
in most of the embryos studied they are not quite completed, and, when
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they have been completed, their points of intersection with the verti

cal first or second cleavage planes are usually located at some dis

tance from the lower pole. Since the fourth furrow in a micromere 

and that in the macromere below it usually depart from about the same 

point on the third furrow, the identify of the plane in a micromere 

is, in all but the most irregular and unusual cases, established by 

the position of that in the macromere. Moreover, even in unusual types 

of cleavage (as those shown in Figs. 82 and 86) if one or more of the 

fourth furrows can be identified (as in Fig. 68) one has a &uide to 

the location of the others, as they alternate with the first two fur

rows.

Fourth furrows in the macromeres usually fall short of the lower 

pole. The most common type of cleavage is that shown in Figures 66 

and 70; it is tho type found as a rule in embryos with micromere ar-
!
| rangemsnts as those shown in Figures 63, 65, 67, 69, 71, 73, 74, 75,
i

and 76. In these embryos the fourth furrow in a macromere Joins at

I some distance from the lower pole that vertical first or second fur-
j
! row other than the one Joined by the fourth furrow in the micromere

| above; if the furrow separating the micromeres into two rows or fourii
i ceUs each be the first, then the fourth furrows Join the second in
j

J  the lower hemisphere, and vice versa. The macromeres below those four

| micromeres lying nearest the upper pole do not reach the lower pole,
i
i  while those below the four micromeres lying somewhat removed from the

upper pole (at the two ends of the elongated configuration of micro-
j

| meres) do border on the lower pole. Thus four of the macromeres lie
i

relatively high, and four low, and the result is a nearer approach to

iI
i
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•quality in sise than would otherwise be attained. At the sane tine, 
there la forned a aaoronere eonfiguration of four cells lying on each 
side of a vertical farrow, idth the long axle of the configuration at 
right angles to that for® 4 by the micronere a.

Occasionally (FIg. 72) in one or more of the aaeromeres the fourth 
farrow may join the same vertical farrow as that joined by the fourth 
farrow in the micromere above. In rare oases (Fig, 85) all of the fourth 
farrows reach the lower pole. Other cleavage patters in the lover hemis
phere are shown In Figures 80 and 88. In the embxyo represented in the 
latter figure an oblique fourth fbrrow has divided a macromere into two 
celle of highly unequal size.

In connection with the fact that cleavage fUrxows, as for example 
the fourth ones, do not generally pass through a common point at the 
upper pole, Sguber (1883) postulated the existence of a Polflucht and 
assumed that the furrows "alle auchen den Pol su vermelden”. However, 
furrows do occasionally reach the pole, and as Jordan and Fycleshymer 
(1894) have pointed out, rather then their "avoiding" the pole, mech-

!
enical eell-stresses are rarely so adjusted that they intersect at the

!

pole.
In an attempt to determine the pesreentage of embryos in Stege 

4 which can be classified under the various type s described, a series
| of 278 erabrySs was studied, In addition to those represented in the sketches;
! the results of the study are shown in Table III, The first and second col-
i!
i tunas of figures give, respectively, the number of the figure representing

an individual embryo, and the number of specimens (of the series of 278) 
which resemble in the matter of micromere arrangement the embryo In question.
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TABLE III

Type8 of Micromere Arrangement after the fourth Cleavage in 
Embryo 8 of Scaphlppos bombifron8 Cope

Figure Somber Total Bo. Percentage of
Bomber of cases of cases Entire Series
63 25
64 5
65 23
67 34

Bilateral 69 20
Micromere 71 24
Arrangement 73 38
of First 74 3
Type

172 61.87
Bilateral
Micromere 75 9
Arrangement 76 19
of Second 77 9
Type 37 13.31

Arrangement 78 or 79 12
Intermediate 81 18
Between one fourth far
first and row reaches in̂
Second tersection of
Types 1st and 2nd 3 33 11.87

Badial 83 5
Arrangement 84 9

14 5.036

60
Irregular 61
Arrangement 86 22

89
22 7.914

Total Buniber
of Cases 278 278
Total
Percentage 100.000

l
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As is shorn in Table III, 61.87# of the embryos constituting the 

series have the micromeres arranged in two mare or less definite rows of 
four cells each, 13.31# exhibit a slightly different type of cell arrange- 
ment (as illustrated by Figaros 75, 76, and 77), and 11.87# hare the micro
meres lying In a bilateral configuration Intermediate between the two types 
above mentioned. Thus 87.05# of the total number of embryos exhibit a 
bilateral configuration of micromeres. In 5.036#, the arrangement of 
cells are arranged in an irregular manner. Although the series of speci
mens is not large enough to serve as a basis for ooaputation of reliable 
percentages, it is evident that certain types of embryos occur imieh more 
often than do others.
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Xxplan&tion of figures 
Stage 4 Fourth Cleavage

47. to 54. Embryos showing location and dlreotion of early fourth fur
rows.

55. to 57. Embryo In which. fourth furrows are so recently completed that
shifting of cells has not occurred; views of, respectively, upper 
hemisphere, left side, and lower hemisphere.

58. to 62, Acceleration of cleavage In dorsal bias toner* 3.
58, furrows complete In dorsal micromeres, and in dorsal macromeres com

plete over three-fourths of distance to lower aids, furrows In vent
ral micromeres medium, In ventral macromeres very early over the upper 
half of the distance they will traverse.

58. furrows complete in dorsal micromeres and early in dorsal macromeres, 
early In ventral micromeres, very early in one ventral macromsre end 
not yet evident in the other.

60. furrows complete in the dorsal sdeiomeres, medium in the ventral micro- 
meres. farrow early in the dorsal macromere at lower left and slant 
completed in that at upper left, very early in each of the two ven
tral macromeres.

61. farrow completed in one dorsal micromere, medium in the other three 
micromeres, almost complete in one dorsal macromere, medium In the 
other, and not yet evident in the ventral macromeres,

62. Side view of the embryo illustrated in fig. 61. The furrow in odcro- 
mere al-a2 approaches a horizontal direction and that in macromere 
&3-a4 is oblique.

63r89. Various types of cell arrangement after completion of the fourth 
furrows. Pig. 66, 68, 70, 72, 80, 85, and 88 represent the lower 
hemisphere of the embryo shown in each ease in the preceding figure, 
figure 87 represents a side view of the embryo which is shown in 
Figures 86 and 88, and in which an oblique fourth furrow has separated 
ten macromeres highly unequal in surface areas.

i
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STAGS 5 

Fifth Cleavage

Fifth cleavage furrows appear from ten to fifteen minutes after 

the beginning of the fourth furrows. Like the latter, they usually 

are seen first in the micromeres, and are completed superficially in 

any one cell in from one to two minutes. In the macromeres they form 

slightly later, and are completed from one to three minutes later than 

in the micromeres. However, this relationship may be disturbed by 

earlier formation of furrows in the dorsal blastomeres, so that occas

ionally the fifth furrow may be almost completed in one or more of the 

macromeres before it has appeared in some of the micromeres (Figs. 90 

and 93). Acceleration of cleavage in the dorsal blastomeres, which is 

well marked during this cleavage, is shown in the embryos illustrated 

Figures 90 to 97, 149 and 150. These embryos have been chosen as 

representative of more than forty illustrating the some point. Only 

one embryo (Fig. 98) has been found in which fifth furrows are not 

better developed in the dorsal than in the ventral cells.

As concerns direotion of the fifth cleavage planes, cleavage 

is seen to be more regular in Scaphlopus than in many other Anura.

The figures of Jordan and Eycleshymer (1894) show that in the four 

genera of Amphibia studied by them the fifth furrows are quite irre-
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gular. They stated, "The appearance of the fourth set of furrows al

most invariable marks the end of any constancy whatever in the rela

tive position of the blastomeres." According to Morgan (1897); "Dur
ing the fifth cleavage-period the irregularities in the division of 

the cells is generally so great that we cannot speak definitely of 

any special direction of the new planes. Nevertheless there is a ten

dency for soma of the new furrows to came in at right angles to the 

last planes of division. Therefore, many and occasionally all of the 

fifth cleavage-planes are horizontal.” In Scaphloms the fifth fur

rows are nearly always latitudinal and approximately at right angles 

to the fourth division planes; in most embryos, they are so in all six- 

| teen blastomeres. Occasionally one or more of the furrows may be ob-
i

lique or vertical. Figure 96 illustrates an embryo in which one of the 
micromeres is being divided by a vertical furrow. In the embryo rep- 

| resented in Figure 97 the situation is somewhat difficult of interpre- 
j tation, but it seems likely that one of the four micromeres of the

eight-cell stage was divided by an almost horizontal fourth furrow, 

so that the two resulting micromeres were elongated in the latitudinal 

direction; in each the early fifth furrow is vertical. In one embryo 

three of the early fifth furrows are vertical. Apparently the direction

! of the fifth cleavage planes, as well as that of others, depends some

what upon the hhape of the cells divided off by earlier cleavages, as 

the furrows tend to come in at right angles to the longer axis of the 

cell as seen in surface view. In so far as the external aspect of a 

blastomore is indicative of the shape of the ,enti're cell,, this pheno- 

| menon is'in agreement with the rule of Errara (Lewis, 1926) that the
II
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"incipient partition-wall of a dividing cell tends to be such that its 

area is the least possible by which the space content can be enclosed,n 

At the completion of the fifth cleavage thirty-two blastomeres 

are present, lying in four more or less definite horizontal rowB or 

circlets. In most oases, as would be expected from the bilateral 

arrangement of the micromeres in the sixteen-cell embryo, the eight 

micromeres of the first or uppermost circlet assume an elongated form

ation consisting of two rows of four cells each. In other embryos they 

may be either roughly radial in plan, or may have no apparent regular

ity. These eight cells tend to be a little smaller than those of the 

circlet below. They may be triangular, quadrangular, pentagonal, or 

hexagonal in surfaoe view, while those of the second and third circlets 

are nearly always quadrangular, and usually rectangular. In almost 

every embryo, and especially in those of the bilateral type, about two 

of the eight cells of the first circlet extend into the zone of light 

pigmentation constituting the gray crescent; they may be only slightly 

lighter in color than are the opposite micromeres, their lower portions 

may be only very lightly pigmented, or the entire cells may be light 

in color. The second circlet of cells always extends into the dorsal 

zone of light pigmentation, so that two or rarely three cells are 

lightly pigmented or almost non-pigmented. There is in most cases a 

sharp demarcation in degree of pigmentation between the cells of the

second and those of the third circlet; this follows of course from the
fact that the third furrow approximately divides the pigmented from the 
non-pigmented portion of the embryo. Cells of the third circlet may

be only lightly pigmented on the side of the embryo opposite the cres

cent, and are always without pigment, that is, as light in color as the
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| vegetal portion of the embryo, in the region of the crescent. Cells

J  of the second and third circlets are of approximately the same size,

although individual differences exist. In the three upper circlets 

dorsal cells are as a rule smaller than ventral cells. The eight 

macromeres nearest the lower pole retain the same type of arrangement 

as in the preceding stage. They may show, depending on degree of pig

mentation of individual embryos, no trace of pigmentation, or the upper 

parts of those cells on the more darkly pigmented side of the embryo 

may be faintly tinged with brown. Figures 99 to 104 represent views 

of a "typical” embryo at the thirty-two cell stage.

Up to and inoluding Stage 5 cleavage has been comparatively 

regular in that, in every stage, embryos show from surface view the 

expected number and a more or less orderly arrangement of blastomeres.

| However, with the beginning of the fifth cleavage, in some embryos a
ii| factor enters in which tends to modify this condition. This is the
Ij
| formation in some blastomeres of a fifth cleavage plane oblique to theii
j surface. As a result one of the daughter cells has a large and the

j other only a small surface area. Cells of the latter type migrate
t

or are pushed inward soon after the furrow is completed. This process
j
j is the first step in transition of the wall of the blastula from a
tI

siggle cell-layer to that of several cell-layers in thickness.

Inward movement of cells of this type has been observed in living 

embryos, and the various stages of the process are shown also in fixed 

material; Figures 105 to 115 illustrate embryos in which one or more 

of the fifth furrows is separating or has separated blastomeres highly 

unequal in surface area; Figure 116 shows some of the cells in surface
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view. In embryos in which the cells with small surface area lie at the 

same level as the other blastomeres, it is evident that only a short 

time has elapsed since completion of the fifth furrows, since in sane 

(Figs. 105 to 111) the furrow is incomplete in one or more of the ^lasto- 

meres, and in others (Figs. 112 and 113) there is as yet no indication 

of formation of sixth furrows. In fifteen other embryos of this type, 

with the cell in question lying at the same level as the other blasto

meres, there is no indication of formation of the sixth furrows, except 

that in one case, in the dcrsal cells of the second circlet, the nnclei 

are in anaphase or in early telophase. In a few embryos with no evi

dence of sixth furrows, the cell has been found to be slightly de

pressed (Fig. 114) or to lie definitely below the level of the other 

blastomeres (Figs. 115 and 151). In each of two other embryos with the 

cell in question lying at a much lower level, early sixth furrows are 

present in three dorsal cells of the second circlet; and in another of 

the same type, seven cells, located in both dorsal and ventral regions

i of the second and third circlets, exhibit very early or early furrows.
!

j In the later part of Stage 6 the immigrating oells are seen to be al-
j

j most completely hidden from view, and study of sections has shown that

j it them the sixth cleavage planes are paratangential or oblique to the
i
i

| surface.
|
i Since the cells in question have been found to possess an inter-
I
J  nal portion large enough to make their size approximately equal to that
i
j of the neighboring cells, their inward movement can probably be explain

ed on a purely mechanical basis; with shifting and readjustment of blast

omeres after completion of the cleavage, cells shaped as they are v&uld
|

i
j
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tend to be pushed inward by pressure of the surrounding blastomeres 

with greater surface area.

Blastomeres with markedly small surface area are usually tri

angular or wedge-shaped in surface outline. They lie as a rule in 

the uppermost circlet of micromeres. In one embryo (Fig. 109), which 

was of an unusual type even before the fifth furrows appeared, the 

cell belongs in the second circlet. In the elongated bilateral type 

of micromere configuration the blastomere with small surface area has 

always been found to lie at one end of the configuration, with no ap

parent relationship to location of the gray crescent. In embryos of 

the type shown in Figures 114 and 115, it also lies in the first cir

clet, and is the upper daughter cell of one of those four micromeres 

; of the 3ixteen-cell stage which lay somewhat removed from the upper 

| pole. It seems evident that the location of these cells is not deter-

| minative, but that they occur in various positions,

| Inward migration of cells during the fifth cleavage takes place

I in only a minority of the embryos.
j

Reed (1904) made a study of the embryo of frog (species not

i  stated) to determine how the interior cells arise. Her sections
|

showed that as late as the end of the 38-oell stage all the cells 

are divided by cleavage planes which appear on the surface. Beginning 

with the fifth cleavage, however, some of the micromeres are divided 

obliquely, giving rise to some cells that are partly submerged. These 

cells have the appearance of being pushed into the interior, since the 

portion visible in external view is small as compared with the portion

lying mainly within the embryo. At the next cleavage, she stated, a
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cell of this kind would give rise to one cell extending to the surface 

and one entirely internal.
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Sxplanation of figures 
Stage 5 fifth Cleavage

90. to 97. Acceleration of cleavage in dorsal blastomeres.
90. Furrow complete between al and a2. msdlun in the other dorsal mioro

ne res, almost complete In mac rose re a3-a4. not evident in any of the 
ventral blastomeres.

91. Furrows complete in the dorsal micromeres, early in the ventral micro- 
meres, not evident In any of the macromeres.

921 Furrow complete between a3̂  and r2, and between W  and b2. Furrows
medium in d-a2. dl-d2. and hl-h3. very early in el-21. fl-f3. md
gl-ffi. Sarly furrows in &5-a4 and in b3-b4.

93. Furrows complete between al and &2, hi and b2, and el and e2. Farrow
medium in dl-d2. early in el-eS and In hl-h2. and very early in fl-f2
and gl-gg. a3 is almost completely separated from a4, Very early 
furrow in h3-h£.

94. Furrows medium in bl-b2. cl-o2. oad dl-d2, early in al-aS. very early 
in the four ventral micromeres. Furrows very early 17 macromeres a3- 
a4 and h3—h4.

95. Furrows early in al-a3. bl-b2. and dl-c3. very early In dl-d3. very early 
in el-e2 and fl-f3. Ho furrows evident in macromeres,

96. Furrows early in al-a2, bl-b2. and dl-d2. very early in d-c3 and in the 
four ventral micromeres. No furrows evident in macromeres.

97. Furrows complete between al and a2, bl and b2, and cl end c2, medium 
in el-e2, and early in 41-d2, fl-f2, gl-g2, and hl-h2. Furrows very 
early in macromeres b3-b4 and c3-e4. The diape and position of cells 
dl-d2 and el-e2, together with the vertical fifth fhrrows, indicates 
that the two cells in question were separated by a horizontal fourth 
farrows.

I
98. Cleavage not accelerated in the dorsal blastomeres. Furrows medium 

in bl-h2, al-a2, hl-h2. and gl-g2. early In fl-f2, and very early initi-EKT"and**el-e2. Ho farrows evident’Tn’waerooeres.

99.-1194. Views of upper heaisphere, dorsal side, ventral side, right side, 
left side, end lower hemisphere, respectively, of one of the more 
'typical1 32-eell embryos,

105-115. Smbryos in which one or more of the fifth farrows is separating 
or has separated blastomeres markedly uneqial in surface area. In 
those shown in Hgs. 105 to 113, the cell with small surface area lies 
at approximately the same level as do the other blastomeres; in those
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fhoon in Tigs.114 and 115, it is partially subnerged, 

116, Surfacw rievs of
1. Cell a, Fig. 106
2. coll b, fig. 105
3. Oell a, fig. 106
4. Coll &, Tig. 107
5. Cell b, Tig. 107
6. Cell £, Fig. 108
7. Oell a, Tig. 109
8. Cell bl and air rounding cells, Tig. 114
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STAGE 6 

Sixth Cleavage

Ten to fifteen minutes after the beginning of the fifth furrows 

those of the sixth cleavage appear. At this time in many of the blasto- 

meres a small dark spot, plainly visible in both living and fixed em

bryos, indicates the position of the nucleus with its surrounding mass 

of brown pigment granules. These dark areas are best seen in dorsal 

cells of the second and third circlets, although they are sometimes 

visible also in vontral cells of these two circlets, in cells of the 

first circlet, and in the macromeres. In later blastulae these dark 

areas indicating the position of the nucleus can be seen in practic

ally all the extennal cells and under a sufficiently high magnifica

tion their movements during the various phases of the mitotic cycle are 

easily observed* Appearance of the areas is due to the fact that, with 

steadily decreasing size of blastomeres, the nuclei are coming to lie 

nearer the surface; sections show that flattening of cells has not yet 

occurred.

In Stage 6, as in the preceding ones, the dorsal blastomeres 

constitute an area of accelerated cell division expressive of the bi

laterality of the embryo (Figs. 11? to 120). At the same time, appear

ance of furrows in the cells of the second and third circlets at a time 

when few or none are present in cells of the uppermost circlet suggests
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a marginal acceleration of cleavage. Almost all embryos (Figs. 118 

to 122) with, early sixth furrows exhibit this apparent marginal accel

eration, but it is particularly tvcll shown in the embryo represented 

in Figure 121. However, study of sections shows that in usually from 

three to four of the central cells of the uppermost circlet the sixth 

cleavage planes are paratangential or are formed oblique to the sur

face, and consequently the furrows do not appear in external view.

Nuclei of cells of the second and third circlets have been found not 

to be further advanced as concerns stage of mitosis than those of 

cells of the first circlet. However,this latter finding cannot be 

considered as evidence against the occurrence of accelerated marginal 

division, since, as is pointed out in the discussion of Stage 8 , even 

in those embryos in which these exists undoubted acceleration in form

ation of cleavage furrows in the dorsal blastomeres, the nuclei of dor

sal and ventral cells are not in appreciably different stages of mit

osis. On the other hand, the formation in at least some of the cen

tral cells of cleavage furrows not visible at the surface leads to 

the conclusion that there is no real evidence in support of the occur

rence of marginal acceleration of cleavage. In Oryptobranchus. Smith 

(1912) found after the sixth cleavage a deficiency in number of micro- 

meres as compared with the total theoretical expectation, and since his 

sections showed that no horizontal divisions had occurred in the cen

tral region, although soma had taken place in the marginal row of micro- 

meres , concluded that cell division was talcing place more rapidly in 

the margi nal than in the central region of micromeres—  "a condition 

which may be the beginning of that accelerated development of the
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margin, the later expression of which is almost whAlly internal."

As concerns direction of furrows, the sixth cleavage is predom
inantly vertical. In the second and third circlets, which at the end 
of the fifth cleavage consist of cells usually rectangular in surface 
view and elongated in the latitudinal direction, sixth furrows are al
most always vertical, although occasionally oblique. In cells of the 
uppermost group of micromeroB the direction of the cleavage plane varies 
a great deal. In some cells, particularly in those which are elongated 
in a meridional direction, it may be oblique to latitudinal; in others 
it may be vertical, and in still others, as has been stated, the plane 
of cleavage is either paratangential or oblique to the surface. Fur
rows in the eight macromeres may be vertical, oblique, or horizontal.
In embryos similar to the ones shown in Figures 99 to 104 those four 
cells which do not extend to the lower pole nearly always divide by a 
vertical or oblique furrow (Fig. 125), while in the other four furrows 
are often oblique to horizontal (Figs. 123 and 124), In the latter 
cells the position of the furrow varies, and the daughter cells may 
be either equal or markedly unequal in surface view. Again, the four 
macromeres extending to the pole may divide by a vertical furrow. In 
a few embryos (Fig. 124) it is indicated that in one or more of the 
yolk cells a paratangential cleavage plane or one oblique to the sur
face is formed; study of sections showB that planes of these types do 
occur at this time in at least some embryos.

Cells which began their inward migration during Stage 5 are seen 
in the later part of Stage 6 to be almost completely submerged. Sixth 
furrows often form in such a way as to give rise to cells with small
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surface erea which, in the later part of the stage "begin to moire inward. 
These cells are often located in the central portion of the region of 
micromeres (Fig. 122). Occasionally they are found also in the second 
circlet (Figs. 118 and 119), in which case they are long and narrow, 
or they may (Fig. 117) be formed at the outer margin of the uppermost 
group of micromeres. Evidently the cells in question are at the sixth 
cleavage not limited to any one area, but may occur anywhere from the 
upper pole to the margin of the large yolk cells. Inward migration 
of cells is of quite common occurrence in Stage 6.

}
j|
!i
I
!
!
1
j

.1
ii
i

i
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STAGE 7
t

Seventh Cleavage

Seventh furrows appear from ten to fifteen minutes after the be
ginning of the sixth furrows, which are at this time all completed 
superficially* In most embryos at the beginning of the seventh cleav
age the number of cells visible at the surface is less than the theo
retical expectation, due to formation of paratangential cleavage planes 
or planes oblique to the surface and inward movement of cells during 
the two preceding stages. This discrepancy is noted especially among 
the central micromeres near the upper pole. In the embryo shown in 
Figure 126, for instanoe, there are apparently fifteen macromeres, 
fifteen cells in the third circlet, sixteen in the second, and only

i eleven, including the small central and partly submerged oell, in the
|
I uppermost group. In this last group of cells, moreover, usually three

or four of the central micromeres are noticeably larger in surface 
area than are the surrounding cells; they are evidently those which 
at the sixth cleavage were divided by paratangential cleavage furrows.

Seventh furrows vary somewhat as to direction. VJhile some may 
be vertical and some oblique, the majority of them are latitudinal, 
all of them showing a tendency to come in at right angles to the longer 
axis of the cell. As is shown in Figure 126, the dorsal area of aeoel-

! erated oell division is still etident. No appearance has been seen
iI
i

j

i
j
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which suggests marginal acceleration of cleavage.

Throughout this stage those cells which began their inward move
ment during Stage 6 are seen to be well submerged. Ail has been stated, 
they lie in various positions, but occur quite commonly at or near the 
upper pole. No evidence has been seen of formation of cells with very 
small surface area during the seventh cleavage.

It is to be expected that, since some cells show a tendency to 
divide more rapidly than others and furrows do not all appear simult
aneously, the last division of a group will fall progressively nearer 
in time to the first of the next group, and the distinction between 
sets of furrows will eventually be lost. In Scaphiopus. embryos vdth 
early seventh furrows show that acceleration of cleavage in the dorsal 
blastomeres is not contributing to loss of synchronism, since dorsal 
cells are dividing, as in earlier stages, only slightly in advance of 
ventral cells, itfith the seventh cleavage, however, the tendency to
ward loss of synchronism is manifest in a lag in macromere division 
more marked than that in earlier stages. This point is illustrated 
by embryos similar to those shown in Figures 127, 128 and 129. In 
these three embryos the seventh furrows are apparently completed in 
all the micromeres and transitional cells at a time when no furrow 
(Figs. 127 and 128) or only one furrow, and that an early one (Fig. 
129), has appeared in the macromeres near the lower pole. Seventh 
cleavage furrows in these large yolk cells are completed only three 
to four minutes before the beginning of the eighth cleavage. In some 
of the macromeres seventh furrows fail to appear at the surface; since 
sections show that after completion of the seventh cleavage some of
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these cells have been divided by paratangential cleavage planes, it 
oan be assumed such was the case in the cells in question.

After completion of the seventh set of furrows, cleavage becomes 
quite irregular. Each embryo apparently cleaves according to a pattern 
of its own, and embryos can no longer be even roughly grouped into types. 
The tendency toward alternation of vertical and latitudinal sets of fur
rows becomes disturbed, and cleavage planes occur in almost any direct
ion. Blastomeres can no longer be distinguished as constituents of a 
particular circlet, and their shape and distribution vary a great deal. 
They tend to be pentagonal or hexagonal in surface view, rather than 
triangular or quadrangular as in preceding stages.
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Explanation of Figure s 

Stages 5 and 7 Sixth and Seventh Cleavages

117-120. Acceleration of cleavage in dorsal cells.
117. One medium and four early furrows in dorsal dlls. One cell of the 

first circlet is being divided into blastomeres of highly unequal 
surface area.

118. Furrow complete in one dorsal cell, early in four, very early in 
two. Among ventral cells, furrows medium in two cases, early in 
four cases. One cell of the second circlet is being divided into
parts nnequil in surface area.

119. Furrow oomplete in one dorsal cell of first circlet and in one
of second circlet,aall other furrows early. Two cells of the sec- 
cond circlet are being divided into blastomeres of unequal surface 
area.

120. Among dorsel cells, two medium furrows in cells of second circlet, 
and early furrows In one cell of second circlet and in one of third 
circlet. Very early furrows in two ventral cells.

121. Apparent marginal acceleration of cleavage. Early to medium fur-
fows in fifteen oells of the second and third circlets, and none in 
the eight cells of the first circlet nor in the eight macromeres.

122. Apparent marginal acceleration of cleavage. A cell near the upper
pole is being divided into blastomeres of unequal surface area.

123 and 124. Sixth cleavages in the lower hemisphere,
125. Macromeres of the embryo shown in Fig. 123.

1. Those of the left side (with reference to gray crescent)
2, Those of the riAt side (with reference to the gray cres

cent).
126. Early seventh furrows, sli ghtly further advanced in dorsal than 

in ventral cells.
127. to 129. Lower hemispheres of three embryos in each of which the

seventh cleavage is completed among the micromeres and transitional 
cells.
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Stage 8

After completion, of the seventh cleavage it becomes convenient 
for purposes of description to discuss development in terms of arbi
trarily fixed stages. Each stage is considered as extending to the 
beginning of the succeeding stage, although, in each, description is 
based mainly on embryos in that state of development which initiates 
the stage. Stages 8, 9, 10, and 11 each extends over several cell 
generations.

Stage 8 begins, at 2i to three hours after the egg has been 
laid, with the first appearance of the eighth set of cleavage furrowB. 
In certain blastulae at the beginning of the stage there are a few 
large central cells near the upper pole, but in most this is not the 
case. Embryos with early eighth furrows show that dorsal cells are 
still cleaving slightly in advance of ventral cells. In several em
bryos nearly all the dorsal micromeres and dorsal transitional cells 
are in apparent telophase and early to medium furrows are present; 
in a number of the ventral micromeres and ventral transitional cells, 
slightly earlier furrows are present. Macromeres in these embryos 

show no indications of furrows.
Although in all cleavages from the second to the eighth, in

clusive, it has been shown that undoubted acceleration exists in form
ation of cleavage furrows in the dorsal as compared v:ith the ventral
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blastameres, there is not during any of these cleavages any apprecia
ble difference in stage of mitosis between nuclei of the dorsal and 
ventral cells when considered as groups• Such minor differences as 
have been found to exist are no more than those slight variations which 
exist among nuclei of cells of either region as considered in itself.
No doubt this accounts for the fact that, as far as it has been fol
lowed, acceleration of cleavage in dorsal blastomeres does not result 
in an increasing disturbance of synchronism; at the eighth cleavage, 
for instance, there is no greater discrepancy between times of appear
ance and completion of furrows in the dorsal and in the ventral blast
omeres than there was at the third or fourth cleavage. That synchron
ism still exists among the micromeres and transitional cells at the 
end of Stage 8 is shown by the fact that the nuclei of these cells are, 
as seen in sections, all in practically the same stage of mitosis.
Thus it is obvious that at least up to the end of Stage 8 the smaller 
size of dorsal cells has not been brought about by the occurrence of 
more divisions among them than amohg the ventral cells. In this con
nection, it may be noted that in the four Amphibia which they studied 
Jordan and Eycleshymer (1894) found synchronism existing as long as 
they were able to follow cleavages in the living embryo (up to the 
tenth set in Ambystoma).

Smell cells extend, at the middle of Stage 8, about to the 
equator, the number of and area covered by them having been increased 
by addition of small cells cut off at the upper parts of the macromeres. 
Below lie cells of an intermediate size (about two in any one meridian) 
and around the lower pole from four to eight larger yolk cells or raaero-
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meres. The dorsal portion of the embryo is, as in earlier stages, 
characterized by the presence of smaller cells and less pigment as com
pared with the opposite region. In embryos fixed in formalin those 
cells in the region of the gray crescent have a slightly translucent 
appearance. During Stage 8 it is no longer possible to distinguish 
first and second furrows in the upper hemisphere. In the lower hemis
phere, however, it is usually possible to locate the intersection of 
the first two furrows. With the approximate location of the lower 
pole thus revealed, it can as a rule be determined that on the dorsal 
side of the embryo, as compared with the ventral, the small cells 
extend slightly nearer this pole and that the transition between smaller 
and larger cells is more gradual.'.

I
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Stage 9

Stage 9 Is reached about one hour after the beginning of the pre
ceding stage* Outlines of the micromeres are still plainly visible at 
a magnification, of fifteen diameters* At the beginning of the stage 
there are present in any lateral meridian (that is, a meridian in the 
lateral rather than in the dorsal or ventral pert of the blastula) a- 
bout twenty micromeres, seven transitional cells, and three maorosereB.
Since it is almost impossible to follow early furrows in cells so small,
external features give no clue as to whether the dorsal portion of the 
embryo still constitutes an area of accelerated coll division nor as to 
the extent to v&ich synchronism persists*

In all embryos the entire pigmented hemisphere has a splotched 
appearance due to the fact that, whereas in earlier cleavage stages 
pigment has extended equally over the surface of the blastomeres and

j

| down into the furrows, it now fails to extend down into the fufrovss
j  or into those portions of the eells immediately adjacent to furrows.Ii
I  This condition arises in the latter half of Stage 6, and persists in
| succeeding stages. In embryos in \dilch this peculiar distribution of
|
I pigment first becomes evident there is an appearance which suggests
I downward movement of certain cells toward the germ ring, but which
j may be due only to that shifting and rsarrangement of cells vrhtch 
follows cleavages; at the boundary between pigmented and non-pigmented

I
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eells one often sees in various meridians one or more pigmented cells 

extending down into the zone of non-pigmented cells and entirely sur

rounded by these latter except at the top. During Stage 9 the same 

eppoarance is noted.

In this stage, as in the preceding one and the two succeeding 

ones, the dorsal portion of the embryo is marked by i : .co of

small and lightly pigmented cells, cad by the slightly lower ext ana ion 

of email cells and the more gradual transition between U  . o 1 . 

cells in the dorsal than in the ventral region. In each of the tour 

stages, this external evidence of bilaterality if. parallelr-1 ::.y evi

dence of bilaternlity in the internal structure of blestulae; the 

dorsal wall of the blastocoele is as a rule thinner than L <• /entral 

wall.

I
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Stage 10

One hour after the beginning of Stage 9, and about five hours 

after egg-laying, embryos have reached the beginning of Stage 10. Both 

micromeres and macromeres are much smaller than in the preceding stage, 

but cell outlines in any part Cf the blastula can be seen at a magnifi

cation of forty diameters. About thirty micromeres, ten transitional 

cells, and five macromeres appear in surface view in any one lateral 

meridian. The peculiar distribution of pigment noted in the two pre

ceding stages persists, but cells and their pigmented areas are so 

much smaller that tinder low magnifications the blastula has a speckled 

appearance. That a considerable amount of downward movement of micro- 

meres has taken place is evidenced by the extension of pigmented cells 

to, and in the later parts of the stage slightly belovr, the equator. 

Pigmented cells often extend downward as irregularly shaped and not 

very sharply delimited bands or tongues separated by areas of light- 

colored cells. Dorsli micromeres and transitional cells remain small

er and lighter in color than ventral ones.
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Stage 11

Stage 11 (that of the late blastula) inmsdlately precedes gant- 

rulatlon. It begins about six and one-half hours after egg-laying, 

and extends to the first appearance of the dorsal lip of the blasto

pore. Externally, it differs from Stage 10 only in the smaller size 

of the blastomeres and in the slightly lower extension of pigmented 

cells, Cell-outlines can still be seen at a magnification of forty 

diameters, but only vrith an illumination which throvjs into relief the 

surface of the embryo. About fifty micromeres, fifteen transitional 

cells and eight macromeres appear in a lateral meridian. The TTspeck- 

led" appearance is retained, but it is noted that the pigment is not 

always equally distributed among the cells of a certain area, some 

having a much lighter or darker pigmentation than do the neighboring 

cells. Dorsal and ventral regions can still be distinguished. Meas

urement of 58 embryos shows thet there has been no appreciable in

crease in total size throughout the cleavage period; the average dia

meter is the same as that of the uncleaved egg. The chorion has not 

increased in diameter, and both inner and outer jelly envelopes remain 

the same thickness as in the egg just before the first cleavage.

According to Bellamy (1919) the greatest downward movement of the 

germ ring takes place in the region of the future dorsal lip, indicat

ing that growth in length (between the apical pole and the germ ring)
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is greatest and proceeds most rapidly in the sagittal plane. "At the

time of gastrulation some of the material included in the dorsal lip
o

cells is certainly not less than 100 from where it was in the four

cell stage." Diirken (1932) and others have described similar cell 

movements. In Scaphiopus. at the beginning of Stage 11 pigmented cells 

extend downward about the same distance in all meridians, V/ithout ex

perimental work, no statement can be made as to whether or not down

ward movement is greatest among the dorsal cells.
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Stage IS

Stage 12 begins, at seven hours after egg-laying, with the appew- 

ance of the dorsal lip of the blastopore, and extends up to the time 

■when, three and one-half hours later, early neural structures first be

come visible externally.

By means of a very simple experiment it was shown that the method 

used in locating the dorsal portion of the embryo in this stage, as well 

as in the four preceding stages, is trustworthy. Twenty-one embryos 

with the dorsal lip just appearing were selected at random, that is, 

without reference to whether or not the dorsal region was plainly marked, 

and were oriented with the animal pole uppermost, so thfct the blastopore 

lip was not visible. The embryos were examined one at a time, and that 

portion characterized by Bmaller and lighter pigment spots was assumed 

to be the dorsal region. In all except one case, in which the situation 

was doubtful, the dorsal lip, when the embryo was turned over, was found 

to lie in the region which had been assumed to be dorsal.

At the time the first indication of the dorsal lip appears small 

pigmented cells extend somewhat below the equator. The blastopore lip 

appears, about 20° below the equator, at the boundary between these 

cells and the larger light-colored transitional cells,at a place where 

the transition in cell-size and degree of pigmentation is rather abrupt. 

It appears first as a shallow irregularly shaped depression varying
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somewhat in appearance in different embryos, but usually elongated 

in the equatorial direction end about twice as long as wide, with 

the deepest part of the depression exactly at the border between the 

two types of cells. The depression, which is at first so slight as 

to be visible only when the dorsal portion of the embryo lies in 

partial shadow, involves an area five to six cells in width. At 

this time the surface of the gastrula both above and below the dor

sal lip curves gradually into the depression. Deepening progresses 

at first with little increase in length of the depression, and the 

slope of the sides becomes more abrupt. By the time elongation of 

the blastopore lip is noticeable the latter has assumed a crescentic 

shape (occasionally it is crescentic at its first appearance). In 

any case, the lip fifteen minutes after its appearance is well estab

lished as a crescent. V/lth elongation the depression narrows and 

deepens, and the inward slope of transitional cells into it becomes 

more gentle, while the portion forming the dorsal lip dips abruptly 

down into the groove. As gastrulation proceeds and the depression 

narrows until visible only as a cleft, the cells on both sides of it 

descend abruptly into the cleft. In some embryos in the dorsal and 

crescentic lip stages there is an accumulation of brown pigment at the 

bottom of the blastoporic depression and on the cells of the dorsal 

lip. By the time the crescentic blastopore has become well established 

the occurrence of pigment in these regions has become more common, and 

| often there are pigment strands converging into the blastopore from 

some distance above it.

As the blastopore lip continues to extend and approaches a semi
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circular shape, the boundary between mlcroeasres and transitional cells 

becomes more sharply marked. The blastoporic groove extends along this 

boundary line as a cleft vdiicb is at first slight but which rapidly 

deepens* At about thirty minutes after appearance of the dorsal lip 

the blastopore has assumed a semi-circular shape, and fifteen minutes 

later it is established as a complete circle. As the blastoporic 

groove lengthens the circular ares composed of non-pigmented cells 

becomes smaller due to continued downward movement of the germ ring, 

so that the ventral lip is completed at a lower level than that at 

which the dorsal invagination first appeared* The blastopore lip at 

any stage until it becomes circular forms an arc of that circle of 

steadily decreasing diameter which marks the boundary between micro- 

meres and yolk cells.

One and three-fourths hours after appearance of the dorsal lip, 

the yolk plug has a diameter only half that in the early circular 

blastopore stage. At about this time the outer jelly envelope begins 

to slough off.

During th© early phases of ga:trulation the entire upper hemis

phere has an Irregularly rough and bumpy appearance, better marked in 

some embryos than in others. About the time the blastopore becomes 

complete there is formed, beginning usually on the dorsal side, a circle 

of sunken cells (Fig. 152) lying slightly above the equator and approx

imately opposite the yolk plug. As gastrulation continues, this circle 

of sunken cells moves toward a point opposite (or slightly ventral 

to the point opposite) the center of the yolk plug. Decrease in dia

meter of the circle during this movement results in its complete dis-
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appearance at the time the yolk plug has been reduced to a diameter 

of about sixteen to twenty degrees. Dissection of embryos and study 

of sections show that this circle of sunken cells marks the boundary 

of the roof of the blastocoele; thus it is analogous to the'Scheidewand- 

furche»or ’septal furrow’of Cryptobranchus japonicus and Cryptobran- 

chus alleghenlensls as described by, respectively,Ishikawa (1908*1909) 

and Smith (1912). The area enclosed by the ’septal furrow’ may be con

sidered analogous to the ’Keimholensegment * of Ishikawa and to the 

’fenestra’ of Smith (1912). It is not, transparent, nor is its sur

face cut up into small pblygonal areas each comprised of several cells 

and separated by lines resembling cleavage furrows, as is the case in 

Cryptobranchus allegheniensis. In both living and fixed embryos of 

Scaphiopus. the area merely has an irregularly rough and bumpy appear

ance.

Smith (1912) stated that he has found in the literature no other 

m ntions of similar structures except a description by Hatta (1907) 

of such a ’boundary groove’ in the gastrula of Petromyzon. In Scap

hiopus the ’septal furrow', although it takes the form of a circle 

of sunken cells rather than that of a sharply defined furrow, is well 

marked in both living and fixed embryos, and in the former its forward 

and upward movement marking the decreasing extent of the blastocoele is 

easily followed. I have found no mention of such a furrow in any other 

anuran ga.trula. Both Hatta and Smith have concluded that the furrow 

is passive in origin and a product of gastrulation. In both Crypto

branchus and Petromyzon. according to Smith, the egg contains consider

able yolk, and the roof of the blastocoele is unusually thin; the
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occurrence of the ’septal furroiv* he regards as a remarkable case of 

convergence in purely embryonic characters. In Scaphlppus also the 

furrow is apparently passive in origin; since the roof of the blasto

coele is not unusually thin, it seems possible that the appearance of 

the furrow may result from the rapidity with which gastrulation takes 

place.

The blastopore lip remains circular until the diameter of the 

yolk plug has been reduced to about fifteen degrees, and then becomes 

ovoid. By this time, rotation of.the gastrula has brought the blasto

pore into a posterior or slightly dorsal-posterior position.
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Stage 13

Three and one-half liours after appearance of the dorsal lip, and 

about the time the blastopore has become ovoid in shape, the position 

which the neural groove will occupy is marked out by a line 4>f pigment, 

not very sharply delimited, extending for.vard from the blastopore. As 

the lateral lips of the blastopore approach each other this line be

comes slightly sunken to form the neural groove, and the thickened mar

gins of the medullary plate appear. One hour later, by the time the 

yolk plug is entirely withdrew® and the lateral lips of the blastopore 

are closely appressed, the neural groove has extended considerably in 

length and the neural ridges are well marked in their antero-lateral 

and transverse portions. No elongation has taken place and the embryo 

is still approximately spherical. The neural ridge is narrower and

! lower in its transverse portion than it is laterally. Sense plate and 

gill plate are indicated by slight thickenings. Posteriorly, the bor

ders of the medullary plate are not yet elevated to form ridges. The 

neural plate is lightly pigmented throughout its entire area, while the 

various regions of the neural ridge are more heavily pigmented, part

icularly at the inner boundary. The neural groove is shallow and 

narrow, and is still marked by a line of pigment; anteriorly it joins 

(or divides into) two grooves which extend into two slightly sunken
I
j  and deeply pigmented areas (optic rudiments) located in the inner border
I

j
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of the transverse fold. The distance from blastopore to the outer 

boundary of the transverse fold falls a little short of 180 degrees. 

Fifteen minutes later (Fig. 155) the optic depressions are deeper, 

and sense plate and gill plate are further elevated. Evidences of 

segmentation of the neural plate inside the neural ridge in these em

bryos, as well as in those in the early part of Stage 14, are expressed 

faintly if at all.

During stage 13 sloughing off of the outer jelly layer continues, 

although the layer remains as a cap-like mass adhering to one side of 

the inner Jelly layer; the latter is at this time still adherent to the 

chorion. The chorion has at Stage 13 increased a little in diameter, 

and does not surround the embryo as closely as in earlier stages. As 

development proceeds and growth in length of the embryo occurs, the 

chorion expands a great deal, and by the time of hatching it has at

tained a diameter from two to two and one-haIf times that in the 

cleavage stages.

i
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Stage 14

14-1. Stage 14-1 is recched two and one-fourth, hours after the 

beginning of the preceding stage, or one hour later than the stage 

shown in Figure 153. The embryo (Figs. 130, 131) has elongated slightly 

in an entero-posterior direction. The neural folds have approached each 

other to a considerable extent, and their elevation has proceeded post

eriorly to the level of the blastopore. Sense plate and gill plate are 

fairly well defined. The neural groove remains visible as a narrow 

pigmented line, slightly depressed, extending the full length of the 

neural plate from blastopore to anterior end. The transverse neural 

fold has extended posteriorly to a slight extent, overarching the neu

ral plate and contributing to closure of the neural folds; in this pro

cess the optic rudiments are becoming covered. In the embryo sketched 

they are still indicated, and the crescent shaped area at the anterior 

end of the neural plate and just inside the transverse fold is deeply 

pigmented. The neural tube is open more widely in its anterior half 

(head region) than elsewhere.

During Stage 14-1 movement of particles can be seen in the fluid 

surrounding the embryo, indicating that ciliation is becoming established.
i

teiuporarla also;streaming of suspended granules is first seen at j

about this stage, according to Assheton (1896). j
i!
i
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14-2. Twentywfive minutes later (Fig. 154) tlie neural folds 

hare come together and fused in the mid-region, but the tube is still 

open in the region of the head and in that portion extending a little 

distance anteriorly from the blastopore. The sense plate is better 

developed, and the gill plate in some embryos shows evidences of be

coming divided into an anterior and a posterior part. The embryo has 

elongated a little more than in Stage 14-1,

14-3. At the end of the next twenty minutes, the neural folds 

have come together and fused throughout their entire leng';h, and lie 

closely appressed, with the line of union marked by a deep median 

groove (Figs. 13S, 133), That portion of the neural tube just anter

ior to the proctodaeal pit is the 1? st to close. The dorsal body-line 

is in some embryos still almost straight, but in most cases it is 

slightly concave, head and tail being a little upraised above the 

mid-dorsal region. A vertical line has appeared indicating the posi

tion of the first branchial grove. In the mid-portion of the sense

j  plate just ventral to the end of the line formed by union of the neural
i

folds is a slight depression; this vdll deepen to form the mouth de

pression, and in it at a later stage the stomodaeal invagination will 

appear. In most embryos both the upper and the lower portions of the 

blastopore remain open.

14-4, Thirty minutes later, the line of fusion of the neural

i folds is marked only by a Slight pigment line. (Figs. 134, 133). The
i

gill plate is more massive, and head and tail upraised a little more.
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The upper opening of the blastopore persists as a deep pit. At this 

time the chorion has increased somewhat in diameter, and is becoming 

less taut. A thin layer of the inner jelly envelope still adheres to 

it. In some embryos the outer envelope remains as a cap-like structure, 

while in others it has been lost.

Rotation begins in some embryos in Stage 14-3, at about the time 

head and tail become slightly upcurved. In otherB it may occur slight

ly later, but in all cases it is well established by Stage 15-<2. Up 

to about Stage 14-3 embryos lie with the ventral surface down. At about 

the time rotation begins the head comes to lie slightly higher than the 

rest of the body, and the embryo, although inclining slightly to one 

side, is supported mainly on the ventral durface of body and tail. 

Ciliary beat is evidently in such a direction as to move the head up 

and over, but gravity prevents the completion of such a movement. As 

a result of the two forces, the embryo moves in a clockwise or counter

clockwise direction, with the head rising higher and higher, until at 

a certain point it becomes overbalanced and topples to one side, toward 

the outside of the circuit. The circuit is then repeated, and toppling 

occurs each time at about the same point. Umbryos rotating in a clock

wise direction fall on the right side after upraising bf the head, while 

those rotating in a counterclockwise direction fall on the left side. •
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Explanation of Figures

130. Stage 14-1. Dorsal view.

151. Stage 14-1. Lateral view..

132. Stage 14-3. Dorsal view.

133. Stage 14-5. Lateral view.

134. Stage 14—4. Dorsal view.

135. Stage 14-4. Lateral view.

i
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Stage 15

15-1* Stage 15-1 (Fig. 155) is reached sixty minutes after the 

beginning of Stage 14-4, or fifteen hours after egg-laying. A second 

external branchial groove is present as a vertical depression posterior 

to the first one. The position of pronephoros and pronephric duct are 

indicated externally by raised areas. Mesablaatic somites are begin

ning to be faintly indicated in the mid-dorsal region. The mouth de

pression has deepened and elongated dorso-ventrally, and the position 

v&ich the adhesive organ will occupy is marked by a slight accumula

tion of pigment, as yet not very definitely delimited. Elevation of 

head and tail are better marked. The line of fusion of the neural 

folds is still indicated by a narrow band of pigment. At the post

erior end of this band the prootodaeal pit is now seen as a slightly 

elongated depression.

15-2. One-half hour later, embryos have reached the stage 

shown in Figures 136, 137 and 138. The body has elongated more, and 

the chorion has expanded; inside the latter the embryo is still straight# 

that is, length of body and diameter of chorion are about the same.

The tail length bs between one ©fourth and one-third the length of the 

body. The elevation marking the position of the pronephros is higher 

and better marked, and that indicating the duct extends further post-
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eriorly. The outlines of the three primary brain vesicles are indica

ted* The auditory sacs or otocysts appear as crescent-shaped spots on 

the sides of the head. Lateral to and slightly above the mouth de

pression is a pair of invaginations marking the location of the olfac

tory organs* The head of the embryo, as viewed from the front, is non 

about twice as long as wide, and the mouth depression extends ever about 

half its length, reaching ventrally almost to the adhesive organ. The 

latter is now definitely established as a widely U-shaped depression 

more heavily pigmented than the surrounding ectoderm.* From the mid- 

dorsal region to about the tip of the tail the ectoderm overlying the 

neural tube is drawn into a thin ridge, the first indication of the 

dorsal fin or web of the tail. Elongation of the tail has increased 

the distance from its tip to the proctodaeal pit, giving to the latter, 

comparatively speaking, a more ventral position. The cap-like outer 

Jelly envelope is still retained in the case of some embryos*

i
i
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136* Stage 15-2. Dorsal view.

137. Stage 15-2. Lateral view,

138. Stage 15-2. Antero-ventral view.

j
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Stage 16

One and one-half hours later, at seventeen hours after egg- 

laying, embryos appear as that shown in Figures 139, 140, and 150,

The tail has elongated more, and is now about one-third the length 

of the body. The total body length has slightly exceeded the dia

meter of the chorion, so that as the embryo lies within the membrane 

the tail is somewhat curved. Due to the sharp upcurve of the tail, 

the dorsal line of the body is quite concave, while the ventral line 

is still strongly convex. The ventral edge of the tail from just 

above the proctodaeal pit almost to the tip is becoming flattened 

laterally in an early stage of fin formation. The mouth depression 

has deepened. From the crest of the head, as viewed from the front, 

there extends downward a pigment area in rride wishbone-shaped forma

tion; each of the two ends of this area joins one of the depressed olfac 

tory placodes, which are also heavily pigmented. Although the point 

has not been studied in sections, it teems likely that this pigmented 

area may indicate the position of those glands the secretion of which 

softens the chorion before hatching takes place. The eyes appear as 

swollen dark-colored areas lying slightly posterior to the olfactory 

placodes*
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Explanation of Figures

139. Stage 16. Lateral view.

140. Stage 16. Antero-lateral view of head.
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Stage 17

Three hours later, at twenty hours after egg-laying, elongation 

has proceeded to such an extent that both head and tail are curved to 

one side or the other as the embryo lies in the chorion. (Fig* 141)* 

The tail is about one-half the body length, and the angle of elevation 

of tail above body is less sharfc. A third branchial groove is faint

ly indicated posterior to the first two. The body is slender from 

side to side, and deep-dorso-ventrally. (Fig. 142). The head (Fig. 

143) is much longer and narrower, with the olfactory placodes deepen

ing into pits, the mou$h depression deeper, especially in its upper 

half, and the adhesive organ more ventrally located.

A certain amount of variation exists in the manner of rotation. 

Due no doubt to the change in body shape, embryos as a rule now lie on 

one side, with head and tail upcurved, and rotate usually in a clock

wise direction if lying on the right and counterclockwise if on the 

left side. The head lies at a much higher level than the tail. Al

though at one point in the circuit of rotation the head rises higher 

than at other points, there is no pronounced toppling. At times em

bryos may, while turned slightly to one side, rest mostly upon the 

ventral portion of the body and rotate much as in earlier stages.

At the beginning of Stage 17 the first spontaneous muscular move

ments appear. The earliest movement Consists of a slight contraction.
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v/ith wrinkling of the integument*, in the dorso-lateral neck region.

A little later the head may be moved to one side once to several times. 

Shortly afterward, the tail also is capable of these movements, and 

head and tall may be flexed at the same time, both in the direction of 

curvature of the embryo. L&iscular movements are at first slow, but 

soon become more rapid. In this stage they have not been observed 

to be strong enough to reverse the direction of curvature of either 

head or tail.
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Stage 18

Stage 18, (Figs. 144, 145, and 157), which. Is reached three and 

one-half hours after the beginning of Stage 17, is the one iroiectietely 

preceding hatching. The embryo has elongated a little bore, and both 

head and tail are curved as it lies in the chorion. The tail, which 

is now a little more than half the body length, no longer projects up

ward, but forms a straight line with the dorsal body surface. Its 

thin dorsal portion, which will become the tail fin, curves up well 

above the tall proper. The nasal pits have deepened, and are heavily 

pigmented. Both mid-end hind-gut have elongated. Bud-like structures 

on the surface of the first and second branchial (second and third 

visceral) arches form the first indication of outgrowth of the external 

gills. The adhesive organ is better developed. Muscular movements 

are stronger and more rapid. Head and tail may be moved separately 

or at the same time. Movements in the early part of this stage may 

be sudden, but are not violent, as they become in the later part of 

the stage and just before hatching.
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Explanation of Figures

141. Stage 17. Dorsal view.

142. Stage 17. Lateral view.

143. Stage 17. Antero-lateral view of head.

144. Stage 18. Lateral view.

145. Stage 18. Antero-ventral view of head.

I

I
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Stage 19

At twenty-eight hours of age erabryoa have reached the stage of 

development shown in Figure 158. In most cases hatching takes place at 

this stage, although in some embryos it may occur in the later part of 

the preceding stage, and in still others not until the later part of 

Stage 19.

The embryo chosen as representative of Stage 19 is five millimeters 

in length. On the first and second branchial arches the outgrowths 

(early gill filaments) are longer than in the preceding stage. The third 

branchial arch is more pronounced, but as yet shows no indication of 

formation of gill filaments. The stomodaeal pit or mouth depress

ion . is still long in the dorso-ventral direction, and is quite deep.

At its greatest depth a translucent appearance indicates the thinness 

of the oral plate. The depression has assumed an elongated diamond 

shape, with the ventral part longer and narrower than the dorsal, ind 

the lateral portions representing the corners of the larval lips. The 

body is still deep dorso-ventrally, as compared with the width later

ally. Muscle segments are plainly indicated from the region above the 

pronephric body back through the proximal two-thirds of the tail. The 

fusion between rectal and proctodaeal walls has not yet become perfor

ated. Heart beat is visible at this time, and gill circulation becomes 

evident soon afterward, as the gill filaments become more nearly trans-
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parent.

Rotation continues as the time of hatching approaches, but be

comes noticeably slower. Embryos lie part of the time on the side and 

rotate as in Stage 17. Muscular movements become much stronger and 

quite violent; they consist mostly of flexure of head and tail toward 

each other in a sudden movement, during which the two may touch. Young- 

strom (1938), in a study of the development of behavior and reaction 

capacities in Anura, found some animals holding for one-half minute or 

more a deep *U* contraction, comparable to the coil stage in fimby stoma. 

In Seaphiopus this does hot occur. At times, contraction of muscles 

on that side of the body opposite the direction of curvature may be 

strong enough to bring about a reversal of curvature. If during this 

process the curvature of the head is reversed before the intial flex

ure is completed in the caudal region the *S reaction* (Coghill, 1908) 

is produced, although the position is not maintained for more than one 

or two - seconds. For some time before hatching muscular movements re

semble those made in swimming, except as they are limited by restraint 

from the chorion. Embryos artifically freed from the chorion in the 

latter half of Stage 16 are capable of swimming for a short distance.

As the time of hatching approaches the chorion, which now has a 

diameter two ho two and one-half times that in the cleavage stages, 

becomes soft and loses its tautness. It can easily be dented in by 

pressure, flattens somewhat through contact with the surface upon 

which it rests, end is sometimes accidentally broken and removed when 

either living or fixed embryos are drawn into a large-mouthed pipette. 

Softening of the capsule and initiation of hatching are believed by a
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number of authors to be due to secretion from the frontal gland. A se

cretion of this type has been shown by Bles (1906) in Xenopus and by 

Jaensch (1921) in two species of Bane to initiate the hatching process. 

Fahrenholz (1925) figures the secreting cells as forming a distinct 

organ in Alytes. Noble (1926) has described similar cells in Alytes 

| obstretricans and in several other forms, among them Scapiiiopus hol- 

brookil. In Alytes he found the cells most numerous in a bond between 

the eyes and in an A-shaped cluster on the snout. In Scanhionna hol- 

brookll. the swollen and apparently secreting cells are found not only 

in the frontal gland region but also between this band and the adhesive 

organs. He has stated: "In all higher frogs whioh have tadpoles hatch

ing into the water the frontal organ probably functions as the releas

ing mechanism. This frontal organ is frequently indistinct and without 

a histological examination its limits cannot be determined." Since the 

frontal organ has been found in Scaphiopus holbrookii. it seems likely 

that it occurs also in bombifrons. and that its secretion is respon-
I

sible for the marked softening of the chorion which precedes hatching.

The hatching process has been observed in a number of embryos.

As the embryo rotates slowly, the entire anterior surface of the head 

is in contact throughout the cycle of rotation, with the chorion*which 

is bulged outward, the deepest part of the bulge being that caused by 

the dome-shaped top of the head. The curved tail may also cause a 

bulge in the chorion, so that the latter has an elongated shape. Imme-

j diately before hatching, rotation beoomes very slow, and in some embryos
i
! may almost stop. As a rule emergence takes place in the following way.
I
S The embryo is almost at rest, with the dome-shaped top of the head making|
I
|
i
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a pronounced outward bulge in the chorion. The done of the head then 

begins to emerge, and the rest of the body, propelled by ciliary act

ion, follows slowly and gradually. In one-half minute or leas the 

curved tail suddenly emerges and the embryo falls to the bottom of 

the dish. No muscular movements have been observed to take place 

during emergence of this type. In nearly every case the adhesive 

organ becomes attached to the chorion (hiring emergence. The hole left

in the chorion is as large as or larger than the body'■ of the embryo, and

its edges are clean-cut, as if torn. I have not been able to observe 

the first formation of the opening, since the chorion where .'.it is 

stretched tightly over the surface of the head is almost invisible in 

surface view. It seems likely that gradual pressure coupled with a

process of dissolution of the membrane makes the first small hole,

! which is enlarged mechanically by tearing as the head and body pass
i
I through.

S In some cases violent threshing and butting movements of the em

bryo make the first break in the membrane; when this happens the lat-

j ter immediately v/rinkles and collapses. If the break occurs near the
i
j head, the latter soon begins to emerge slowly. Other embryos have
j
i been observed to break the membrane through movements of the tail; the
1

tear may be quite large, and eventually movements of the embryo bring 

about its escape. One embryo before hatching had its adhesive organ 

J  attached by a strand of gelatinous material to the inner surface of the
I
j chorion, and was rotating around the point of attachment; finally, in

| threshing about, it broke the membrane with its tail,

j Newly hatched larvae fail to straighten out at once, but for a
i

!ii
I
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short time remain lying on the side with head and tail up curved, In 

this position and when not attached to the chorion, they progress slow

ly along the bottom of the culture dish by means of ciliary movement• 

Immediately after hatching they can urogress a short distance by swim

ming movements, mostly while lying on one side, although they are cap

able of swimming for a second or two with the ventral surface down.

Larvae that are attached to the membrane also make vigorous swimming 

movements, and within an hour or two most of them hage freed them

selves* In the latter half of the stage, larvae are capable of swim

ming to the surface of the water in a finger bowl or culture dish; as 

they do so, they spiral either to the left or to the right.

According to Savage (1937), it is commonly believed that tadpoles 

after hatching feed on the envelopes, to vjhich they attach themselves, 

Obviously this is impossible, as the mouth is at this time not open. 

Savage found that tadpoles of several species seem to develop faster 

when allowed to remain on the envelopes, but concluded that the under

lying cause is not likely to be found to be nutritive. He has pointed 

out, in connection with increase in size before opening of the mouth, 

that an animal forming cavities and tubular organs out of solid and 

less aqueous material must increase in size. It has, however, been 

shown that if dissolved organic material is present in high amounts 

in the water, tadpoles at a later stage than Savaggis oan absorb nutri

ment from solution (Krogh, 1931). In Scaphlopus. attachment to the chor

ion takes place only incidentally to hatching. Free larvae have never 

been observed to attach themselves, while those that are attached free 

themselves, as as has been stated, within an hour or two.
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Stage 20

Two and one-half hours after hatching, presuming this occurs at 

the beginning of the preceding stage, most larvae are from .5 to 5.5 

nsii. in length. They still lie most of the time on the side. Although 

they swim for a short distance with the ventral surface down, they are 

still not capable of orienting themselves while at rest, and fall to 

one side or the other. Occasionally one finds a larva at this stage 

Btill unhatched. The eye, lying behind and Slightly above the nasal 

pit, remains visible only as a dark area. External gills are well 

developed on the first three branohial arches. The mouth depression 

has widened laterally and shortened dorso-ventrally, and its outlines 

approach toward the shape of the larval lips. The oral plate has not 

yet been perforated. The adhesive organ is slightly better developed 

than in the preceding stage.
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At five hours after hatching, with body lengths varying from

5.5 to 6,5 m,, the swimming ability is better developed, but larvae 

are still unable to orient themselves while at rest. The eyes are 

plainly evident in surface view, and at the beginning of the stage 

dark pigment is present on the dorsal part of the body. During the 

middle and later parts of Stage 21 many of the larvae attach them

selves to objects, such as the side of the dish, by means of the ad

hesive organ. In this position they rest on the ventral part of the 

body, but at other times they lie on the side. At the beginning of 

the stage the lips are assuming the characteristic tadpole shape, and 

around the mouth small protuberances indicate the beginning of papilla 

formation. Mouth and anus have not yet opened. The opercular or 

gular fold is just beginning to.form.
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Stage 22

Stage 22. (Figure 159) is readied fifteen hours after hatching. 

Length has increased hut little, most larvae measuring about 6.5 ram. 

Pigmentation is better marked. The gular fold has formed across the 

entire ventral surface as well as above and in front of the external 

gills. Both mouth and anal openings are present, toe larval lips are 

well formed, and papillae are larger. The eyes are well developed, 

and the nostrils deep. The gut shows one transverse fold. The ad

hesive organ has begun to retrogress, and larvafc no longer attach 

themselves by it. Larvae can now orient themselves on the ventral 

surface while at rest, showing only a slight tendency to fall to one 

side or the other. The lateral body width is almost as great as the 

dorso-ventral depth.
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Stage 23

At twenty-four house after hatching, larvae vary from 6.5 to

7.5 urn. in length. Specimens in exactly the sains stage of develop

ment may vary considerably in length and in other measurements. The 

opercular fold has extended further posteriorly. Pigmentation is 

now well developed on the dorsal surface of the body. Larval jaws 

show at this time the beginning of cornification. The papillae a- 

round the South are larger than in the preceding stage, and the fold 

on which they are located protrudes. The hind limb bud is evident 

as a small rounded protuberance.
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Stage 24

Stage 24 (Figs. 160 and 161) is reached about thirty hours af

ter hatching, or fifty-eight hours after egg-laying. The larva photo

graphed is 8.5 mm. in length, although in.the majority of specimens, at 

this stage of development the length is somewhat less. The opercular 

fold has covered the gills on the right side, but not those on the left. 

The row of papillae surrounding the mouth is completely formed, but 

teeth have not yet appeared. The integument is beginning to become 

transparent, and jaw muscles can be seen through the ventral body 

wall. The gut shows more coils than in the preceding stags, Corni- 

fication of the larval jaws is better developed, and both algae and
i

liver arc taken as food. At thirty-three hours after hatching a num

ber of living tadpoles have been found in which all of the tail ex-
i! cent a regged stub had apparently been eaten off by other tadpoles;

| smaller specimens are the ones most often attacked. Dead tadpoles

J  during this as well as later stages are also eaten. Evidently the

I tadpoles take either animal or vegetable food as soon as the jaws
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Stage 25

Stage 25 begins at the ago of sixty-four hours. Body shape is 

practically the same as in the preceding stagej but there has been 

some increase in size; in a specimen chosen as representative, the 

body, tail and total legnths are, respectively, a*. 5^, and 8 5/4,ran. 

The gular fold has by this time completed its growth, and the spir

acle is present as a latero-ventral opening. The larval Jaws are 

well cornified, but the teeth have not yet appeared. Pigmentation 

is a little more dense than in the preceding stage. The integu

ment is now quite transparent, and, through the ventral body wall, 

jaw muscles, heart, gut, etc. are plainly visible.
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Later Larval Development and Metamorphosis

Larval development from Stage 25 to the onset of metamorphosis 

is a matter mainly of change in size and shape of body, degree of de

velopment of limbs, etc; accordingly, satisfactory criteria are lacking 

for division of the period into stages. Moreover, those variations 

in rate of development which have been noted in earlier stages become 

even better marked during this period; in each group of tadpoles of 

exactly the same age there are marked differences in size; and, in addi

tion, tadpoles otherwise in a ooraparable stage of development vary 

somewhat in length and size of body. The measurements given in 

Table IV are those of single specimens chosen as representative of 

the various age groups. Since by the twentieth day tadpoles have as 

a rule attained their maximum body size, measurements are given only 

up to that time.

Table IV

Growth in Length of Tadpoles of S. bomblfrons Cope from 
the Fourth to the Twentieth Days. Age is computed 

from the time of egg laying.

Age in Days Length in Millimeters

Body Tail Total

4 4.5 6.5 11
6 6 9 15
8 7.5 10 17.5
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Age la Days Length in Millimeters

Body Tail Total

10 8 12 20
14 14.5 19 33.5
17 18 26 44
20 22 30 52

By the twentieth day, the body length of tadpoles varies from 

20 to 23 mm., tail length from 30 to 39 nsa,, and total length from 50 

to 62 mm. In some cases the maximum total length is not reached until 

four or five days later, as the tail may continue to lengthen up to 

that time. Body and tail lengths are not necessarily correlated,

At the fourth day, chroraatophores have appeared on the hind leg, 

a slight constriction indicates the position of the joint betvjeen me

tatarsals and tibia and fibula, and the distal portion of the limb is 

broadened and flattened. At the seventeenth day, the rudiments of all 

five digits are visible, and a second joint is Indicated proximal to 

the first one. By the twenty-second day, the digits of the foot are 

longer, and the limb as a vfoole Is much larger and better developed; 

the metatarsal tubercle is well marked, but shows no indication of 

cornification. On the twenty-third day, the tubercle is partially 

connified on its free edge, and by the twenty-fifth day it is com

pletely cornified.

Teeth first appear on the sixth day. By the twenty-second day 

the mouth is widening from side to side, and, although larval teeth
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and jaws are still present, the tadpoles feed much les3 voraciously 

than in earlier stages. The horny larval jaws are lost between the 

twenty-fifth and the twenty-eighth day; tadpoles have been observed 

to feed up until the time when both mandibles have completely dis

appeared.

Formation of eyelids is indicated at the twenty-second day by 

the presence of small ridges of integument; by the twenty-third day, 

each eye is surrounded by a definite fold of integument. Two days 

later, the nictitating membrane is evident and the eyes are definitely 

protuberant. By the twenty-third day, the ridges which in earlier 

stages surround the nostril have flattened down.

By the twenty-third day, the integument has become slightly 

rugose over the entire dorsal surface of the body.

At about the twenty-eighth day, one or both of the fore limbs 

emerges, the left usually appearing first and the right at any time 

up to one day later. At this time, the horny larval jaws or mandibles 

have been lost, the skin is definitely rugose and is assuming the 

color markings of the adult, and resorption of the tail fin has begun—  

that iB, both dorsal and ventral portions of the caudal fin are re

duced in size and somewhat thickened and opaque, and the total length 

of the tail has been reduced a little. The tongue is well developed, 

the mouth wide, and the muzzle has the "pug-dog" shape characteristic 

of that of the adult. All five digits of the hind foot show the be

ginning of connification at the tips. As soon as both front legs have 

emerged the young toads spend part of their time out of the water, and 

may partially bury themselves in sand...
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Soring the day on which the arras emerge, the length of the tail 

is reduced 8-11 ami. On the three following days, the redactions in 
length are, respectively, 5 to 7 am., 3 to 5 ran., and 1 to 3 urn.

By the thirty-second day, metamorphosis is practically completed. 
Of the tail there remains only a whitish stub, 1-3 mm. in length.
Color markings on the dorsal surface of body and legs are those of the 
adult. The burrowing instinct is fully developed, and the young toads 
bury themselves in sand or in soft soil. Small insects are taken as 
food (Trowbridge and Trowbridge, 1937). During the next four or five 
days the tail stub disappears entirely.

There is a certain amount of variation in the time at which the 
fore legs emerge, and a corresponding variation in the time at which 
metamorphosis is completed. As has been indicated, in many specimens 
it is completed at about the thirty-second day. In a few cases the 
front legs have emerged as early as the twenty-sixth day. By the 
thirty-fifth day, metamorphosis is oompleted in all except a few in
dividuals which were small in size and retarded in stage of develop
ment. Retarded individuals metamorphose later and usually at a some
what smaller size than do the other tadpoles. Adolph (1931) found 
that tadpoles of Rana piplens and R. sylvatlca retarded by crowding 
metamorphosed at a small size but at a later time than did the con
trol group. In Scaphiopus. it has been observed that the larval per
iod may be greatly prolonged by retardation of growth due to insuffi

cient food.
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Degree of Regularity of Cleatage

Few studies are available for a eonperison of the degree of reg
ularity of cleavage In the various Sallentia, since investigators have for 
the greater part described only the ’typical* oundition, aad, beyond 
st&ting that irregularities are common, have failed to make any more 
specific statements. With the exception of those studies (Morgan sod 
Tsuda, 1894, Morgan end Boring, 1903, Braohet, 1906, Jenkinson, 1906, 
etc.) which are concerned with variation in the plane of the first or 
second deevage with reference to that of the gray orescent, the study 
made by Jordan and Eycleshyjaer (1894) on the cleavage of the amphibian 
ova is, to the writer’s knowledge, the only one in which an attempt has 
been Bade to determine the extent and frequency of cleavage variations.
As a result of their study, Jordan and Syeheshymer concluded that irre
gularity In the early cleavage stages of the amphibian embryo is the 
rule, and regularity the exception.

In Scan hi opus, on the other hsnd, extremes of vari ation end of 
irregularity have rarely been found to take place. The moBt irregular 
and bizarre oleavages have been noticed in many cases to appear only in 
those embryos which are abnormal and in which development ceases and
death occurs soon afterward. As a result, the atypical cleavages of
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extrema types can be assumed to signify the abnormality and approaching 
death of the embryos in which they occur. Embryos of this type almost 
without exoeption are spotted and slightly swollen in appearance, a 
characteristic which one learns to associate with abnormality, and 
which is distinguishable also in fixed embryos. It is unfortunate that, 
due to time limitations imposed by the speed of development, no detailed 
observations have been made on the fate of embryos in which highly atypi
cal cleavages occur; in order to attack the problem, one could perhaps 
make use of the method of Hugh (1934) to obtain embryos in small lots 
and at times other than the breeding season.

As stated earlier, in fixed material embryos which are moribund 
can be distinguished by their appearance, and it is in these that the 
most aberrant cleavages appear. Embryos of this type base not been in
cluded in the 3tudy of cleavage, except in a few cases in which the 
situation has been explained. For example, in connection with the sec
ond cleavage, it has been pointed out that Figures 10 to 14 illustrate 
examples of those aberrant cleavages vihich signify the abnormality and 
approaching death of embryos. In the same section it is also noted that 
in the embryo shown in Figure 6 there is a striking and probably not 
truly representative difference in degree of development of second fur
rows in the dorsal and in the ventral blastamare; the embryo in question 
had to a slight extent that aspect which can be described as "spoiled".

Although it is quite difficult to differentiate in every case be
tween those cleavages that merely depart somewhat from the typical con
dition and those which indicate abnormality and presage the death of an 
embryo, the appearance of an embryo at the time an aberrant cleavage
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occurs is usually sufficient to enable one to recognize to inter
pret the condition* In this connection, it may be pointed out that an 
interesting situation was noted in the latter part of March, 1938, when 
eggs were obtained after an unusually early breeding congress. Large 
numbers of eggs failed to cleave at all, and a number of otherd died 
after either the first, second, or third cleavage; as a rule only one 
or possibly two aberrant cleavages precede death of the embryo. In this 
year, most embryos that completed the third cleavage continued develop
ment to form perfect tadpoles, although In many the cleavages were 
slightly more irregular than had been the case with other lots of eggs. 
Moreover, a greater number of abnormalities among larvae were observed 
in this year than in other years. Although an attempt was made to re
move spoiled eggs and embryos from living ones, this could not always 
be done as completely or as soon as it should have been, and one is led 
to wonder whether products of deterioration might have affected develop
ment; this factor of course was not responsible for the fact that many 
eggs failed to cleave at all or that embryos died after one of the first 
three cleavages.

With the several exceptions already stated, only embryos that were 
normal in appearance have been chosen to illustrate variations in cleav
age. 'With material so chosen, it becomes evident that cleavage in Scap- 
hiopua is not subject to as great variations as in some other Anura. The 
first two cleavages have in every case been observed to be vertical, and 
variations have been shown to exist only in such minor matters as the 
points of departure of second from first furrowB, formation of acute and 
obtuse angles at both upper and lower poles, variation in the relative
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sizes of dorsal and ventral oells, etc* As concerns the third cleavage, 
Iordan and Eycleshymer found that in Rana palustrls about half the em
bryos failed to form a true "first equatorial" plane in all four quad
rants* Out of 69 embryos, only 29 showed truly horizontal third furrows; 
in some of the remaining 40, equatorial furrows appeared in three quad
rants, and a true vertical in the fourth, in others three planes were 
vertical and one horizontal, while in still others the whole third set of 
furrows was vertical. In Seaphlopus. on the other hand, no true vertical 
third furrows have been observed—  that is, furrows with the upper end 
located at or near the upper pole. In 80 out of a series of 122 embryos, 
the third furrow was considered horizontal in all four quadrants. In 32, 
one or more of the furrows was found to be slightly oblique, so that it 
joined the vertical first or second furrow at some distance from the ad
jacent third furrow; however, the obliquity was not so great but what 
the furrows could still be considered horizontal in all quadronts. In 
ten embryos, the tendency toward obliquity had been carried further, and 
usually one or occasionally two of the third furrows had taken a direction 
intermediate between horizontal and vertical. Even those two embryos of 
this last group which showed the closest approach to a vertical third fur
row had one end of the furrow located in or near the position normal for 
a third furrow. In this connection, it was shown that a relationship ez-

!
| ists between presence or absence of a polar furrow and obliquity of third
!i
1 cleavage furrows.
j

Jordan and Eyoleshymer stated also that, by the fourth cleavage, 
j there is almost invariably an end of any constancy whatever in the rela- 
! tive position of blastomeres. In Scaphiopus. this is certainly not the
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oase. Fourth furrows have boon found In the majority of cases to be vert
ical) although occasionally (Figs* 51 to 54) one or more of them may be 
oblique or may approach a horizontal direction. After completion of the 
fourth furrows, most embryos show a more or less definite bilateral ar
rangement of micromeres and macromeres; many of these are of the types 
shown in Figures 63-65, 67 , 69 , 71, 73, and 74, and others of the types 
shown in Figures 75-77, Again, arrangement of cells may be roughly radial 

j (Figs. 83, 84, and 148), and in a few cases other variations exist in con-
| figurations of cells. Since nearly all embryos can be classed into types,i
f

it becomes evident that regularity still exists to a certain extent.
Even at the fifth cleavage, the direction of furrows is in Scap- 

hlppus fairly regular; the furrows are nearly always latitudinal and ap
proximately at right angles to the plane of the fourth division, and in

| most embryos they are so in all sixteen blastomeres. Occasionally one
!

j or more of them may be oblique to vertical. An irregularity in direction
i

| of a cleavage plane as a rule results in irregularity in the inrmediately
i
' succeeding plane; for instance, in those rather rare cases in which one
' or more of the fourth planes approached a horizontal direction, fifth

furrows in the oells in question are vertioal (Fig, 97). At the comple
tion of the fifth furrows, the thirty-two blastomeres are arranged in 
four more or less definite horizontal rows or circlets,

| At the sixth cleavage, furrows in the second and third circlets
j of oells are nearly always vertical, although occasionally oblique. In
| the first and fourth circlets, the direction of cleavage planes varies
!

I a great deal. During this as well as the preceding cleavage, regularity
| of arrangement of cells is somewhat modified by the formation of furrows
|
|
|
i|
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oblique to the surface and by the inward migration of blastomeres* Dur
ing the sixth and succeeding cleavages the situation is further affected 
by formation of paratangential cleavage planes which divide cells into 
external and wholly internal blastomeres. At the seventh cleavage, the 
number of cells visible at the surface is less than the theoretical ex
pectation; the direction of furrows is predominantly latitudinal, al
though there is a considerable amount of variation. In later cleavages 
the tendency toward alternation in direction of planes of division is 
disturbed to an even greater extent, and cleavage becomes quite irregu
lar.

j

i
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Establishment of Bilaterality
i

In the higher animals, the most obvious feature of organization 
is that expressed by the term bilateral symmetry. Since bilaterality 
is a feature of fundamental importance in the organization of the em
bryo, it may be expected to appear very early in ontogeny. The problem 
of tracing its origin is one of considerable interest, and one particul
arly wishes to determine at what time and in what manner it is first ex
pressed.

Amphibian eggs, like many others, appear when unfertilized to be 
radially symmetrical around the primary axis of the ovum, which may be 
considered as a line passing from the upper or active pole through the 
center of the egg to the lower or inactive pole. The active pole is 
early indicated by such phenomena as "secretory activity, accelerated 

! yolk metabolism, formation of pigment, position of nucleus, expulsion
of polar bodies, etc." (Eycleshymer, 1915), or̂  in general, by a high

i
i rate of metabolic processes (Bellamy, 1919). It is at or near this pole

that the first cleavage furrow makes its appearance. Although its loca-
•i

tion varies somewhat in the different Amphibia, and there are diver
gences of opinion as to its position even in a single group (see for ex- 

| ample Eyoleshymer, 1915, Pfluger, 1883, Roux, 1888, 0. Hertwig, 1898, 
Morgan, 1894, and Goodale, 1911), the future head end of an embryo can 

j be determined rather early in development. On the other hand, the median

i
i

i
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plane of the body nay lie In any one of a number of meridians, and the 

question arises as to which one of these meridians will represent the 

median plane,that is, what structure, appearance, or phenomenon will 

foreshadow the definite bilaterality of the embryo.

Attempts to show that the amphibian egg exhibits bilaterality 

from the beginning of oogenesis have failed to produce any conclusive 

evidence in support of the view. However, it has been determined by 

numerous observers (Roux, 1883, 1885, Schultze, 1900, Morgan and Bor

ing, 1903, Wtigmann, 1987, and others) and is quite generally accepted 

that after fertilization and before cleavage the egg of the frog possess

es a bilaterality which foreshadows the definitive bilateral symmetry of 

the embryo and which is expressed superficially in the formation of the 

j gray crescent. Roux (1887) described the gray orescent as forming oni
i
! the side of the egg opposite the point of sperm entrance, as did also

| Schultze (1900), although the latter concluded the crescent arises in

! a preformed region. However, external influences ecting at the time
i
j of fertilization may exert an influence in determining direction of the

median plane (Jeakinson, 1909, V/eigmann, 1927). The latter found that,

I *n Bai*8 fusca and Rana esculents, although the gray crescent fixes the

position of the dorsal side and therefore determines bilaterality, grav

ity as well as compression between glass plates can influence the di

rection of bilaterality; in compressed eggs, the median plane is shorn 

to be independent of the fertilization meridian. According to Herlant 

i (1911), since in pricked frogs' eggs the gray crescent forms withouti
| relation to the point of pricking, the egg probably has an initial bi-
|

laterality of its own which is overridden by the stimulus introduced by
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the spermatozoon̂  Loeb (1921) raised over twenty parjUheno gene tie frogs
to an advanced and some to an edult stage. All these feet a indicate that
there is no essential relationship between the fertilization nerldlan and
the establishment of bilaterality. Zn this oonneotion tillle (1919) has
Bade the following statement st

The relationship which has been shown to exist in certain cases 
mast therefore depend upon a eertain time relationship in the 
course of the two processes. The Influences radiating from the 
spermatozoon establish a gradient from its original exeentxio 
position, which may influence the direction of the plane of 
symmetry in which there is el so a gradient, if its determination 
is synchronous, as in the frog.

Although in certain species of cmphibla there la an approach to 
coincidence between either first or second cleavage furrow md the median 
plane, it is becoming reoognised that there is no direct relationship be
tween the direction of the early for rows and the establishment of bilat
erality. Newport (1851) first observed that in the majority of eases 
the plane of the first cleavage coincides with the median line of the 
embryo, and numerous observers later confirmed his observation. Roux 
(1885), Schultze (1887), Morgen and Tsuda (1894), Xbpsch (1900), Braehet 
(1906) and others have demonstrated thafc, on the other hand, there are 
cases in which the two planes do not coincide, and it is now quite gen
erally recognized that bilaterality is established by the position of 
the gray crescent, and that coincidence between the plane of the first 
or second furrow and the median plane of the embryo exists only ihen

!
the plane cf the farrow in question coincides with that of the crescent.

| Braehet (1903, 1905) demonstrated by experiment that each of the first
!

two blastomeres of the frog embryo can prodhce an entire embiyo only 
Tdien the plane of the first furrow coincides with the plane of bilater-

j

j
i
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slity previously determined end indiceted by the position of the gray 
orescent. McClendon (1909, 1910) concluded that each of the first two 
blastomeres of the egg of the tree-frog Chorophllus trlaerietus is toti
potent only when the first cleavage fhrrow bisects the gray crescent. 
Eyeleshyner (1904) found in the living egg of Mectnms no fixed relation 
between the early cleavage furious and the median plane of the embryo.
In Cryptobranchtts. Ssdth (1916), using a variety of methods, found no 
constant relation between the first cleavage furrow and the median plane 
of ttie gas train, Jordan and Eycleshymer (1894) from observations on the 
living segmenting eggs of Arnby stoma punctatum. Piemyctylua viridescens. 
Sana palustris. and Bufo variabllis conclude it

The first end second cleavage planes undergo, even in the earl
ier stages, extensive torsion. Everything indicates that the ex
tent of this shifting increases greatly in later stages. This 
led us to conclude that the earlier cleavage planes and the em
bryonic axes have no vital connection and that the coincidence 
where it exists is of no fundaments, significance.

Eyeleshy1aer, s later (1904) study of cleavage in the living egg of Sect-
uraa revealed the same type of irregularity. Similar variations have
been observed in practically all classes of vertebrates.

The inevitable conclusion from such a mass cf evidence cannot 
be other than that neither the position or direction of &es*» 
age grooves has the slightest significance as far as the set
ting apart of definite embryonic areas is concerned. (Sycle shyster, 
1916).

A number of authors consider tha t sooner or later bilaterality be
comes evident In bhe cleavage pattern of the embryo as a result of in
creased cellular activity on one side of the mlcromere region. This area 
of accelerated cell division lies on the side on #iieh the dorsal lip of 
the blastopore will appear, end, in those forms in which bllsterality is

Ii
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indioated in the presence of the gray crescent, is located in the region 
of the crescent.

With the recognition of these areas of accelerated cellular act
ivity, the one at the active pole, indicating the position of 
the future head of the embryo, the other at the side of the egg, 
indicating the position of the forthcoming blastopore, it nec
essarily follows that the median plane of the embryo must co
incide with a line passing through the centers of the two. 
(Eycleshymer, 1915).

Assheton (1905) maintained that two such main centers of growth play an
important part in the organization of the vertebrate embryo, and that
recognition of them is essential to a correct appreciation of embryonic
processes. As Eycleshymer pointed out, while there are minor differences
of opinion as to the extent and time of Arlgin of this area, there is no
question as to its location or significance. Eycleshymer continued:

When these observations were first published in 1898, many ques
tioned the existence of such a secondary area of cellular act
ivity. Tet a search through the literature showed that such an 
area had been observed in many groups of vertebrates. Lwoff 
found such an area at the posterior end of the embryo of Am- 
phioxus. The figures of the segmenting blastodlscs of Elasmo- 
branchs, given by Balfour, Ruckert, Gerbe and Sobotta all show 
that in these forms such an area is present. In the Beptilia,
Vay’s studies on Tropftdonotus show that an area of small oells 
represents the posterior end of the embryo, v. Koelliker first 
called attention to such an area in the blastodisc of the chick 
and suggested that it determines the position of the posterior 
end of the embryo, The later investigations of Duval and Kionka 
leave no doubt as to the frequent and probably constant appear
ance of this area in the locality which later becomes the post
erior end of the embryo.

Eycleshymer (1898) found this area of accelerated cell division occurring 
in Ambystoaa in the late blastula state. In Heoturus he found (Eycleshy
mer, 1904) that as early as the fourth or fifth cleavage the cells on 
one side begin to divide more rapidly than any others, excepting those 
of the primary area, "It was possible to prediot in this fosn the

I

!
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median plane of the forthcoming embryo at an extremely early state of 

cleavage." These two areas, occurring respectively in the late and 

early amphibian blastula, he regarded as genetically continuous.

De Bossy (1905) stated that in the blastodisc of an embryo of Cry- 

ptobranchus japenious with forty mioromeres he observed no secondary cen

ter of accelerated cell division, although Smith (1912) has called atten

tion to the fact that hid drawing of the embryo strongly suggests the ex

istence of such a center. In Cryptobran.ch.us alleghenienais. Smith (1922) 

observed eccentric development of the micromeres in both the early and 

| late blastula stages; the former bears no constant relation to the di

rection of the median plane of the embryo, but the latter he considered 

as undoubtedly an expression of the definitive bilateral symmetry of the 

embryo.

Schultze, in 1900, described the bilateral organization of the late 

blastula of the frog. Ishikawa (1908, 1909) described a similar conditlcn in 

the embryo of the giant salamander of Japan (Megalobatrachus sleboldil). 

Morgan and Boring (1903) noted that the pigmented oells on the gray ores-
j

cent side of the frog embryo are slightly smaller from the beginning than 

the other pigmented cells. Morgan and Tsuda (1894) found that in the 

eggs of Rana the less densely pigmented half very early in segmentation

shows signs of a more rapid development and growth then the darker and

pigmented side, and determined that the blastopore appears first on the 

less pigmented and further developed side of the egg.
I
| Notes and drawings of developing Bufo eggs made by C. 0. Whitman
j in June, 1894, (see Eycleshymer, 1915),show that he was able to disting-

I uish the secondary area of accelerated cell division as early as the
i

1II
j|
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advent of the second furrows.

When the first cleavage groove runs in the plane of symmetry 
the second cleavage grooves are at right angles and appear at 
about the same time in both halves as shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
When the first cleavage groove is transverse to the plane of 
syxaaetry the second cleavage grooves do not appear at the same 
time, but the one on the lighter side of the upper hemisphere 
appears first*... The blastomeres on the posterior (blasto- 
porie) side are smaller than on the anterior side, from the 
very first* It is the blastoporic side that takes the lead 
in division and the cells are smaller here all the way up to 
the time when the blastopore appears.

In Scaphiopus. bilaterality is undoubtedly established at the be

ginning of gastrulation; that invagination which Initiates formation of 

the blastopore lip appeal's first, as in other Anura, on the dorsal side 

of the embryo. Consequently, any character or phenomenon which in earl

ier stages is found to be in constant connection with or persistently 

characteristic of the dorsal region may be considered an indicator of 

bilaterality. Since the dorsal region is characterized and in part 

distinguished by the presence of the gray crescent throughout develop

ment from fertilization up to the formation of the dorsal lip, appear

ance of the crescent may be taken as the first evidence of establishment 

of bilaterality.

In connection with the relationship of cleavage planes to that of 

the orescent, it is shown in the figures illustrating the cleavage stages 

that although in many cases (Figs. 1 to 3, 7, 8 , etc.) the plane of the 

first cleavage coincides vdth the middle of the gray crescent, and in 

fewer cases the second furrow bisects the crescent,(Figs. 4, 5, etc.) 

there are at times varying degrees of departure from coincidence. (Figs. 

17, 83, 95 and 10S). Moreover, it would be impossible, in view of the 

torsion of furrows and shifting of cells which follows cleavages, for
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| either one of the two first furrows to separate the material of the 

embryo into two parts, one of which would give rise to the right 

and the other to the left side of the forthcoming animal. Torsion of 

cleavage furrows has been shown in the early cleavages to be more marked 

in those embryos in which a polar furrow forms at the second cleavage 

(Figs. 9, 18, 31, 35, etc.), but it occurs to a considerable extent also 

in those embryos in which no polar furrow is formed. In later stages 

(Figs. 60, 83, 97, etc.) torsion of furrows becomes even more marked. 

From these considerations, it becomes obfious that any coincidence which 

may exist between the location of the early cleavage furrows and the 

median plane of the embryo is only incidental, and that direction of 

furrows has no significance as concerns Indication of bilaterality.

It has been shown in the discussion of and figures for the var

ious cleavage stages that at every cleavage from the second to the
I

eighth, inclusive, the dorsal region or region of the gray crescent is 

characterized by an acceleration of cell division. The occurrence of
i

this eccentric area of accelerated cell division may be considered a 

| phenomenon always associated with the region of the gray crescent, and 

j therefore an expression of the bilaterality of the embryo. So far as

j I have been able to determine, Whitman (see Eycleshymer, 1915) is the

only other investigator in the field of amphibian embryology who has 

described the appearance of the dorsal ecoentrie area of accelerated

| cell division as early as the beginning of the second cleavage. By-
!
! deshymer found that the area in question becomes evident in Hecturus

I at the fourth or fifth cleavage. Smith (1922) accepted as evidence

i that cell division had proceeded a little more rapidly on one side of

iI!
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j the embryo than on the other the facts that the cells in the former 

region were smaller In surface view and more numerous, and thtt the 

cleavage furrows were in this region more uniformly complete; he was 

able to distinguish the area of accelerated cell division during his 

Stage 5 (fifth cleavage). In late segmentation immediately preceding 

gastrulation he considered that the cleavage pattern as seen in sur

face view enables one to predict the side on which the blastopore is 

to appear, since on this side a more rapid multiplication of cells has 

occurred and the micromeres and transitional cells as a rule approach 

nearer the Vegetal pole. A number of investigators have merely stated 

that the dorsal cells take the lead in division and are from the first 

I smaller than the ventral cells. In the present paper, figures areiI
| given showing the actual earlier appearance or earlier completion (or

both) of furrows in the dorsal cells at each cleavage from the second 

to the seventh.

In Scaphlppus the dorsal portion of the embryo is further char-
!

| aoterized by the occurrence of cells smaller in size than those in the
!

j ventral portion of the same embryo. The same situation has been des

cribed in practically every other Anuran the development of which has 

| been studied. It has been shown in the discussion of Stage S that at

j  least up,to the end of that stage the smaller size of the dorsal cells

j is due not to the occurrence of more divisions among them, but merely
i
j to the fact that they are smaller from the beginning than are the vent

ral cells. During succeeding stages up to the time of appearance of

: the dorsal lip of the blastopore, the dorsal portion of the embryo, and
j
! particularly that part of it lying near the median plane of the gray
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crescent, It distinguished toy the presence of cells smaller in size 

and more lightly pigmented than those in corresponding positions on the 

opposite side of the blastula, and by the slightly lower extension of 

small cells and the more gradual transition between and large

cells in the dorsal region. These features of the dorsal portion of 

the blastula are a constant characteristic up to the time of appearance 

of the dorsal lip, and constitute a continuous evidence of differentia

tion indicative of bilaterality.

The internal structure of early and late blastulae, as well as of 

embryos in the various cleavage stages, gives a further evldenoe of bi

laterality of the embryo. The blastocoele, from the tlms of its first 

indication at the eight-cell stage up to the beginning of gastrulation, 

is, as a rule, eccentrically located, due to the fact that the dorsal 

wall is slightly thinner than the ventral wall. Since synchronism in 

cell division among the micromeres and transitional cells has been 

shown to persist at least until the end of Stage 8 , it is obvious that 

during this period the eccentric position of the blastocoele is due only 

to the fact that dorsal cells are from the first smaller than ventral 

cells. What the underlying causes of inequality in thickness of the 

dorsal and ventral walls say be during Stages 9, 10, and 11: is not 

definitely known; certainly the situation is due partly to the same 

fact as in earlier stages, but, since it is not known to what extent 

thickness of the walls is affected by oell movements during these 

stages, the entire complex of causes is not understood. At any rate, 

this internal evidence of bilaterality corresponds with the external 

evidences manifest in the presence of the gray orescent, the small size
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of dorsal oells, and the area of aeoelerated cell division known to ex

ist throughout the early cleavages.

In short, it oan he stated that bilaterality of the embryo is first 

indicated by the position of the gray crescent, and that it is farther 

evidenced in external aspect by the occurrence of a dorsal area of ac

celerated cell division and by certain morphological features which 

characterize the dorsal portion of the embryo, and in internal aspect 

by inequality in the thiokness of dorsal and ventral walls of the blast

ula.

iI
j
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Developments! Bate

Differences In development *& rate among animals have been des
cribed end their censes discussed by numerous authors. The following 
quotation and statement of the problem le from Stoekard (1931).

"It is a generelly known fact that the eggs of different species 
do not progress at the same rate of development even during eoa- 
parable stages. The lengths of time between fertilisation and the 
first cleavage and the rates at which the early cleavages follow 
one another may differ decidedly saong the eggs of even closely 
related forme. These differences in developmental rate are prob
ably fundamentally connected with differences In chemical struc
ture of the egg substances, and In particular with the different 
rates of oxidation of certain stuffs. It is a well-known chemical 
fact that very slight differences in composition between substances 
may cause very great differences In their oxidation capacities.
The efforts on the part of numerous embryologists to associate 
the differences in rate of cleavage and time required to attain 
certain stages of development with the slxe of the egg, the aatount 
and position of the yolk substances, or even the types of cleavage 
have not been satisfactory. Certain merobl&stlc eggs develop much 
faster than certain holoblastlc ones, while other holoblsatie eggs 
have a rate of cleavage far more rapid than the smroblaatic types. 
All of the so-called laws of cleavage rates based on morphological 
differences among egg types have been found to fail so decidedly 
when applied In general that one is forced to seek more deep- 
seated causes for the differences in developmental rate.
At the present time we can only state that such causes probably 
reside in the differences in chemical make-up of the several 
species of eggs... The rate of development certainly depends, 
particularly daring later stages, on the amount of food avail
able, but the supply of oxygen end the degree of temperature at 
which development is taking place have a far more striking in
fluence on the rate. Cessation of development also occurs much 
more promptly frost absence of oxygen or sudden changes in temper
ature them from any other natural modifications which happen in 
the environment. These facts point decidedly to the rate of de
velopment as being dependent uron kind and rate of chemical 
change, most pertidularly upon rate of oxidation. The egg probably 
has a definite coefficient of metabolism dependent upon the inter-
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action of its specific chenical structure and the given environ- 
oant in which it normally develops. The rats of development re* 
tults from both the internal qualities of the egg end the nature 
of fiie surrounding entfironoent.

The present extremely crude state of our knowledge of the chem
istry of development will perndt of no more satisfactory state- 

1 ments of the principles underlying differences in developmental
rate than those which have been attempted above."

Moore (1933). after finding that eggs of Pendraster fertilised 

with warm of Strongylocentrotas have the cLsavage tempo of their own 

species, and that nucleated, and nan-nucleated fragments when fertilised 

ehow time intervels for cleavage identical to those for the itiole e©5, 

concluded that neither sperm nor egg nucleus hes any effect on segmenta

tion tempo, but that reactions of cytoplasm alone determine it; he sug

gested thet cleavage reaction depends upon a substance of granular char

acter in the cytoplasm.

As concerns those differences in developmental rate vhltih occur 

among the Amphibia, Jordan and Eycheehymar (1894) have shown that the 

inter-cleavage periods in urodelan eggs ere much longer then the corres

ponding periods in e m r m  eggs, end that the d̂xole course of urdoelan 

and anuran development is marked by a similar disparity in time. They 

concluded that the inter-clesvege period does not depend on the size of 

the egg, si though the quantity of yolk exerts an influence upon the speed 

with which furrows cut their way to the lower pole. "We see no escape, 

therefore, from the conclusion that in this instance the rapidity of 

cell division depends upon the innate end inherited tendencies of the 

cytoplasm end nucleus, rather than upon the size of the ovum."

In Scephiupus. the rate of development throughout the entire 

embryonic and larval period is more rapid than that which has been
l
i  described from any other amphibian. The cleavage divisions in part-ii
i
i
i
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ieul&r take place with surprising speed; they are saong the ggst rapid 

cell divisions erer observed. The following table (Table V) provides 

a comparison of cleavage rates in several Amphibia end in one telenet; 

the latter, Brechydanio rerio. is included only because its cleavage 

rate, like that of Scaphlopus, is extremely rapid,

Souroee of data used in Table ? ere as follows;

Blemyctylna virldescens. Amby stoma punctatum. Bana pain stria, aid Bafo 

vaxiabllls—  Jordan and lydeshymer (1894)

Chorphilua trlserlatus—  Wilson (1896)

Bans sylvatica—  Pollister and Moore (193?)

"The Proves Heed (1904)

Pelobates fuscua—  van Bambeke (1868)

Brachydanlo rerio-- unpublished manuscript by Roosen-Bunge, of Broun 

University.

A number of other data are available on cleavage rate in Aaura, 

although they are not complete enough to be included in a table. Por in

stance, Hewport (1861, 1863, 1954) determined that the egg of the frog
I
| begins to segment in from four to five hours after fertilization, and that
I
| divisions take place at intervals of about one hour. It is oommonly stated,

j in generalized descriptions of the embryology of the frog, that cleavages

occur at intervals of about one hour.

Table V shows, as one wouttL expect, that there is a correlation 

between rate of cleavege end length of the period between fertilization end 

the appearance of the first furrow; this is particularly well illustrated 

by comparison of the data for uxodelan and for enuren embryos. In Schp- 

hlopus and in the teleoet Branhydanio, with short intercleavage periods, the 

time elapsed before the first cleavage is also short.
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TABUS V

Duration of Cleavage Divisions in the Early End 
Seven Anurans, and One Teleost

Diemyotylns Ambyatoma Bana Bnfo Chorophllue
Viridesoena punotatvm palustria vuriabllls triaeriatig

Fertilisation to 
first cleavage

10 hours 10 hrs U-5 hrs U-5 hrs
First
Completed
interval between 
1st and 2nd 2 hours 1 hr.50 M lhr.15 M. 1 hr*5 M. U0-U5 ®ih.
Seoond
Completed
Interval between 
2nd and 3rd 1 hr.U5 M. 1 hr.55 M. lhr.15 M. 1 hour 30 min.
Third
Completed 15-13 Min.
Interval between 
3rd and Uth 1 hr. Uo M. 2 hours 1 hour 1 hour 15-20 Min.
Fourth
Completed
interval between 
Uth and 3th 1 hr. 50 M. 1 hr. Uo M 1 hour
Flfib
Completed
Interval' between 
5th and 6th (2 hxa .U5 M) (lhr.35 MO
Sixth
Completed
Interval between 
6th and 7th (2hrs. U5M) (lhr. 25M.)
Seventh
Completed
Interval between 
7th and 8th (lhr. 25M.)
Interval between 
6th and 9th (lhr. 25M.)
interval between 
9th and 10th (lhr. 30M.)
interval between 
10th and 11th
interval between 
llthand 12th
interval between 
12th and 13th
Temperature 018 C 018 C 18° C 18° C

(Time in parentheses refer to individual oases, not
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TABUS V

ions in the Sarly Embryos of Two Urodeles, 
, and One Teleoat

i Chorophilus Bam "The Pelo bates Soaphiopus Brachydanio
abills ’feriseriaW syivatlca Frog" lusous bombifrons* rerio

hrs 2hrs. 30M 3 hrs 30-50 min. 25 min.
i 1 hr. 9-1If min.
••5 M. I4O-/4.5 min. 30 Min Plus 50 M. 1̂  hr. 10-15 Min. 20 Min.

i

30 M. 9-11+ Min.
>ur 30 min. lhr. 30 M. 1 hr. Ik hr. 10-15 Min. 19k Min.t
!I . . 15-13 Min. , 10 M. i*¥5 Min.
i
lur 15-20 Min. 30 M.plus 55 M. 10-15 Min. 19 Min.

5-6 Min.
1̂ur 1;5 M. 10-15 Min. 18 min.I1 ■ 1!i 5-6 Min.

55 M. 10-15 Min. 17& Min.
6-8 Min.

i 50 M. 10-15 Min. 18& Min.
Ii 7-11 Min.
i

| .. 1*5 M. 10-15 Min. 19 Min.
I
i 55 M.
!
i 55 M. 20k Min.
!

1 hr. 20 Min.
j
i 50 M.

i .. ... lhr.l5M•
i

f c 28° C 12-li»°C 2 3 -2 5 ° c 2 5 ° C

[individual oases, not averages)
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It has not been definitely determined whether or not eadh embryo, j 
in the ease of Scaphlopus. possesses a deprave ihythm of its own, and 
whether the rhythm varies maoh among different embryos. The sets of fhr- 
rovs as a role appear at ten to fifteen minute intervals, althoû . oecas- 
ionally one of sixteen or seventeen minutes is observed. At one time.
Then the temperature was allowed to drop to 19° 0., Intervals up to 22 
minutes elapsed between some of the sets of furrows. The rhythm remains 
practically constant as far as the cleavages have been studied. The data 
obtpined by Reed (1904) also Indicate a fairly onstant rhythm during the 
early cleavages, although it is suggested that by the time the twelfth 
cleavage is completed the division rate is slowing down a little.

A comparison of the rate of cleavage of Segphlouus end that of 
Pelobates Is of especial Interest, since the two am closely related 
forms. Tan Bambeke's data shows to at, in toe latter, the inter cleavage 
period is about one and one-half hours, while three hours elapse between 
fertilization and toe first cleavage. However, comparison is complicated 
by the fact that the embryos of Pelobates were developing at a temperature 
of 13°-14° C., and those of Soaphiopus at one of 23°-25° C.

In Ohorophilus triseriatua. according to Wilson’s data, cleavage
jis quite rapid; intervals of 40-45, 30, and 15-30 minutes occur between, j 

respectively, the first and second, second and third, and third and fourth
i

sets of farrows. Wilson believed that development in the embryos he I|
studied was more rapid than normal, since they had been kept at a temper
ature of 0° 0. for eight hours before observation was begun.

Bragg (1938) has found that cleavages takes place rapidly in embryos !
|

Bqfo cognatus. although the rate does not equal that in S cap hi opus.
HAn embryo in the two-celled stage when first ctoserved passed throng j

i
ii
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two divisions in forty-five minutes. Some embryos reached the thirty-two 
or sixty-four cell stages in one and one-half hoars."

The shortness of the interele&vage period in Scsphlopus Is parallel
ed by tie rapidity vith which farrows are completed. Jordan and lycleshymer 
(1894) found that although si se of egg and (pientity of yolk do not iffect 
the intereleavege period, they do hate an unmistakable influence on the 
speed with which furrows cut their wty to the lower pole. From this stand
point, it is particularly interesting to note that in 3 can hi opus both the 
first md the second furrows cut their way to the lower pole and ere com
pleted externally in from nine to fourteen minutes, even though the egg is 
not particularly small one and contains no less yolk than do those of sev
eral Anura in which a ouch longer time is required for oompletion of fur
rows. The average diameter of eggs of Soaphlopus bombifrons is 1.5 mm.

1 The average diameter of eggs of Seep hi opus bombifrons is 1.5 mm. Bragg
| (1937) has reported that the sverege else of eggs of Bufo cogaatus is 1.18
I mm., and Wfight (1933) has stated that eggs of Bans palustris end R&na

sylvatlca are, respectively, 1.6 am. and 1.8 to 2.4 mm. in diameter.
I

It was stated In a previous paper (Trowbridge and Trowbridge,
| 1937) that as the time spent in cleavage decreases, that spent in rest

Increases. It has dnee been concluded, however, that the cleavages
i occur at rather regular Intervals, and that the phenomenon noted has noi

real significance. Bach of the first two cleavages, as is shown in Table 
7, requires from nine to fourteen minutes for its completion, due, no 
doubt, to the fact that each must traverse the embryo from upper to lower 
poles. The third cleavage is completed in any one cell in from two to

! three minutes after its first appearance, but, since the furrows form more 
rapidly in dorsal than In ventral cells, from four to five minutes are

j
i
t

iii
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required for comp lotion of the set of fhrxows. As cleavage continues, 
the cells that are to he divided become smaller, and, even though the lag 
In division in naeroseres causes the entire period consumed in cleavage to 
be extended, it is still rot as long as in the case of the first two cleav
ages. By the time of completion of the seventh set of furrows, lag in 
division in the macro meres is more markedly prolonging the period consumed 
in cleavage.

Later as well as earlier phases in the developmental process of J
Scaphlouas are rompleted more rapidly than in other Anura. The dorsal lip 
of the blastopore appears at seven hours after egg-laying. Thirty minutes 
later the lip has asmmed a semi-circular shape, and at the end of another

i
fifteen minutes it exists as a complete circle. About one end three- 
fourths hours after the beginning of gastrulstlon, the blastopore has a 
diameter only half that in the early circular blastopore stage. Three 
and one-half hours after appearance of the dorsal lip, the yolk plug has 
been reduced to a diameter of fifteen or twenty degrees, the blastopore

| lip has beoome ovoid in shape, and gastrulatlon is practically completed.
; Early neural structures appear externally at about this time. One houri

later, the yolk plug is entirely hidden end the lateral lips of the
blastopore are closely oppressed. In Pelobates fuscu9. the blastopore
lip appears at 43̂  hours after egg-1 eying. The earn stage is readied
in Rena sylvatlca at nineteen hours, end in Cherpphllus trlseriatus at
twelve hours. According to Bragg (1938), in Bufo cognatesi "Young bl&stulae !

0 ^advanced to yolk-plug stages in five hours at a temperature of 35-30 C,, j1 si though many developed at a slower rate under closely comparable con- j
ditions. Gastrulatlon is a much slower process than cleavage and it often j

takes several hours fbr the yolk-plug to become overgrown completely." j
j
i
J
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In Ohorophllus triserlataa. gastrulatlon begins at twelve hoars after the 
first cleavage, and the blastopore closes at the fifteenth hour. Pflager 
in 1883 described the first trace of the dorsal lip ef the blastopore as 
appealing In Sqfo dnereas at eighteen hoars after fertilization; at 
twenty-three hoars the lip of the blastopore had assumed a erescentte 
and at twenty-four hours a semicircular thape. One-hslf hour later, the 
blastopore was established as a circle. At 3l£ idurs, rotation of the 
gastrula had brought the blastopore into a posterior position.

In Sogphlopas. the position of the neural groove is at ten nnd 
one-half hours after fertilisation (that is, at three and onePhalf hours 
after the appearance of the dorssl lip) marked out by a line of pigment. 
Three hours later, the neural fo Ids hare come together and fused through
out their entire length. In Bana aylvetica. fourteen hours elapse be
tween appearance of the neural groove end closure of the neurel folds.

i
Hatching takes place in Scasphlopus at the age of twentyeeight

i
j hours. In Bana sylvatlca. it does not occur until an age of more than
! ninety hours. Aocordii® to Bragg (1936), larvae of Bufo eognatus hatch

at about fifty-three hours. Hinckley (1882) indicated that the larvae 
of a tree-toad (species not stated) {hieh she studied escaped from the

i

membranes at forty-eight hours. Wilson (1896) stated that in Ghoro-
| philua triseriatus hatching occurs during the aedond or third day, or by
i
i the end of the third day.

Larvafc of Sea? hi onus bombifrons attain their maximum else of body 
at about the twentieth day. The fore legs emerge at about the twenty- 
eighth day, acid by the thirty-second day metamorphosis is completed.

There is a possibility that an unusually rapid rate of development 
might result in the telescoping of certain stages, or in the occurrence
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of eases of heterochrony. Howev*jt̂ |he present study has not Drought 
to light any phenomena, of this type. On the other hand, It seems that 
the rapid rate of development is obvious in all phases of embryonic md 
larval life, and that it is not more strikingly expressed In connection 
with any one structure or set of structures than with others.

Anoren embryos end larvae show differences not only in the rate 
of development of morphological features, but also in the time of develop
ment of various reaction capacities. Specimen# of Scaphlouus bombifrons 
have been observed to be remarkably active and vigorous during the early 
larval life; this characteristic la particularly striking when comparison 
is made vdfh other tadpoles. Spontaneous muscular movements begin at the 
age of about twenty hours, end within m  hour or two become quite strong; 
as the time of hatching approaches, movements resemble those made in 
svlmming, end at times become so violent as to result in rupture of the 
chorion. Swimming ability is developed early, and embryos freed from 
the me mb rand during the latter half of Stage 18 {two to two and one-half 

J  hours before hatching would normally occnr) are able to swim for short
i distances. In Bufo cognates. although active muscular movements are
1
| evident before hatching, the young tadpoles do not swim much until about 
I ten hours after hatching (Bragg, 1936), Embryos of Bufo woodhousll uood-
| housll reared in the laboratory by Dr. Bragg and Hr. V. 0. Johnson have

been observed to be even later in the development of reaction capacities; 
according to Youagstrom (1938), embryos of Bufo Woodhousll woodhousll are 
at hatching pre-motile. A table (Table X) given by the latter author
illustrates differences in the time of development of reaction capacities
in a number of other Anure; although Aerie gryllua and Pseud&cris trtseriate 
are free-swimming at the time of hatching, Sana areolata and Bana plpiens
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are non-mo tile or at the stage of beginning motility, end Bana deal tans
and Bana catesbalana are at the stage of beginning motility.

After hatching, larvae of B. cognatus. when not attached to the 
jelly, lie on the lateral surface and do not Bwia much until about ten 
hours after hatchlngl When about thirty hours old, all swim in a spiral 
path. At about seventh hours, they begin to lose the tendency to spiral 
and then swing widely from side to side with only m  occasional turning 
over. At about ninety hours after hatching, all spiralling ceases 
(Bragg, 1936), Larvae of Scaphlotras are markedly sore active. Those 
which become attached to the chorion Airing hatching usually "free them
selves in an hour or two; tin so not so attached swim immedi ately. One 
hour after hatching they are able to swim in a spiral path to the sur
face of the water in a finger bowl or culture dish. At fifteen hours 
after hatching, larvae can orient themselves and swim with the ventral 
surface down, showing only a alight tendency to fedLl to one side or the 
other.

Xt seems possible that the great energy and vigor of movement 
exhibited by larvae of Seep hi opus may, at least to a certain extent, be 
correlated with their predaceous habits.

Dr. Bragg, in a study (in manuscript) of amphibian deutoplasm end 
its relation to embryonic and larval development, has found teat in Soap- 
hiopus the yolk seems to be used at a slightly earlier period than in the

i
other four forms studied (Bufo cognatus 5sy. B. Woodhousll woodhousll 
(Girard), Rana sphenocephala (Oope), and Trlturas torosus). He has sug
gested that this earlier utilisation of yolk maybe correlated with the

j

j exceptionally high rate of development, although both he and the writer

|
iI
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believe that it may also be correlated with the higfc degree of muscular
activity.

The question may be raised as to whether the rate of development 
recorded for Scaphlopus bombifrons at a temperature of 23° to 25° C. is 
the so-called normal rate, since it is a veil krtovn fact that external 
conditions affect rate of development. In this connection, Stodkard 
(1921), King (1903), and Hertwig (1894, 1896, 1897, and 1899) have shovn 
or pointed out that although a vide range of decrease in developmental, 
rate can be experimentally obtained in the eggs and embryos of Anura by 
exposure to low temperatures, acceleration of the usuallrate by higi 
temperatures takes place only to a limited degree under natural conditions 
and but tiight increases in developmental rate have been experimentally 
obtained. Hertwig (1897) defined the optimum temperature as "die Temer- 

I froi velcher slch der Sntvtcklungsprocess bei alien Slern ndt der
grossten Beschleunigung ohne elne anffalllge Storung und Abwelchung von
der Norm vollzelht." The optimum temperature has been found to be not

0 o Ofar from 28 0. for unsegmented eggs of Bufo lentlginosus, and 30 to 31 C.
for later stages (King, 1903). For Bana fusca, the optimum is 20° 0. for

othe unsegmented egg and 24 C. for embryos in later stages of development 
(Hertwig, 1899). King believed it may be possible to show that the temper
ature most favorable for the development of anuran eggs depends to a cer
tain extent on the time of year at ifrich the eggB are deposited, and Hoad- 
ley and Brill (1937) have reviewed literature showing that there is a 
correlation between the breeding season of an amphibian and the behavior 
of its eggs under various temperature conditions. According to the latter, 
Dr. Gertrud Hermes has found that Sana plplens. Bana sylvatica. and Bufo

I
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anarlcenus. which have slightly different breeding seasons, also show
differences in their responses to various temperature conditions; a teaper- 

ostars of 29 G. permits normal development in Bufo amtrlcanus. but not in 
the other bo. if this relationship does exist, one would expect the 
optimum temperature for the development of eggs, embryos, and larvae of 
Scgphinpus to be higher then 23° to 25° c., since the eggs are as a rule 
laid late in the spring or even during the summer end develop at the 
relatively high temperatures usually prevailing at these times. Temper
ature readings taken in pools near Norman shoe that embryos and larvae at 
times develop in nature at a highbr temperature than tiiat maintained in 
the laboratory. On Uay 10, 1936, embryos just at the point of hatching, 
and somewhat advanced in stage of development than embryos raised in the
laboratory and almost certainly of the same age, were taken froA a buffalo

0wallow in which the water temperature was 28 C. On April 31, 1938, the 
water temperature in a pool in which snadefoot tadpoles were developing

I

I was found to be 30° 0, Between June 19 and June 25, 1937, Dr. Bragg se-
| cured in pools containing spadefoot tadpoles water temperature readings
| varying from 30° to 37° 0, No doubt in warm sunny weather the temperature
(
| of water in the type of pools in which eggs of Scaphlopus are deposited
| is higher, at least daring the afternoons, than that at which laboratory

specimens developed; at nî ht one would expect it to be ssmewhat lower.
Stockard (1921), as well as others, has emphasized the fact that 

oxygen supply, like temperature, has a narked effect on rate of developQ 
sent; while Increase in this factor accelerates the normal rate bit 
slightly, reduction may bring about a marked decrease in developmental 
rate. In an attempt to guard against crowding and insufficiency of oxy
gen supply for embryos and larvae developing In the laboratory, only a
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relatively snail number of specimens was kept in any one ciltare dish, 
and the eater was changed from once to three or four times daily. De
velopmental rate under these conditions was practically the same as that 
of specimens kept in large cement tasks.

Supply of food is known to hare a marked effect on the rale of 
growth of tadpoles after hatching. All laboratory-reared specimens were 
supplied with an abundance of both animal and vegetable food. As is 
stated in another section, comparison of tadpoles brought into the labor
atory at an age of about three weeks with those of the ssme group remain
ing in the pool indicates that in the former the onset of metamorphosis 
was reached a little earlier than in he latter, possibly due to the feed
ing of beef liver. Even so, tadpoles reared in the laboratory agree 
quite closely as concerns time of metamorphosis with those transforming 
in their natural habitat (see section on Life History). Moreover, the 
rate of growth of laboratory-reared specimens is similar to that recorded 
by (rilmore (1924) for tadpoles of the same species developing in pools.

In view of these facts and observations, it is somsluded that,
! while it may be impossible to state exactly whet the so-called normal 

rate of development may be for a spades, the time relationships observed 
and recorded in the development of Scaphiopus bombifrons are as truly 
representative as it is possible to make them.
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Formation of a 'Septal Furrow' During 
(Jastrulation

It has been pointed out thst flaring gait relation the boundary of 
the roof of the blsatoeoele is indice ted in external view by the presence 
of a circle of sunken cells analogous to the 1 boundary groove1 of Petno- 
myson and to the 'SchelAewandfurche1 or 'Septal furrow* of Qnrptobranchus
Japan!cue and 0, allcghenlenels. Apparently in each form in which It
has been described the septal furrow is passive in origin and is a pro
duct of gaatmlation. In both Petromyson and Cryptobranchus. the egg 

j contains considerable yolk, and the roof of the blastocoele is unusually
! thin. In Petromyson. the groove is exaggerated to such an extent that in

some eases it constricts the embryo into an hour-glass form. In Crypto- 
bran chug. it takes the fora of a definite furrow enclosing the fenestra, 
a clear and nearly transparent area which, in living embryos and in those 

| fixed in Snith's fluid containing twice the usual amount of potassium
i bichromate, it is cut up into small polygonal areas each composed of 

several cells and separated by lines resembling cleavage furrows. In 
Scaphlopus. the entire upper hemisphere assumes an irregularly rough and 
bumpy appearance during the early phases of gaatrulation, and after the 
septal farrow has been established this appearance Is retained in the area 

I corresponding to the fenestra. Since the roof of the blastocoele is not 
unusually thin, and since the eeptal furrow has not been observed in sny 
other oouran gastzula, it seems likely that its appearance may be flue to
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the speed idtii which gastrulation takes place. The formation of a sep
tal farrow Is in itself of no great importance, hat its occurrence in the 
gastrula of three forms no more closely related than are Petroftyson. 
Cryptbfcranohns. and Scanhdpues is en Interesting exancle of convergence 
in purely embryonic characters.
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SUHHAJT

1. The embryonic sad larval development of Scaphioput bomblfrone Cope ie 
described in greater part with reference to external features and in 
smeller part with reference to internal structure. The early develop
mental period Is, for purposes of description, divided into stages 
based upon age and upon morphological features.

2. A complete time record derived from study of living material is pre
sented in connection with the description of stages.

3. Development in all phases of embryonic and larval life has been found 
to be exceedingly rapid, for example* (l) the early cleavages appear 
At ten to fifteen minute intervals, (2} gastrulatton begins at seven 
hours after fertilisation end is completed four aud one-hslf hours 
later, (3) the neural tube is completely dosed three hours after 
the first appearance of thenneural groove, (4) hatching takes place 
at the age of twenty-eight hours, and (5) metamorphosis is completed 
on the thirty-second dey.

4. Throughout the early cleavage stages there can be distinguished a 
dorsal eccentric area of aocalerated cell division indicative of the 
bllaterality of die embryo; thlsanraa first appears at the second 
cleavage, and is evident at all succeeding cleavage a as far as they 
can be followed. The superficial cleavage pattern of later blastnale 
exhibits a bilateral symmetry which corresponds with the definitive

199
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bllaterallty of the embryo end which Is paralleled by Internal eviO 
dences of bi laterality.

5, Transition of the roof and wall of the bla9toooele from a single to
a several cell-layered condition begins with inward migration of 
cells at either the fifth or the sixth cleavage. Formation of fur
rows which divide cells into external and wholly internal blasto- 
aeres first takes place at the sixth cleavage.

6. Daring g&strulation the roof of tie blastocoele is bounded super
ficially by a circle of ainken cells which is malogous to the 
•septal fhrrow' of Oryptobranchus or the 'boundary groove’ of Petro- 
zqyzonj so far as is now known, Scgphiotiua is, in the occurrence of 
this phenomenon, unique among the Aunrn.

i
I

1
i
i
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Explanation of Figures

146* Miscellaneous cleavage stages* Smith and formalin fixation* Xll*

147* Stage 4. Earlier completion of fourth furrow* in dorsal micro- 

meres* Gray crescent at lower left. Formalin fixation. X35.

148. Stage 4. Microstores in a roughly radial arrangement. Gray 

crescent at left. Formalin fixation. X20.

149. Stage 5. Earlier appearance of fifth furrows in dorsal microstores.

Gray crescent below. Formalin fixation. X15.

150. Stage 5. Earlier completion of fifth furrows in dorsal stioromeres.

Gray oresoent at left. Formalin fixation. X15.

151. Stage 5. Embryo showing a small partially submerged cell after 

completion of the fifth cleavage. Grey crescent at upper left. 

Formalin fixation. X28.

152. Stage 12. Embryo showing during gastrulation a circle of sunken cells

in the upper hemisphere. Smith fixation. X10.

153. Stage 13 (one and one-fourth hours after beginning of the stage).

Smith fixation. X22.

154. Stage 14-2. Smith fixation. X22.

155. Stage 15-1• Smith fixation, X15.

156. Stage 16. Formalin fixation. X13.

157. Stage 18. Formalin fixation. X12.

158. Stage 19. Newly hatched larva, Bouin fixation.

159. Stage 22. Formalin fixation. X12,

160. Stage 24. Formalin fixation. X13.

161. Stage 24. Sane larva as in Fig, 160. X13.
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